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A.M. Beajow, M.D. Internal Medicine Associates ACO, P.C.
Internal Medicine Associates of Southern Nevada
Greg Fihn DO LTD
Mickey Weisz MD PC
Geriatric Medical Associates of Nevada
Silver State Cardiology LLC
Tousif M Pasha LTD
Danka K Michaels MD Professional Corporation
Internal Medicine Associates
Bone & Joint Specialists
Donielle Freedman, M.D. LTD
Vegas Valley Primary Care
Absolute Foot Care Specialists Inc.

AAMC Collaborative Care Network
Anne Arundel Physician Group
Orthopedic Physicians of Annapolis
Anne Arundel Medical Center
Annapolis Internal Medicine
Andrew S. Dobin, MD PA

Accountable Care Clinical Services PC
John J. Murphy, MD
Piamarie Ballarin-Feldman M.D., P.C.
William S. Friedman
Leominster Medical Associates
Robert A. Babineau, Jr. MD
Edward Kamens, MD
Robert Lebow, MD
James P. Figueroa, MD
Charlton Family Practice
William Dunn, DO
Pulmonary & Internal Medicine
Raymond K. Sauls, MD
Family Practice Associates
Vasuki Radhakrishnan, MD
Stephen Child, MD
Middlesex Hospital
Griffin Hospital
Carlos Schweitzer, MD
Gerald Fette, MD
Associated Physicians of Southbury, PC
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John Farens, MD, PC
Griffin Faculty Practice
MHS Primary Care Inc.
William S. Friedman
Stephen Weedon
Harrington Physician Services
Nogales Medical Clinic
Wachusett Medical Associates
Zbigniew Dombek, MD
Larry T. Suk
Internal Medicine & Pediatrics, LLC
Conneaut Valley Health Center
Meadville Medical Center
Meadville Physician Services
Martin Decker, DO
Sprague Family Practice
Olive Medical Center, Inc.
Iris Sullivan, MD, PC
Clinica Medica Dr. Juan Escobar, Inc.
Cuidado Latino Medical Clinic Inc.
John B. Luster, MD M.P.H.
Michael W. Fitzgibbons, MD
Christopher Lundquist, MD
David R. Joss, MD A California Professional Corporation
Vinod Malhotra, MD, Inc.
Primary Care of Shelton LLC
Sun Medical Clinic, PC
Clinica Medica Familiar La Puente
Floyd Valley Hospital
Family Medicine Associates, PC
Stephen J. Veit, MD, PC
Madison County Medical Assoc., PC
Total Care Medical Clinic
Accountable Care Practice Services, P.C.
John B. Luster, MD
Larry Suk Medical Clinic
Total Care Medical Clinic
Family and Community Medical Clinic
Alex Dariushnia, MD
Total Care Medical Clinic
Family Medical & Maternity Care, PC
Sudipta & Bindu Dey, MD, Inc.
Camilo S Jorge M.D. Prof Corp
Eldorado Community Service Ctrs
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Samuel Dixon Family Health Center, Inc.
Zacoalco Medical Group, Inc.
Harold Cardinal Valery M.D. Inc.

**Accountable Care Coalition of Caldwell County, LLC**
Caldwell Memorial Hospital, Inc.

**Accountable Care Coalition of Central Georgia, LLC**
Middle Georgia Primary Care, PC
Cheryl L. Howard Young, Do, PC
W Steven Wilson, MD
Pulmonary Associates, LLC
Central Georgia Heart Institute, LLC
Perry Primary Care, LLC
South Houston Internal Medicine, LLC
Kinnebrew Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine, PC
Hypertension And Kidney Associates Of Middle Georgia, LLC
Internal Medicine & Geriatrics of Houston, LLC
All Care Medical Associates, LLC
Deepti Bhasin MD, Inc.
Aegis Nephrology & Internal Medicine, LLC
Houston Medical Associates, LLC
Primary Family Medicine, LLC
Medical Group of Central Georgia, LLC
USmedx, LLC
Premiere Neurology, LLC, PC
Middle Georgia Ob/Gyn., PC
Cardiac Consultants of Central Georgia, LLC
United Medical Specialist, LLC
Magnolia Surgery, PC
Piedmont Sports Medicine & Orthopaedic Clinic, PC
Women’s Healthcare of Middle Georgia, Inc.
Physicians for Women, PC
Alan G Struth, MD PC
Horatio V Cabasares, MD, PC
Jeffrey Rymuza MD, PC
Samuel E. Palmer
Middle Georgia Urology, Inc.
Middle Georgia Medical Associates, PC
Southeastern Pathology Associates, Inc.
Advanced Medical Associates, PC
Comprehensive Care Medical Offices, LLC
Houston Primary Care, Inc.
Cornerstone Medical Associates, LLC
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Middle Georgia Neurology, LLC
Perry Family Practice

**Accountable Care Coalition of Coastal Georgia, LLC**
SouthCoast Medical Group, LLC

**Accountable Care Coalition of DeKalb, LLC**
Perimeter Medical Associates, PC
Harper & Associates Family Medicine, PC
Glenn Kasow, DO
South DeKalb Family Physicians, LLC
Georgia Spine & Neurosurgery Center, LLC
Greater Atlanta Radiation Oncology Consultants, LLC
ENT and Voice Care of Atlanta, Inc.
Gastroenterology Specialists of DeKalb, LLC
Advanced Laparoscopic Surgical, LLC
Mercy Internal Medicine
Georgia Family Care, LLC
Capstone Medical Group
Primary Medical Care Group, PC
Northlake Internal Medicine, LLC
Premier Women’s Specialist
Total Women’s Health & Wellness Center, Inc.
Evergreen Family Medicine, LLC
Tina-Ann Kerr Thompson, MD, PC
Jefrey D Lieberman MD
Cancer Care Specialists, PC
Atlanta Gastroenterology Specialists
Saira Tariq Niaz MD PC
Ponce Primary Care, LLC
DeKalb Medical Primary Care Group, LLC
DeKalb Medical Specialty Care Group, LLC
Barbour Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine PC
Mark Safra, MD
CEP America LLC
East Atlanta Cardiology, LLC
Atlanta Metro Cardiology
Midha Medical Clinic
Hillandale Internal Medicine, PC
DeKalb Neurology Group, LLC
Southpoint Eyecare
Atlanta GYN Center, PC
Community Care MD, PC
Cardiology Consultants of Atlanta
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Atlanta Dermatology And Surgery
Atlanta Gyn & Ob, P.C.
Kenneth A. Hoose, Jr., M.D., P.C.
Gyn & Ob Of Dekalb, P.C.
Northlake Women's Specialists
Radiology Associates of DeKalb, PC
Allied Ankle & Footcare Centers PC
North DeKalb Orthopedic, PC
Howard B. Krone, MD, PC
Eye Physicians and Surgeons
George R Gottlieb, MD, PC
Sanford S Hartman, MD PC
Robert W. Marsh, DOPC
Georgia Ophthalmology Assoc. PC
Ian Katz, MD
Stone Mountain Family Practice, PC
Gulzar B. Kassam, MD, PC
Gary R Botstein MD
Georgia Retina, PC
Metro Surgical Associates
Michael B Stubbs MD PC
Atlanta Center for Gastroenterology PC
Metro Vascular
Stephen H. Knight, MD
Gulshan Harjee MD PC
Peachtree Vascular Specialists, PC
William C. Mcgarity, Jr., MD, PC
Diabetes and Endocrinology Associates, PC
Infectious Disease Specialists of Atlanta, PC
Atlanta Heart Group, PC
Internal Medicine Association Of Rockdale PC
Georgia Plastic Surgery
DeKalb Women's Specialists
Gwinnett Orthopaedic & Sports Medicine
DeKalb Medical Center Inc.
Southeastern Lung Care
Northwest Nephrology Clinic
Atlanta Knee And Sports Medicine
Decatur Health Resources, Inc.
Georgia Medical Associates, PC
Rehabilitation Physicians of Georgia, PC
Atlanta Nephrology Referral Center
Perimeter OB/GYN Care, LLC
Dekalb Surgical Associate, P.C.
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DeKalb Gastroenterology Associates, II, LLC
Michael A Quinones, MD, PC
Atlanta Center For Medicine II PC
Surgical Associates, LLC
DeKalb Pathology, PC
PACT Atlanta
Buford - Norcross Primary Care, PC
Dourron OB/GYN Associates, PC
Timothy Watts, MD
Joseph C Smiddy, MD, PC
Greater Atlanta Family Healthcare, LLC
Premiere Dermatology and Surgery
Atlanta Heart Specialists, LLC
Family Practice of Atlanta, LLC
Pulmonary & Sleep Specialists, PC
Jeff A. Traub, MD, PC
Kendrick Family Practice
Dekalb Medical Hospitalist, LLC
Stewart Family Practice, PC
Atlanta Digestive Center, LLC
The Alexander Ear, Nose and Throat Center
Foot, Ankle and Leg Specialists of Georgia
Premier Family Clinic
First Lithonia Medical Center
Premier Women's Healthcare
Elliot P Royston MD PC

Accountable Care Coalition of Eastern North Carolina, LLC
Robert A Krause, MD, PLLC
CAROLINA DIGESTIVE DISEASES, PA
Sound Medical, PA
Shalom Medical, PC
Vanceboro Internal Medicine, PA
Natalie A Doyle, MD, PA
Corazon Ngo, MD
Pamlico Medical Center, PA
Goldsboro Medical Specialists, PA
Robert S Meyer, MD, FAACP
MARC F. FEDDER, MD, PA
East Carteret Family Medicine, PA
Bailey Family Practice Center, PA
Goldsboro Family Physicians, PA
Carolina Kidney and Hypertension, PA
Wayne Family Medical Center, Inc.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accountable Care Coalition of Georgia, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Choice Primary Care Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Improvement Project, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care of Southwest Georgia, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis V Cooper Primary Health Care, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmetto Health Council, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-County Health System, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Georgia Health Care, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Highlands Medical Services, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany Area Primary Health Care, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medlink Georgia, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Health Care Center Of Dade, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakhurst Medical Centers, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Mountains Health Services, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Healthcare System, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Georgia Healthcare Center, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Central Primary Care Center, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinney Community Health Ctr., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendercare Clinic, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accountable Care Coalition of Greater Athens Georgia II, LLC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhett K. Rainey, D. O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athens Bone And Joint PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC-Macon Road LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce Adult And Pediatrics Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Medicine Associates of Athens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill Medical Group, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellness First, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toccoa Clinic Medical Associates LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Medical Center of Elberton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton B Ashford, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne S Morris MD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Medical Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Georgia Cardiology, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maysville Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Weaver Hawn MD, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reddy and Associates, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavin H Jani, MD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Accountable Care Coalition of Greater Athens Georgia, LLC

DeWitt and Chisolm LLC
Clarke-Oconee Family Practice LLC
Athens Gastroenterology Association PC
TMB Medical Associates PC
Oconee Primary Care LLC
Adams Primary Care PC
Bartley R Richards DO
Hawthorne Medical Associates PC
Walton Family Medicine PC
Greater Athens Physicians Inc.
Prince Avenue Primary Care LLC
Madison Primary Care LLC

Accountable Care Coalition of Greater Augusta & Statesboro, LLC

Family Care Group of Thomson, Inc.
Southern Family Medical Center
Tri-Care Family Medicine, LLC
Maria A Moogerfeld, MD, LLC
Brian A Moogerfeld, MD, LLC
University Medical Group LLC
Internal Medicine Associates Of Statesboro II, PC
Jonathan E Reimer, MD
McDuffie Medical Associates, PC
Family Health Care Center, PC
Family Medicine Associates of Augusta
Evans Medical Group
George C Pursley, MD
CSRA Medical Associates
Candler Internal Medicine, PC
University Medical Associates
Smith And Purvis Family Practice Pc
Bohler Family Practice, PC
Family Physicians of Evans

Accountable Care Coalition of Green Mountains, LLC

Ann Goering P.C.
Charlotte Family Health Inc.
Vermont Center For Cancer Medicine, Inc.
Green Mountain Urology Inc.
Michael J Corrigan MD
Good Health PC

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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- Evergreen Family Health Partners
- Alder Brook Family Health
- Thomas Chittenden Health Center, PLC
- Christopher J Hebert PC
- Associates in Gastroenterology PLLC

**Accountable Care Coalition of Maryland, LLC**
- Pax River Medical Clinic, LLC
- Ashvin J. Patel, M.D. P.A.
- Youngsik Moon, M.D., P.A.
- Drs. Berez & Daniel, Pa
- Patel Ramanan And Associates P.A.
- Shah Associates, MD, LLC
- John Scott Tidball, MD, PC

**Accountable Care Coalition of Mount Kisco, LLC**
- Mount Kisco Medical Group PC

**Accountable Care Coalition of New Mexico, LLC**
- William A Leeson, MD, PC
- Corazon Family Health PC
- Presbyterian Medical Services
- Charles C McCanna, MD PC
- Lee S Levin, MD, PC
- Santa Fe Medical Group A Limited Liability Company
- THOMAS W KRAVITZ, MD, PC
- Anasazi Medical Associates

**Accountable Care Coalition of North Central Florida, LLC**
- Innocent Odocha MD PA
- Ocala West Family Medicine PA
- Trinity Healthcare Medical Center
- C Gurol Erbay, MD, PA
- Robert G. Ashley, M.D., P.A.
- Krishna Rao MD PA
- DP Raju MD, PA
- Primary Care Physicians Of Gainesville, P.A.
- PJ Kim, MD, PA
- Family Practice Associates, PA
- Andrew C Bass, MD
- Beverly A Heinking DO
- Subadra Sivakumaran, MD
- Eladio Dieguez MD PA
- Shamal Nadkarni, MD, PA
Christopher J Grainger MD
Ocala Lung & Critical Care Associates Inc.

**Accountable Care Coalition of North Texas, LLC**

Citimed, P.A.
K-Care Family Medical PA
Cleburne Ob & Gyn Associates
Dan Dinh Nguyen DO PA
Rapha Medical Care, PA
DFW Family Clinic
Mount Moriah Family Medicine PLLC
Tuan Dinh Nguyen DO PA
Fisher Cardiology and Electrophysiology
Sajida Naeem MD And Muhammad Naeem MD PLLC
Durbin Family Practice PA
Salam Al-Hafidh MD FACP PA
Stephen B Trammell DO PA
Imre J Kocsis
James Kravetz DO
Phillip E Cohen DO PA
Basil Bernstein MD PA
Ralph T Wiegman MD
Burleson Family Medical Center PA
Steven G Bander DO PA
Michael P Adamo DO
Diamond Hill Medical Center PA
R Greg Maul DO PA
Dr. Richard J. Perry DO PA
Michael R. Mccullough, D.O., P.A.
Rhodesia N Lastrap DO PA
Jana & Rick Enlow
Clinical Nephrology Associates PA
Louis D Zegarelli DO PA
Kaner Medical Group, PA
Michael E Truman DO PA
Healthcare Associates Of Irving
Israel A Hartman M D PA
Roy L Caivano DO
Anuradha L Mundluru MD
John P Lavrey MD PA
Marie James-Ayanru MD
Arlington Preventive Care Medical Clinic PA
North Texas Lung & Sleep Clinic PA
Dr. Carla Tabbs MD PA

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Dr. Samuel C. Lee, PA
Dr. Stephen S. Rodrigues MD PA
Kanubhai A Patel MD
Lake Country Family Medicine, P.A.
Nguyen X Tran & Associates
Kious Family Medicine PA

**Accountable Care Coalition of Northwest Florida, LLC**

Flora L Cabreros MD PA
William Howe
Willis & Ling MD PA
Greater Gulf Coast Primary Care LLC
William C Wilson DO PA
Earl J Crosswright MD PA
Warren L Herron Jr. MD PA
Pediatric Associates PA
Gulf Coast Physician Partners
Manning Hanline Jr. MD
Anita S. Westafer, M.D., P.A.
Escambia Community Clinics Inc.
Robert Flurry MD PA
Paul J Pandolfi MD
Panhandle Rural Health Incorporated
The Surgery Group PA
The Infectious Disease Grp PA
Live Oak Medical Associates, P.A.
Pace Blvd Family Practice PA
Lourdes L Virtusio M D Family Practice Clinic Inc.
John G Brown P A
Joseph D Howard

**Accountable Care Coalition of South Georgia, LLC**

Richard L. Stevens M.D.
Family First Medical Associates PC
Stevens Health Services PC
Southwest Ga. Nephrology Clinic, P.C.
Medical Associates of Albany, PC
AIM Medical Associates, PC

**Accountable Care Coalition of Southeast Wisconsin, LLC**

Samir Mullick, MD, S.C.
Interpedia, S.C.
Lee Medical Clinic, S.C.
MSSP ACO Participant TIN Names for 2012 and 2013
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JAWAD H KHAN MDSC
STEVANOVIC CLINICS SC
Samara Services, LLC
Milwaukee Internal Medicine Associates, Inc.
Tosa Medical Group, LLC
TAHA MEDICAL CENTER
MANGOLD CENTER FOR FAMILY HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Tondkar Medical Center
Dr. Turgut Zia SC
Dr. Nadeem Najam SC
Raed Hamed, MD, LLC
Shabbar Sajjad, MD SC
Hugo Goitia MD SC
Healing Corner, LLC
Baylon Family Physicians, LTD
LAKEVIEW NEUROREHAB CENTER MIDWEST, Inc.
16TH STREET COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER Inc.
Shafi Medical Center, S.C.
Dr. Varona Family Prac. Clinic
Wauwatosa Children’s Clinic
DR. JOSEPH S KOSTRZEWSKI SC
Clinica Latina, SC
DAVID E. AMOS MDSC
Greenfield Pediatrics
Homestead Family Health Center
Outreach Community Health Services
V G LUBSEY, MD, SC
PROCARE MEDICAL GROUP SC
JEREMIAS B. VINLUAN M.D. S.C.
Raymond W. Moy, MD SC
Farzad Kamrani, MD, SC
Rajashri S. Manoli, M.D. SC
Charles J. Waisbren MD SC
Kaushalya Beniwal MD SC
C.M.M. Sundaram, M.D., SC
G. Chandy, M.D., F.A.A.P.
Milwaukee Health Services, Inc.
MEDICAL GENETICS INSTITUTE SC
MILWAUKEE IMMEDIATE CARE CORPORATION
FAMILY PRACTICE CLINIC MAYFAIR SC
Medpoint Family Care Center
PEDIATRIC AND ADULT MEDICINE ASSOCIATES S.C.
HISPANIC MEDICAL CENTER
THIENSVILLE FAMILY HEALTH CARE SC

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Management Assoc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarbjeet Sandhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roumani Medical Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KARIM BAKHTIAR MD SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Country Pediatrics, S.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drs. Khan &amp; Almas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARBARA A HUMMEL, MD SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERALD L IGNACE INDIAN HEALTH CENTER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Medical Clinic, SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surya Medical Group, S.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILWAUKEE FAMILY PRACTICE SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony J. Sweeney, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGO MEDICAL INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMNI FAMILY MEDICAL CLINIC SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Doctors, S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozaukee Medical Group, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VILLARD PRIMARY &amp; SPECIALTY CARE S.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Medical Clinic, SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina G. Conti, M.D., S.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninette A. Nassif MD, SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compassionate Doctors, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accountable Care Coalition of Syracuse, LLC**

FamilyCare Medical Group, PC

**Accountable Care Coalition of Texas, Inc.**

NW HOUSTON FAMILY PRACTICE PA
Emmanuel N. Oriahi, MD
Village Family Practice
MEMORIAL PULMONOLGY PA
Clear Lake Integrated Health Care, PA
STAR PRIMARY CARE, PA
Carlos E. Aguilar, MD, PA
ROBERT M CASTILLO MD
Alivio Family Medical Center
Texas Health Clinic, PA
Ramon C. Ty Jr., MD, PA
Peachtree Medical, PA
NIRAJ CHOU DHARY MD PA
Hazem El Zufari, MD PA
CLEAR LAKE CARDIOVASCULAR CARE PA
Spring Primary Care, PA
VINCENT KAU MD, PA
ENAYET RAHIM MD PA

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C G Patel MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncology and Hematology Consultants of Houston PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John K Badlissi MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Primary Care, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrology and Hypertension Specialists PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sridevi Pavuluri MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Center Southeast Houston, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javier A Rios MD PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Tran MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philomena Ukwade, MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Doan of Vo Clinic PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitzi T. Jimenez, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beamer Urgent Care Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bich Nguyen MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leila G. Vizirov, M.D., P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giang Luong Tran Medical Alliance, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town &amp; Country Family Physicians, PLLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julio C. Arauz, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement Medical Associates PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas N. Corpening, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles G Holmsten MD and Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor A. Mendiola, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Medical and Surgical Clinic Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial Clinical Associates, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert O. Maidenberg, MD., PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO W. Lee, M.D., P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sei Chang Oh, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaumont Nephrology Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley J. Pool, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald S. Hanser, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulfikarali K. Dhanani, MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic of the East End Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenio R. Martin, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willy Pezzia, M.D., P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugo M. Toro, MD., PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlingen Critical Care, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sria Durayappah, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.W. Kim Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dewitt Clinic, P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farouk Barbandi MD PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Industrial Medical Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi Si Choi, MD., PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Farha, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiraz P. Dhanani, MD., PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disclaimer:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
SHUNG-MAN KURT LEE MDPA  
Ata T. Salek, MD  
James A. Wilkerson, Jr., MD  
Barbara E. Bush, M.D.  
LUNG CENTER ASSOCIATES  
PULMONARY AND INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES, L.L.P.  
Greenspoint Medical Center, PA  
Houston Cancer Institute, PA  
Manohar Alloju, MD  
ALVARO R GARCIA, MD, PA  
Medical Chest Associates, P.A.  
HOUSTON NEPHROLOGY GROUP PA  
DAVID HAMER MD PA  
WILLIAM Z COHEN MD PA  
Southeast Texas Medical Associates, LLP  
Angeles Lai-Zayas, MD  
DEVENDER D REDDY,M.D. P.A.  
PARKVIEW MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.  
Salim Gopalani, M.D., P.A.  
Liberty Diagnostic Clinic  
LAPORTE INTERNAL MEDICINE P A  
Victor O. Mendiola, M.D.  
Alief Medical Clinic  
Gulf Bank Medical Clinic  
Raul Rivera & Associates, PA  
Northwest Diagnostic Clinic, PA  
Kidney Associates, PLLC  
ONE MEDIC LANE PHYSICIANS PLLC  
Internal Medicine Diagnostic Center  
RAJINDER K BHALLA MD PA  
BARLAS ENTERPRISES INC  
Amirali S. Popatia, MD, PA  
ASLAM LOYA MD PA  
Barry E. Troyan, MD, PA  
Donald C.Young, MD  
Kahtan A. Kaisi, M.D.  
SOUTHEAST TEXAS INTERNAL MEDICINE, PA  
Benjamin Interiano, MD., PA  
Ana Torres, M.D., P.A.  
Heart Associates of Texas  
GEORGE K KATEI, M.D., P.A.  
BISSONNET INTERNAL MEDICINE PA  
Ganesh P. Gupta MD, PA  
Mobeen Mazhar, MD., PA
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Syed A. Gardezi, MD
Nephrology Associates, P.A.
DR. TRUNG NGUYEN LE, MDPA
SIDDHARTH R. DAVE D.O. PA

Accountable Care Coalition of the Mississippi Gulf Coast, LLC
Allstar Orthopedics
The Center for OB-GYN
DERMATOLOGY CLINIC
Biloxi OB GYN Clinic
Digestive Health Center, P.A.
Paul G. Matherne, M.D.
Phillip Lance Barnes, D.O.
Biloxi Internal Medicine Clinic, P.A.
Medical Care Center
NORTH BAY FAMILY MEDICAL CLINIC, PA
Pass Point Family Clinic
SUN COAST PAIN MANAGEMENT, P.A.
Coast Cardiovascular Consultants, PLLC
Bienville Medical Clinic
PPIM
Foot Specialists of South Mississippi

Accountable Care Coalition of the North Country, LLC
Michael Tulloch, MD
John Burnett
Anjni Bhagat, MD PC
Gerald Cahill, MD
Seaway Orthopedics
Magendra Thakur, MD
MELCHIORE BUSCEMI, MD PC
Healey Medical Practice, PLLC
St. Lawrence Internists, PC
Lars D Thompson, MD PC
Tracy LaFlair, MD PC
David McCAll, MD PC
Timothy W Moon, DO PLLC
North Country Adult Medicine, PLLC
Cynthia J. Baltazr, MD

Accountable Care Coalition of The Tri-Counties, LLC
Family First Medical Care
Allen B Jackson MD LLC
David D Egleston MD PA

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
James T. Martin, Jr., MD  
Trident Anesthesia Group LLC  
Palmetto Primary Care Physicians  
Hugh D Durrence MD  

Accountable Care Coalition of Western Georgia, LLC  
Winship Clinic, PC  
The Allergy Center at Brookstone  
Samraj Medical Clinic, PC  
Chattahoochee Valley Family Medicine, Inc.  
Joseph S Hurst, MD, PC  
Ehrman H Eldridge, Jr., MD, LLC  
Baliga Family Practice, PC  
East Alabama Endocrinology, PC  
Veterans Family Care, PC  
G Jeryl Everidge, MD, PC  
WomenCare, PC  
Internal Medicine of West Central Georgia, PC  
William B Simpson, Jr., MD, PC  
Columbus Clinic PC  
UltraCare Medical Office  
Jain Plastic Surgery, PC  
Columbus Medical Associates, LLC  
Jonathan L. Liss, MD, Neurology, PC  
Renal Associates, LLC  

Accountable Care Options, LLC  
Jag Medical Of Palm Beach PA  
Israel Machin M.D., P.A.  
Tumminia Internal Medicine, P.A.  
Intermed Of Coconut Creek, Inc.  
Intermed Of Boca Raton, Inc.  
Metzger Comprehensive Care, LLC  
Renaissance Internal Medicine, P.A.  
Boca Raton Family And Pediatric Clinic, P.L.  
Cambridge Medical Group of West Boynton, LLC  
Neighborhood Family Doctor of Palm Beach, L.L.C.  
David Mishkin, D.O., P.A.  
CAPS Medical Management, LLC  
Oscar A. Soto, M.D., P.A.  
Lee A. Fischer, M.D., P.A.  
Boca General & Family Medicine PA  
Fernando M Lopez-Ivern MD PA  

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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Martha M. Rodriguez, M.D., P.A.
Complete Local Specialty Care Inc.
Nelson Lopez, M.D., P.A.
Enrique Lopez-Moscoso, M.D., P.A.
Zakir H. Khan, M.D., P.A.
Augusto E. Hoyle, M.D., P.A.
West Boca Family Medical Associates, PA

Accountable Care Organization of New England, LLC
Family Medicine Associates
Abdul M. Khadra, MD
C. Richard Seiler, MD
Kimat G. Khatak, MD, PC
Mohammad S. Bajwa, MD, PC
James Haines, MD and William Belcastro, MD
Andrew S. Levin, MD, PC
Westfield Medical Corporation
Martin Lesser, DO
Robert Howe, MD, PC
JGS Administrative Services, Inc.
Dr. Gino Mercadante, P.C.
Mercy Hospital, Inc.
Purnima Adlakha, MD
Hampden County Physician Associates, LLC
Rodney J. Larsen, MD
Stephen J. Levine, MD
Chabilal Neergheen, MD
Roberto B. Salva-Otero, MD, LLC
Physician Care West
Southern New England Primary Care
The Trustees of Noble Hospital, Inc.

Accountable Care Organization of Puerto Rico, Inc.
FEROL FILS LAMOUR
DALVIN OLIVERO RAMIREZ
JORGE L. BONILLA MENDEZ
PABLO RIVERA
BAHIRA SAWI HAFES
GREGORIO E. TERC SOTO
MARIE ZWIEG
ANGEL E. MICHEL TERRERO
LUIS A. GUZMAN LUGO
RAFAEL RAMIREZ PEPEN
MIGUEL A. SANTIAGO VEGA
RENE CASAS BENABE
FELIX J. CRUZ VERA
MIGUEL A. PALADINES CHERREZ
INSTITUTO MEDICO FAMILIAR DEL ESTE
DAVID ACEVEDO
FRANCISCO BATLLE
EDWARD IGARTUA JULIA
HAMID GALIB
JORGE L. ORTIZ MELENDEZ
ALFREDO ALVAREZ CASTILLO
JUANITA MEJIAS MATOS
ANGEL NAVEDO FRONTERA
NELSON Y. NARVAEZ OMS
MARIA DE LOS A. RODRIGUEZ ROQUE
GERSON JIMENEZ CASTANON
PEDRO J. ROSADO VALENTIN
CARMEN L. MASSANET PASTRANA
LUIS A WALTERS MARQUEZ
JORGE IRIZARRY VEGA
PEDRO M. TORRES MORALES
PEDRO D. CASTILLOVEITIA
JORGE RUIZ DIAZ
JOSE R. SANTIAGO TORRES
JOSE A. MORA DELGADO
JORGE J. BALLESTER ECHERARAY
IVONNE MAESTRE GARCIA
ARTURO PEREZ CORREA
MIGUELINE M. GRANT GONZALEZ
MARLENE L. TORRES
NISISLAY RAMOS RODRIGUEZ
KEVIN TORO BARROS
JOSE M. DEL RIO FERRER
MARIA M. ROSARIO LOPEZ
LESLE HOY
CARLOS M. MORALES PAGAN
JOSE L. RUIZ RIVERA
ERIC ALICEA MARTINEZ
HECTOR RUIZ VELEZ
GREGORIO DE DIEGO PERAL
NICANOR PEREZ LAGUILLO
JOSE A. ALCAZAR SABATHIE
LUIS PEREZ TORO
JORGE I. MENDEZ VELEZ
JAVIER TORRES BURGOS
ARACELIO CAMACHO VEGA  
INGRID GONZALEZ ARROYO  
ORLANDO LOPEZ SANTIAGO  
JOSE L. PIMENTEL FERNANDEZ  
DIGNO J. PEGUERO BODEN  
NESTOR J. FLORES VAZQUEZ  
MARCO A. FELICIANO HERNANDEZ  
HECTOR DELGADO SEIJO  
LUIS A. JOURDAN FIGUEROA  
RICARDO SILVESTRIZ ROHENA  
KARINELL MONTALVO  
ANGEL R. DEL VALLE TORRES  
MIGUEL A. DAVILA MORALES  
EVELYN PADILLA LOPEZ  
FERNANDO ECHEANDIA FUSTER  
LAURA GALINDEZ  
UBALDO G. SANTIAGO BORRERO  
DIANA I. ANTONSANTI COLON  
ROBERTO LEBRON LEBRON  
NESTOR FRONTERA  
NORBERTO ORTIZ CASTRO  
JOSE O. FERNANDEZ DELGADO  
ARTHUR GARCIA CRESCIONI  
MIGUEL F. MAYMON LUGO  
EUGENIA J. MARTINEZ MENDEZ  
MIGUEL GONZALEZ PEREZ  
CARLOS L. LOPEZ ASENSIO  
EDUARDO NEGRON MERCADO  
CASANDRA MEDINA JIMENEZ  
SIMON E. CARLO REYES  
POLLY A. RUIZ SANTIAGO  
NEYDA NAJUL  
DIANA DE LA PAZ  
CARMELA MOLINA FEBUS  
ROBERTO BERTRAN PENA  
FRANCISCO LAFONTAINE  
JUAN R. GARCIA VELEZ  
JOSE BATISTA TORRES  
LUIS RIVERA MELENDEZ  
ERIC M. QUINONES MEDINA  
JANICE SANCHEZ MUNOZ  
IDALIA BORRERO  
CARMEN A. PEREZ VELEZ  
RODRIGO PRATDESABA
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VIRGINIA E. SOLIMAN PENA
LUIS HERNANDEZ
MARIA I. HERNANDEZ REYES
RAFAEL R. LUZARRO
IVYA E. DIAZ VIDAL
LISSETTE ALVAREZ CORDERO
JORGE L. NEGRON BAEZ
ERASMO RODRIGUEZ ALBERTINO
ZINNIA PICART SANTIAGO
CRISTOBAL I. MENDEZ RUIZ
GRISELLE GERENA RAMIREZ
BERNIE RODRIGUEZ MALPICA
EDUARDO UMPIERRE VELA
FRANCISCO J. TORRES LOZADA
NOEL NIEVES LOPEZ
JUAN F. CANCIO
ANGEL VAZQUEZ URGUIA
DOMINGO PEREZ
FRANCISCO F. NOEL IRIZARRY
ANGEL ROMERO SANTIAGO
FELIX M. ODDIOT
ALVIN ROMERO CALES
GAILY DURAN HERNANDEZ
AUDELIZ RODRIGUEZ
BRENDA BAIZ FALCON
RUBEN R. ROSARIO
ANTONIO NORIEGA ACOSTA
ADRIANA M. RAMIREZ ORTIZ
LUIS PAGAN CARDONA
ALEXANDRA CAPELLAN BATISTA
JENNIFER VARGAS SANTOS
EURGILIA O. OVALLES VELOZ
JOSE E. RIVERA IRIZARRY
LOIDA LOPEZ ROSARIO
ELIZABETH PEREZ
DAVID BADILLO TORRES
LUIS E. TORRES VELEZ
JOSE L. MERCADO
CARLOS A. CABRERA VAZQUEZ
JOSE MERCADO
JOSE A. TORO PERAZA
MIGUEL A. APONTE GARRIDO
RICARDO R. LOPEZ
LEMUEL O. SOTO CRUZ

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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JAN FERRER
PEDRO VELEZ GONZALEZ
CIPRIAN RIVERA CRUZ
GUILLERMO E. MELENDEZ CEBOLLERO
HIRAM ORTEGA
MARIALMA MUNIZ BRUNET
ALEXANDER L. SEGAL
CARRIE C. BACO BROGNIEZ
ROSSVELT RIJO BAEZ
ZOILO LOPEZ NIEVES
JOSE R. VILLAMIL
EMILIO J. DAVILA AGOSTO
CARLOS TORRES CABRET
CARMEN SANTIAGO COLON DE RUIZ
ANA T. TORRES TORRES
HILDA M. ORENGO SOLA
FABIAN MENDEZ RODRIGUEZ
JOSE E. CRESPO RAFOIS
ROBERTO ZAMOT LOURIDO
FRANCISCO AYALA ORTIZ
JOSE J. BALLESTER ECHEGARAY
WILLIAM RODRIGUEZ BORGES
HUMBERTO RAMIREZ LORENZO
EDGARDO L. RONDA LEBRON
TOMAS NARVAEZ RODRIGUEZ
NEFTALI RODRIGUEZ AMADEO
PEDRO YELTON ROSSELLO
CARMelo E. ZENO CARDONA
AGNES L. ACOSTA RIVEIRO
LORENZO BOSQUE
JUAN C. BUITRAGO MEDINA
CARLOS O. ROMERO RAMOS
RAMON L. LOPEZ
OSVALDO RIVERA RIVERA
NORMA I. SANTOS
JUAN A. PEREZ VAZQUEZ
MANUEL A. SANTIAGO RODRIGUEZ
BLANCA I. DAVILA MORENO
HECTOR RODRIGUEZ LOPEZ
ORLANDO A. CAMPOS ALICEA
JOSE F. CAMPOS JOVEL
JOSE ANGLERO RAMOS
JUAN S. ROBLES CARDONA
ALBERTO SANTOS VAZQUEZ

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO
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LUIS LOPEZ CASTRO
NILDA J. ALVAREZ MARTINEZ
MIGDALIA POLANCO MILLIN
OSCAR E. VALE COLON
JORGE R. RODRIGUEZ RAMOS
BRUNILDA BABILONIA CRUZ
SAMUEL RAMIREZ SOTO
MARGARITA CRESPO ROSA
MARTA HAU ROSA
JOSE L. SANABRIA SANTIAGO
JOSE A. COLON ALONSO
RAMON R. PINEYRO POLANCO
HARRY SEDA VILA
ALFREDO GONZALEZ GOMEZ
RAFAEL CABALLERO TORRES
IRAIDA RUIZ MESTEY
RAMON ECHEANDIA
EDGAR H. MORENO RODRIGUEZ
EDGARDO FIGUEROA MUNIZ
LUIS A. RIVERA POMALES
ELVIN J. PACHECO
MIGDOEL VAZQUEZ DAVIS
JUAN DELGADO RODRIGUEZ
ROQUE C. NIDO LANAUSSSE
JAIME R. APONTE LOPEZ
JOSE MORALES QUIRINDONGO
NESTOR A. PEREZ CLAUDIO
JOSE R. PENA FIGUEROA
SIMON COLON RAMOS
ELIOT MELECIO VEGA
JERRY SOLIS GONZALEZ
HIGINIO A. VEGA OJEDA
NELSON E. RIVERA GONZALEZ
LUIS H. RIVERA GONZALEZ
FRANCISCO A. RIVERA
MODESTO GONZALEZ FERNANDEZ
ANDRES F. PEREZ RODRIGUEZ
LUIS J. CASIANO
JENNIFER NIEVES SANTOS
RUBEN TORRES SOLIVAN
LUIS ROSA TOLED
HECTOR A. CORREA COLON
PEDRO R. PEREA SABATER
ROBERT SCHLEIER

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
JOSE S. SERRANO HERNANDEZ
KARLA M. BORRERO CUEVAS
EDWIN CUEVAS SANABRIA
JULIA ORTIZ RANGEL
JORGE A. BURGOS RIVERA
ALODIA LAMEIRO
FERDINAND MENENDEZ
RAMON ALERS CABRERA
WALTER CORTES ORTIZ
MARIA C. PEREZ MARRERO
SONIA CORREA
JESUS VAZQUEZ SANTOS
CARLOS B. NIEVES MARTINEZ
RAMON F. MALAVE VELEZ
ROBERTO ALERS FERNANDEZ
IVAN H. VELAZQUEZ MUNOZ
REBECA VELAZQUEZ
GRETCHEN RODRIGUEZ UBINAS
EDWARD NIEVES ROMAN
SELMA MARTINEZ
ROBERTO ALDARONDO BADILLO
ROSA L. MICHEL
JUAN D. ORTIZ RIVERA
CARLOS H. VIANA REYES
YAMIL MATEO MORENO
HEIDI M. PEREZ ROMAN
RAFAEL A. RODRIGUEZ NAZARIO
CARLOS G. ORRACA
TOMAS RIVERA SIFONTE
YOLANDA VARELA ROSA
FRANKIE T. MEDINA FIGUEROA
ROQUE A NIDO NYLUND
JORGE SOTO RIVERA
DOMINGO G. RODRIGUEZ RODRIGUEZ
MARIO L. CASTILLO MALDONADO
LUIS T. Gandia Mantaras
JOSE E. RODRIGUEZ
RAMON O. RIVERA GONZALEZ
JOFGREK OLIVERAS GOTAY
HAROLD N. STODDARD LATORRE
GLADYS ORTIZ PAGAN
GILBERTO RODRIGUEZ LUGO
ADRIAN PADUA HERNANDEZ
HECTOR MARTINEZ FORNARIS

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
VIVIAN ALBINO
DOMINGO L. CACERES ORTIZ
FERNANDO DEFILLO SUAZO
HELIOS A. ZENO CALERO
JOSELITO ROMERO LOPEZ
JOSEFINA ESPAILLAT JIMENEZ
HECTOR N. GALLOZA LAGUER
GUSTAVO GARCIA
ERIC M. TORRES ACEVEDO
LIONA MORENO FERRER
RICARDO PASCUAL
CARMEN N. FRANCESCHINI
JESUS PEREZ LOPEZ
LOURDES MERCADO TORRES
EDWIN D. SOTO GONZALEZ
ADRIAN ARROYO OTERO
CELESTINA FEBLES VALENTIN
JOSE J. LUGO MORALES
MICHAEL F. SOLER BONILLA
ANGIE G. FIGUEROA MIRANDA
CARLOS GUEVARA
ROBERTO PADILLA ACOSTA
DORCA MONTALVO LORENZO
ANDRES RAMOS CONDE
LUIS GONZALEZ BERMUDEZ
LYSANDER BORRERO SANCHEZ
DAVID SICARD FIGUEROA
ORLANDO GONZALEZ BADILLO
LILLIANA G. SILVA FIGUEROA
YVONNE O. CASTA VEGA
HAYDEE RODRIGUEZ RIVERA
FERDINANDO MALDONADO TERRON
WILMA CARO CARO
CARMEN L. BERRIOS SEPUVEDA
GILBERTO RODRIGUEZ SANTIAGO
ARNALDO J. ZAPATA ROSARIO
EDGAR TORRES ALAMO
ROBERTO FERRIS
RAFAEL A. RODRIGUEZ RIOS
MARCOS A. AYALA RIVERA
ANGEL SEPUVEDA ALMODOVAR
WILLIAM A VEGA
OCTAVIO MESTRE MORERA
RAFAEL A. LOPEZ

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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DIGNA RIVERA ROLDAN
FERNANDO TORRES SANTIAGO
HECTOR M. MALDONADO
ALBERTINO PADIN GOMEZ
SAMUEL PADILLA ROSA
EDGARDO RENTAS EMMANUELLI
HERIBERTO ROSADO PEREZ
ANA A. PADRO DIAZ
JORGE L. AYALA COLON
CARLOS I. PEDRAZA ARTACHE
IGNACIO ACEVEDO SIERRA
DELVIS RAMIREZ LUGO
JOSE OTERO BERMUDEZ
VICTOR L. DELGADO COLON
JOHANNA RE CART SHROEDER
IRIS E. LASANTA RAMOS
DAVID MOLINA GONZALEZ
SAMUEL QUINONES GONZALEZ
LAURA ROLON
PEDRO F. ORTIZ LARA
VIVIAN D. ANGULO VILLANUEVA
MARIE L. RIVERA POLANCO
MANUEL O. PIMENTEL
LUIS A. LOZADA SEDA
IVELIZA RIVERA RIVERA
ANTONIO M. BAEZ MOYENO
DOMINGO MENDEZ CABAN
WILFREDO PEREZ CABAN
HILDA V. MUJICA DEL VALLE
MIRIAM MARRERO ALICEA
ANGEL L. RODRIGUEZ MARTINEZ
ELVIA A. AYALA
YAMILKA D. GODIVEAUX MANFREDY
CARLA RUIZ RIVERA
ANGEL HUERTAS RAMOS
KELLY S. GILROY TORRES
CYNTHIA M. ORTIZ RODRIGUEZ
JOAQUIN DAVILA CINTRON
XAVIER CALES FRATICELLI
CARL P. NELSON CRUZ
RAMON RODRIGUEZ RAMOS
FRANCISCO RODRIGUEZ ORTIZ
JULIO C. MENENDEZ LOPEZ
ZORELISA GONZALEZ

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
LUIS C. SUAREZ ALMEDINA
CARMEN J. DE LEON DE LEON
ERLANDO MENDEZ MORALES
PEDRO C. FALTO DETRES
JOSE R. MUNIZ MELENDEZ
HARRY MERCADO ORTIZ
CESAR ALCANTARA CARDI
CARLOS D. CHICO MENDEZ
FRANCISCO J. DE CARDENAS VALDEZ
RAFAEL RIVERA LABARCA
MIGUEL BERDIEL APONTE
ERNESTO GONZALEZ CEBOLLERO
CARLOS A. GIL DELGADO
MARISOL IRIZARRY BONILLA
BERNANDO PUEBLA
AUSBERTO ALEJANDRO BENITEZ
EDISSON OSORIO CUEVA
JOAQUIN J. DAVILA QUINONES
JESSICA R. AGUIRRE PILLOT
GERMAN RODRIGUEZ RIOS
OSCAR GARCIA ROMAN
GIOVANNI LUIGI
YADIRA I. BUFOX DIAZ
GRIKELLY TORRES LUGO
MARIA DE LOS A. SIBERON
WILLIAM FRED SANTIAGO
FELIX M. CASIANO CABRERA
MAIRALISA GOMEZ FORTUNA
HERNAN E. VEGA MACHAL
HERIBERTO VELEZ SOTO
JORGE L. MENDEZ COLON
LISPOLODO J. ORAMA ALVAREZ
JOSE L. BELTRAN
FARIDA M. RAMOS SUAREZ
RAFAEL M. LACOMBA
RAFAEL AQUINO HERNANDEZ
REYNALDO GOMEZ ADROVER
ANGEL E. DIAZ SERRANO
ALBERTO SASTRE
MARIO VELEZ GONZALEZ
RAUL E. MARTINEZ MUNOZ
ALEXIS ACOSTA MARTINEZ
YAZMIN E. RODRIGUEZ VELLON
MIRIAM HERNANDEZ HERNANDEZ

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
GERARDO RIVERA PABON
EDDANYS MARTINEZ CAMACHO
JESUS VELEZ FELICIANO
ANA I. NEGRON ROSARIO
LYNNETTE ORTIZ TORO
HOMMY LIZARDI MARTINEZ
ILEANA ALBINO CRUZ
RICARDO RUIZ MENDEZ
OSCAR A. HERNANDEZ LOPEZ
REYNALDO GONZALEZ
ODELSA DIAZ ANDRES
JUAN A. NEGRON
MICHELLE LOPEZ LOPEZ
CRISTINA LORENZO PUESAN
MARIETTA ONGAY RULLAN
JORGE VALDEUSO
CARLOS GONZALEZ BERDECIA
ARLENE ROMAN RAMIREZ
MARITZA MARTINEZ VARGAS
LUZ E. MARTINEZ MARTINEZ
SAMUEL VAZQUEZ FIGUEROA
LUIS A. CATONI
WILFREDO SANTIAGO RODRIGUEZ
LUIS M. IRIZARRY PABON
EDWIN SOLIS BAZAN
ROSALINDA SOLIVAN MERCADO
ELVIN VIGO PAREDES
RAFAEL SANTOS LLANOS
JORGE MARTINEZ AJA
GILBERTO A. RODRIGUEZ SANTIAGO
CESAR H. MEDINA QUINONES
AIDA BLASINI
KADIJAH HAMDALLAH
MIGUEL MAGRANER
ERICK NIEVES RIVERA
JORGE L. GONZALEZ RODRIGUEZ
RAMON RUIZ RIVERA
GLORIMAR NAZARIO
MARIBEL LEBRON SOTO
FRANCISCO J. MORALES RECIO
GUILLERMO R. ARMAIZ
JOSE M. MEJIAS SOSA
VIRMARIE CABAN SOTO
PEDRO A. GONZALEZ BERRIOS

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
CARLOS R. MOYKA REBMAN
SERVANDA C. FLEITAS MACIAS
FREDDY QUINONES CARABALLO
JAHAIRA L. SERRANO DOMINGUEZ
RAFAEL VAZQUEZ
RAMON PASTRANA MALDONADO
GLADYS SASTRE
JULIO C. CORDERO PUPO
ALVIA I. VARONA CANTELLOPS
ROLANDO CRESPO ZAMORA
BARBARA OROZCO PEREZ
LUIS A. REIMON
JESUS RODRIGUEZ BLANCO
RAFAEL CAMPOS LOPEZ
JESUS B. SARMIENTO
HENDRYCK RUIZ ORTIZ
FERNANDO BORDET VILLA
RAMON R. LUGO BRETON
NEFTALI RODRIGUEZ SANTIAGO
JOAN PIJEM
MANUEL H. RIVERA FIGUEROA
YAMILLETTE MENDEZ CABAN
LORNA I. OYOLA
LUIS MELENDEZ GOMEZ
ERNESTO J. ROMAN CARLO
OMAR L. MORALES PUJALS
FRANCISCO A. RODRIGUEZ MICHEL
EDGAR RAMOS MENDEZ
SAMAGY TEJADA
JORGE JIMENEZ MALDONADO
EDGARDO L. GONZALEZ MARTINEZ
SAMUEL MONROIG GARCIA
JO ANN SANTIAGO
FRANCISCO MARTE CABRERA
JAMIL DIAZ
ANA CRUZ DIAZ
JOSE M. FIGUEROA ROBLES
DORIS G. LASANTA MORALES
LUZ I. BARTOLOMEI RODRIGUEZ
LUIS H. RIVERA CARPIO
JOEL DE JESUS CARABALLO
SOLIMAYLI RIVERA SANCHEZ
CRISTINA M. BENERO FONT
SONIA E FIGUEROA CEDENO
AJNER RIVALTA VILA
ILDALY MALDONADO AVILES
ABDIAS DE LA ROSA SERRANO
CARLOS A. FONTANEZ REYES
AMAURY SEGARRA TORRES
JOHNNY A. RODRIGUEZ ESPINOSA
DINAMARCA RODRIGUEZ VARGAS
DAVID HEAR BARBOSA
PEDRO AMADOR
LUZ T. RUIZ VELEZ
TANYA I. LOPEZ SANTIAGO
TOMAS NARVAEZ GARCIA
NELSON J. ALDIVA HERNANDEZ
ALBERTO J. PINOT GONZALEZ
YANIRA MEDINA CLAUDIO
JUAN R. MARIN ESPIET
JESSICA RODRIGUEZ VEGA
FRANCISCO MUNOZ
EDMUNDO J. JORDAN
RAMON F. ECHEANDIA FUSTER
JUAN B. LICEAGA SANCHEZ
SAMUEL F. SANTOS TOMASSINI
MONICA PORTALATIN PEREZ
TERESA MONTESINOS ROIG
JOSE B. SERRANO BARRIOS
FRANCISCO J. RODRIGUEZ MICHEL
ORLANDO LLAVONA GONZALEZ
KIMBERLY RIVERA
ANGEL E. RIVERA NEGRON
RANDY O. MARQUEZ CABAN
EMETERIO A. QUINONES HIDALGO
ANTONIO PERAZA
YUSSEL GARCIA AMADOR
EDUARDO MICHELLEN
WALESKA VARGAS OLIVERAS
JUAN L. ROBLES NIEVES
MYRTA Y. QUINTANA LATORRE
JORGE O. ROMAN VALE
VIVIAN E. VIRELLA GUZMAN
CARLOS A. QUILES APonte
MARIA T. MURIENTE GUZMAN
JOEL O. LOPEZ TORRES
LUIS C. ORTIZ RAMOS
DORIAN NOGUERA

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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ANDRES I. GUTIERREZ TORO
FERNANDO I. MONTALVO
CESAR PEREZ GONZALEZ
MELITO REATEGUI
HECTOR R. TORRES CABRERA
DIEGO E. MEJIAS FRANQUI
CENTRO DE MEDICINA DE FAMILIA DE CAYEY
SONIA I. SANTIAGO
FIRST MEDICAL CENTER INC.
LBA MEDICAL SERVICE, INC
NOEL SANTOS MONTES
SOUTHERN HEALTH CARE GROUP
CCK MEDICAL CSP
PEPINO HEALTH GROUP INC.
SUR-MED MEDICAL CORP
POLICLINICA DIAZ ARANA
SERVICIOS MEDICOS ESPECIALIZADOS DEL PEPINO INC.
MMR INSTITUTO DE MEDICINA DE FAMILIA
JOSE C. ROMAN CARLO
CONSULTORIO MEDICINA INTERNA CSP
JUAN C. VELASCO CERVILLA MD CSP
GASTROENTEROLOGY CENTRE CSP
AMAURY A. ROMAN MIRANDA
INSTITUTO DE ENDUROLOGIA Y UROLOGIA DEL NORTE PSC
JOSE VILLA
SAN JUAN MEDICAL ASSOC. PSC
CONSULTORIO MEDICO DR. JOSE A. ACEVEDO PSC
BIDOT PREVENTIVE INC.
MARGARITA R. COLLAZO
KYRIOS INTERNAL MEDICINE SERVICE
CENTRO INTEGRADO MEDICO DE AIBONITO INC.
CLINICA ESPECIALIZADA DR. ANGEL M. LOYOLA PSC
MADELINE FERNANDEZ GONZALEZ CSP
DR. MIGUEL A. VELASCO MEDICINA INTERNA CSP
BRUNILDA BABILONIA GM PSC
JOSE F. TROCHE TROCHE MD CSP
DR. FERDINAND MARIN RIVERA, CSP
JOSE A. CEBOLLERO MARCUCCI - SURGICAL ONCOLOGY PSC
JORGE RIVERA TORRES PSC
CORDERO & SEPULVEDA INC.
CENTRO ESPECIALIZADO MEDICINA INTERNA
GONZALEZ COLON MEDICAL SERVICE
ARECIBO HEALTHCARE PSC
JORGE VERA QUINONES

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
CARDIOMED ONE PSC
RJBV INTERNAL MEDICINE PSC
JUAN BARRIENTOS G MEDICAL SERVICES
HEALTH MED CARE CSP
AL RAMOS MD CSP
INTERNAL MEDICINE INDIVIDUAL PRACTICE
CSM SERVICIOS DE CUIDADO INC.
OROCOVIS MEDICAL CENTER
VICTOR M. RODRIGUEZ VENEGAS CSP
LUIS R. NIEVES GONZALEZ MD PSC
GRUPO MEDICO SUR-MED
RADAMES MARIN VIERA
AYALA PREVENTIVE MEDICINE PSC
SERVICIOS MEDICOS INTEGRADOS LAJAS

**Accountable Care Partners, LLC**
Northeast Florida Cardiology Clinic, P.A.
Mohamed Touheed, MD
Gloriosa Antiporda, MD
Chitra Rajpal, MD
Larry Mattingly, MD
Family Care Partners of Northeast FL, LLC
Ismael Rodriguez, MD
Oceanway Medical Center, INC
Anil George, MD
Melchor Carbonell, MD

**Accountable Healthcare Alliance, PC**
Family First Health Care-CAPC, PLLC
Luis F Fanego, MD
Cecelia F. Hissong, MD, PC
A M Mussani, MD, PC
Internal Medicine Assoc. of Mi Pc
R. R. Yalamanchi, MD, PC
Edward C Bush Family Medicine
Sita Medical Clinic PC
Huron Family Practice Center
Hamtramck Community Medical Center
Western Wayne Family Physicians, PLC
Sami M Baraka MD PC
Pritpal Sandhu, MD
Parmod Jindal MD PC
George C Hawrot PLLC
**Advocare Walgreens Well Network**

Duane Reade  
South Jersey Sports & Spine Medicine, LLC  
Debra Epstein, MD, Limited Liability Company  
Morristown Neurological Associates, P.A.  
South Jersey Orthopedic Assoc. PA  
Kennedy Care Center  
Burlington County Obstetrical And Gynecological Associates P A  
Magnez-Stafford Ob-Gyn Assoc., P.A.  
Women's Group for Obstetrics and Gynecology, P.A.  
The Orthopedic Center, P.A.  
Advocare Medical Center at Budd Lake  
Jeffrey H. Aroesty, M.D., P.C.  
Advocare, LLC  
Glendora Family Practice, LLC  
Main Street Allergy & Asthma, LLC  
Berlin Medical Associates, P.A  
Institute for Pain Relief, P.A.  
Walgreen Eastern Co., Inc.

**Advocate Physician Partners Accountable Care, Inc.**

HERMAN L MORGAN MD SC  
GLOBAL CARE SC  
Komprehensive Primary Care Sports & Musculoskeletal Medicine S.C.  
KIRILL ZHADOVICH MD SC  
Northwest Suburban Family Physicians LLC  
RAKESH MARWAHA MD SC  
SUSANA C LAPI D MD SC  
David L Ellens MD FACP LLC  
DARRYL STERN MD  
Matthew T Johnson MD PC  
Doctors Of The North Shore SC  
JAMES A WILCOX PC  
MGM MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LTD SC  
WIN MYINT MD PC  
PRAGATHI CHALLA MD SC  
C.G.Peters LLC  
Michal Szczupak MD LLC  
Pierson Medical Group Inc.  
MOHAMMAD WA SEEM KAGZI MD LTD  
OSWIECIMSKI LTD  
QUALITY MEDICAL CARE SC  
STRIEDINGER MEDICAL GROUP  
NANETTE GORMLEY MD SC
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ROBIN SNEAD LTD
Ravi Medical Group SC
LAWRENCE LINDEMAN MD SC
Conrad May M.D. LTD
ARUN KUMAR MD SC
BOZENA SCIGACZ MEDICAL OFFICE SC
Susan K Burrowes MD LLC
Cimpar SC
Alliance Medical Group MD SC
SHEFALI SHAH MD
Advanced Medical Practices SC
JEFFREY D GINDORF MD
O BARTOLOMEO MD SC
Dr. Joseph’s Medical Services S.C.
Kasturi Medical Care LTD
Leigh H Roberts, MD, LTD
AGATA OCZKO-DANGUILAN MD SC
Healthy People Family Care Center
Brikha Medical Center SC
Expert Medical Group SC
MARIA RIZA BAUTISTA MD SC
Heart Care Centers Of South Chicago, LTD
Advocate Condell Medical Center
MARY LYNN SULLIVAN MD PC
ADULT PRIMARY CARE CENTER LTD
CENTER FOR INTERNAL MEDICINE
Shifa Senior Health Initiative For Aging Well
SOUTH SUBURBAN FAMILY HEALTH SC
RITL MEDICAL SERVICES SC
Beatrisa Paz Averbuch MD SC
GALLUP FAMILY PRACTICE LTD
PRIMARY CARE OF ILLINOIS INC
Stephen C. Pilcher MD, LTD
INDU M VENCE MD SC
SEBY SC
Center For Medical & Rehabilitation, LLC
NORTH SUBURBAN MEDICAL OFFICE LTD
VIRU SC
SMAIN SADOK MD SC
ROBERT SCHWARTZENBERG MD PC
Cancer Medicine Group Inc.
Heal N Cure
PLONSKI MEDICAL SC
BIRINDER MARWAH MD

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
THOMAS WAIDZUNAS MD
Merlita C. Cruzat-Blanco, M.D., L.L.C.
HOWLEY STEVENSON MD SC
CEDRIC L COLEMAN MD
WILLIAM A MARTINEZ MD SC
MIDWAY INTERNAL MEDICINE SC
JEFFREY A GRINBLATT MD
Rajiv Kandala MD SC
VILLA MEDICAL ARTS
Advocate Health and Hospitals Corporation
HEATHER MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LTD
OLYMPIA FIELDS INTERNAL MEDICINE
LAWN MEDICAL CENTER SC
ORCHARD MEDICAL CENTER SC
Westside Medical Assocs, LTD
P DeSilva MD SC
GERALD A FRANK MD LTD
OSCAR S GIRON MD SC
ANTONIO A CHUA LEE MD
ANDINA & IRABAGON SC
Ehs Home Health Care Services, Inc.
Saroj Verma MDSC
Rene S Vasquez M D S C
MANUEL A MALICAY MD SC
Manzoor Hussain Shah M.D.S.C
Araceli I. Feria, M.D.S.C.
WILLIAM C DAM MD SC
Rudyard Smith MD And Associates SC
DOWNERS GROVE FAMILY PRACTICE
G V Merai MD SC
FOSTER MEDICAL CENTER
CHONG HO AHN MD SC
ASKLEPIOS MEDICAL GROUP LTD
V BHOOPAL MD SC
INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES SC
Meridian Hospice
PADMINI THAKKAR MD SC
WILLIAM B EVANS MD SC
ROMAN O KOZYCKYJ
GOPAL MADHAV MD SC
Advocate North Side Health Network
JANICE ROBINSON MD
Drs Andrew & Lubomyra Kazaniwskyj
LAKE COOK ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATES
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Practice Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHAH DILIP K</td>
<td>MACENTEE KNOX &amp; VARGAS MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Hodgman MD PC</td>
<td>Greenwich Med Assoc. Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren D Robinson MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Balandin MD MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gopal N Bhalala MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirikumar Trivedi MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodridge Clinic SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott R Lowry Do PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Kmicikewycz MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salem Makdah MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert J Bruno MD PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrington Specialists In Adult Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neerja Ahlowalia MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Practice Specialist SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Physicians Group LTD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert C Munson Jr MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur L Ostrowski MD SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinod Motiani MD SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dupage Internists Associates LTD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James A Ferrel MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. Wesley Cook, DO LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beata Danek MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naperbrook Medical Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dina Desai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowobilaska Medical Practice LTD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abram Starr MD PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regency Medical Center PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelardo Jarava MD SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behzad Farah MD SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Awad Medical Center Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Medicine Specialists, Incorporated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D H Medical Group SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palos Internists SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Jaime MD PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R Sundaresan MD SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreyer Medical Group, LTD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake County Medical Group SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurek And Jurek Family Practice LTD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Stallings MD &amp; Associates LTD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J &amp; M Tang MDS &amp; Associates SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry M Summers MD SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro Medical Group LTD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Medical Hills Internists, LLC
PHOENIX MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
ADVOCATE HEALTH CENTERS INC
MICHIGAN AVENUE IMMEDIATE CARE
CHANDRA DIAGNOSTIC CARDIOLOGY LTD
ANTONIO BARAJAS
DOWNERS GROVE INTERNISTS SC
LYNDA RODEN DO SC
LELA DEMETER MD
Provida Health Center SC
Hope Med Clinic, S.C.
SANDEEP CHANDRA MD SC
ASAD ZAMAN MD SC
Dr. Susan Rife Family Medicine SC
ABRAHAM MATHEW MD
ADAM RUBINSTEIN MD SC
TELEZ MEDICAL CENTER SC
SFZ CORPORATION
PRAIRIE MEDICAL PHYSICIANS GROUP SC
Mohammad A Razzaque, MD, LTD
COMPREHENSIVE PEDIATRIC CARE LTD
GERICARE LTD
CMJ MEDICAL ENTERPRISES LTD
DENNIS T MANSIO MD PHD SC
SHAHZAD MUHAMMAD
GREENLEAF MEDICAL ASSOCIATES SC
SUBURBAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES SC
Satwant Kingra MD SC
Janneth Jaramillo M.D.S.C.
DOWNERS GROVE MEDICAL GROUP PC
Primary Care Medical Specialists L.L.C
Family Medicine Associates Of Lutheran General S C
OAK MILL MEDICAL ASSOCIATES SC
Gregory Bulava MD LTD
MIDWEST INTERNIST LTD
MARK S REITER MD SC
ADMINISTER MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
Dong S Kim MD SC
DIANA M BURDA MD SC
ORLAND PRIMARY CARE SPECIALISTS
Fairview Ogden Medical Group LTD
STEVEN HATTORI MD
Taylor Medical Associates
Southwest Medical Affiliate
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Richard H. Lee M.D., S.C.
RAVINIA MEDICAL LTD
SABREE MEDICAL SERVICES INC
NADER BESHAY MD SC
United Family Health Center, LTD
Ali Khan Nadira
Wai Chee Cheung Ocarroll MD SC
DR DONALD K SZACHOWICZ MD SC
URGENT HEALTH SERVICES LTD
Family Doc, Inc.
Parkway Medical
BroMenn Physicians Management Corporation
MARIA LENTZOU MD SC
VARSHA BHAN MD SC
URBAN FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
Vanessa M Hagan MD SC
P D Medical SC
ST STEVEN MEDICAL CENTER LTD
Pri-Med Medical Center S C
BELA DESAI MD
Lakeview Family Medical Care, LLC
NIRAV P CHUDGAR MD SC
Amando A Reniva MD SC
DOLTON MEDICAL CENTER
Reginald Spears MD LLC
SHAHBAIN INTERNAL MEDICINE LTD
Great Heights Family Medicine LTD
PARAG B THAKKAR MD SC
GOLF MILL MEDICAL CENTER LTD
BOLINGBROOK HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATES
NORTH SUBURBAN HEALTHCARE LTD
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE SPECIALISTS SC
Rd Woods MD LLC
GRACE MEDICAL CENTER SC
COOKE MEDICAL LLC

**Affiliated Physicians IPA**
Chok P Wan MD Inc.
Chris I. Lee, MD
Sung-Nae Byun, M.D. Medical Group, Inc.
Kevin L. Ho, DPM, Inc. - A Professional Corporation
Friends Medical Group
David J Slutsky MD A Professional Medical Corporation
Tam H. Le M.D. Inc.
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Maged A. Tanios, MD, Inc.
Jonathan T Nguyen MD, Inc.
Hai Pham, M.D., Inc.
Baseline Medical Clinic
Sevilla Medical Group, Inc.
Jason J. Chiu, M.D., Inc.
Advanced Eyecare Center, Inc.
SL Health, Inc.
San Bernardino Foot Clinic, Inc.
Specialty Medical Center, Inc.
Center For Oculofacial And Orbital Surgery
Chaewon Song, MD, Inc.
John K. Lee, MD, Inc.
Pacific Neurology Consultants
A.M. Palanca-Capristrano, M.D. Inc.
Pacific Cardiovascular And Thoracic Associates, Inc.
Connie Wong, DPM And Ki Sang Yi, DPM Inc.
St. John Medical Group Inc.
Ophthalmology Corporation
Michael K. Tran, MD
T. T. Tyler Nguyen, M.D., Inc.
Kim Medical Group
Ralph A. Highshaw, MD
Farbod Esmailian, MD Inc.
Cancer and Blood Specialty Clinic
UC 2020 Optometry
Digestive Disease and Endoscopy Consultants
Orange County Joeun Medical Group
Kelvin Mai, D.O.
Hoa Vu MD Inc.
Chin Se Kim, M.D., Inc.
Orange County Digestive Care, Inc.
Mary A. Tran, D.O.
Tam M. Bui, M.D., Inc.
Advanced Dermatology
H Mark Fatemi & Sami M Shoukair Pte
Mitchell C Latter MD Inc. A Prof Corp
Atlantic Urology Medical Group, Inc.
Alan R. Schenk, MD
Ky Dao, MD, Inc.
Thanh Minh Nguyen MD, Inc.
Norman Kuo, MD
Mario O. Lopez, M.D., Inc.
Thanh-Lan Trong Quan MD
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Dae Choong Kim, MD  
LN Surgery Clinic  
Center For Primary Care Medical Group Inc.  
Son Ha & Diemchi A. Medical Corp  
Comprehensive Pain Care Medical Centers Inc.  
Eyecare Specialists Medical Group, Inc.  
Tien Q. Nguyen  
James V. Tran, MD  
Tuan Xuan Nguyen MD Inc.  
Luc Singh Nguyen, MD FACC Inc.  
Ho S. Bae, M.D., Inc.  
Emil J. Padre, MD  
Michael Dao Medical Center, Inc.  
Theresa Thanh Ngoc Nguyen, MD  
George Hon MD A Professional Corporation  
Marvin Isaac Gordon, MD A Professional Corp.  
Rana A. Bahl M.D. Inc.  
Victor Hieu Dinh  
Kenneth K. Kim, M.D.  
Steve Nguyen, DO, Inc.  
Sandra Davidson, O.D. Inc.  
Hiep Dinh Dang, DO, Inc.  
Orange County Ear, Nose, And Throat  
Hung Nguyen, M.D., Inc.  
Gregory Chambers M D A Medical Corporation  
Digestive Health Specialists  
Cynthia Chao, D.O.  
Sean Cao, M.D., A Professional Corporation  
David M. Truong, M.D. A Professional Corporation  
Golden Springs Medical Clinic  
Eye Treatment Center, An Incorporated Medical Group, Inc.  
Coast Psychiatric Associates  
George H Tarryk Jr. MD  
Hassney Hamood M.D.  
Tantam Medical Group, Inc.  
Prode P. Pasqual, M.D., Inc.  
Henry E. Bruce, MD  
Kuan Pok Wong, M.D.  
Stephen Y. Lee, Inc.  
Marian Jalil, M.D., Inc.  
LLamas Clinica Medica Familiar  
Lucita M. Cruz, M.D., Inc.  
Kim Foot And Ankle Centers, Inc.  
La Town Medical Group Inc.
HV Mungcal, M.D.
Long Beach Advanced Orthopedic Medical Center
Coastal Vision Medical Group
Walter M Vukcevich, A Medical Group, Inc.
Shin Wook Kang Medical Center, Inc.
Lawrence Ogbechie, MD

AHS ACO, LLC
MILFORD CLINIC PHYSICIANS P A
ARUN C NAIK MD LLC
MATERNAL FETAL MEDICINE OF PRACTICE ASSOCIATES, PA
SPECIALTY CARE OF PRACTICE ASSOCIATES, PA
MORRIS COUNTY PRIMARY CARE LLC
UNION COUNTY NEUROSURGICAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.
600 KINDERKAMACK ROAD OPERATING COMPANY, LLC
Cardiology Consultants of N Morris
KIDNEY SPECIALTY CLINIC P A
BERGEN FAMILY & GERIATRIC CARE PC
Podiatry
RESPIRATORY HEALTH AND CRITICAL CARE ASSOCIATES, LLC
DONALD KUTNER DO
ADAM FRIEND
STUART LEFF DO
ADVANCED DERMATOLOGY PC
Ian Kaden, MD
ROBERT BAKLAJIAN MD
Dr. Larry Schuster
Plastic Surgery
SHARON ROOT
FAMILY MEDICINE OF MORRIS L.L.C.
NYUMC, MATERNAL FETAL MEDICINE
KEVIN H WEINER, MD, PC
DAVID E. COHEN, MD, LLC
Ortho
Mary E. Brady, M.D.
Infectious Diseases
MARC B. MITNICK DPM
Individual
Internal Medicine
ADVANCED LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY OF UNION COUNTY LLC
493 BLACK OAK RIDGE ROAD, LLC
Codella Family Practice
ELIZABETH SURGICAL GROUP LLC
MIDLAND PARK FAMILY MEDICINE PA
ADVANCED PRIMARY CARE MEDICINE INC
FOOT CARE CENTER LLC
PRACTICE ASSOCIATES MEDICAL GROUP
ADVANCED FOOT & ANKLE CARE PC
SETH STOLLER LLC
ALL CARE FAMILY PRACTICE, LLC
The Renal Care Clinic, P.C.
Northwest Medical Care, LLC
NORTH JERSEY SPORTS MEDICINE AND ORTHOPEDIC CENTER LLC
RESPIRATORY MED LLC
USAL COSMETIC SURGERY PC.
THE CARDIOVASCULAR CARE GROUP
SPARTA MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.
STUART B. SCHNITZER DPM
RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF RIDGEWOOD, PA
RIDGEWOOD PATHOLOGY GROUP, PA
AFFILIATED DERMATOLOGISTS AND DERMATOLOGIC SURGEONS, P.A.
ASSOCIATED COLON & RECTAL SURGEONS, P.A.
EYE CARE ASSOCIATES OF NEW JERSEY, PA
DANIEL A. ELBER, D.O., P.A.
INTERNAL MEDICINE OF MORRISTOWN
RADIOLOGIC ASSOCIATES OF NORTHERN NEW JERSEY, PA
NATHAN C. SABIN DPM
WILLIAM R. COLLINI, M.D., P.A.
ATLANTIC NEUROSURGICAL SPECIALISTS PA
Individual
ASSOCIATES IN DIGESTIVE DISEASES, PA
NEURO-SPECIALISTS OF MORRIS-SUSSEX, P.A.
HEMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF NJ PA
Neurology Group of Bergen County, P.A.
BERGEN HYPERTENSION & RENAL ASSOC
ONCOLOGY & HEMATOLOGY SPECIALISTS, P.A.
Nephrology/Internal Medicine
NORTHWEST REHABILITATION ASSOCIATES, PA
WILLIAM K LEE MD PA
Pulmonary & Allergy Assoc., PA
Norman B. San Agustin MD
Cardiology
PULMONARY MEDICINE ASSOCIATES, P.A.
DAVID J. NITTI MD
Associated Orthopaedics
PETER J CETTA MD
Gynecology
ARTHUR ANTLER MD
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NEPHROLOGY-HYPERTENSION ASSOCIATES OF MORRIS COUNTY, PA
MICHAEL I. SOLOMON MD
WILLIAM K. BOSS JR MD PA
MORRIS A TILSON MD PA
THE HEART-LUNG ASSOCIATES OF AMERICA, PC
GASTROINTESTINAL ASSOCIATES PA
BARRY SEIDMAN MD
MICHAEL STERNSCHEIN MD
UNION PLAINFIELD MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
MORRISTOWN PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PA
VALLEY EMERGENCY ROOM ASSOCIATES PA
SATISH R MEHTA MD PA
LAWRENCE MEYERS
Internal Medicine
MORRIS IMAGING ASSOCIATES II, P.A.
Valley Diagnostic Medical Center
PULMONARY & MEDICAL ASSOCIATES OF PASACK VALLEY
ANDOVER ORTHOPADIC SURGERY
PRADEEP MAHAL MD
Internal Medicine/Infectious Disease
NEWTON IMAGING P.A.
MARY ANNE BRAZINSKI DPM PA
ANGELO DEL PRIORE DPM
CHRISTINE M QUINN
ASSOCIATES IN REHABILITATION MEDICINE, PC
CHRISTOPHER P MUENZEN MD PA
MARGARET CO MD
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY CANCER ASSOCIATES
VALLEY RADIATION ONCOLOGY ASSOC PA
Internal Medicine Pediatrics
Sami F. Yasin MD
Hall-DiGioia Surgical
MORTEZA M. SHAHAMAT MD
Affiliated Eye Surgeons of Northern NJ PA
Valley Medical Services, Inc.
Summit Anesthesia Associates, PA
CHANGEBRIDGE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES PA
Retina Associates of Northwest NJ, PA
MARY R. BELLO MD
MORRISTOWN MEDICAL GROUP PC
SARWAN S KAHLAM, MD, LLC
Dermatology
MARC MANDEL MD PC
SUSSEX COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
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SOMERSET HILLS EYE CARE CENTER
Family Practice

BEETTER BREATHING A CENTER FOR RESPIRATORY & SLEEP MEDICINE
Garden State Cardiology

VALLEY HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP, NJ-PC
Cardiology Associates of Sussex County
Individual

SKYLANDS UROLOGY GROUP PA
PARK AVENUE FAMILY FOOT CARE P.C.
COMPREHENSIVE FAMILY FOOT Care, PA.
RADIATION ONCOLOGY ASSOC OF NORTH JERSEY PA
CENTER FOR DIGESTIVE DISEASES PA
AFFILIATED MEDICAL ASSOCIATES OF MORRISTOWN, PA
MILLENNIUM HEALTHCARE CENTERS, LLC
PREVENTIVE AND DIAGONOSTIC MEDICAL CENTER P.A.
One to One Femalecare PA
PREMIER CARDIOVASCULAR ASSOCIATES, P.C.
CARE TWO, LLC
SIDNEY RABINOWITZ, M.D., P.A.
PAUL M STARKER, MD PA
Internal Medicine
Family Practice
Luongo Medical Associate
LAWRENCE J. BERMAN M, D, LLC
MORRIS PRIMARY CARE, PC
ASSOCIATES IN DERMATOLOGY AND COSMETIC SURGERY THE MILLBURN LASER CENT
GARY S. SAFIER DO, PC
Robert Eidus MD
PAUL J. CARNIOL MD
PULMONARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, LLP
CARE ONE PARSIPPANY TROY HILLS LLC
MONTVILLE FAMILY PRACTICE ASSOCIATES, PA
SPRINGFIELD FAMILY PRACTICE, LLC
ROSELLE PARK MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LLC
ARTHUR L SHEPPELL MD PC
WOMEN’S TOTAL HEALTH, L.L.C.
MILLENNIUM HEALTHCARE CENTERS II, LLC
VALLEY PULMONARY & SLEEP DISORDER
HOSPITALISTS EMO, LLC
Woodcliff Lake Ophthalmology
Gastroenterology/Internal Medicine
Hillside Family Practice
DAVID GARRISON MD
ADVANCED CARDIOLOGY, LLC
KISHWAR SHAREEF MD PC
Cardiology
UNION EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LLC
RS HEMATOLOGY AND ONCOLOGY ASSOCIATES PA
SUSSEX PATHOLOGY, LLC
Newton Anesthesia Associates, LLC
HAMBURG MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, INC.
Morristown Hand Surgery LLC
NEW PERSPECTIVES HEALTH CARE LLC
IPC HOSPITALIST PHYSICIANS OF NEW JERSEY PC
HEALING TOUCH MEDICAL PC
ATLANTIC SLEEP AND PULMONARY ASSOCIATES, LLC
Columbia Doctors of New Jersey
First Urgent Medical Care
ASSOCIATES IN INTERNAL MEDICINE LLC
HUMC CARDIOVASCULAR PARTNERS, P.C.
Advanced Dermatology of New Jersey PC
ALICE TZENG MD LLC
ADVANCED CARDIOVASCULAR INTERVENTIONS, PA
JNJC MEDICAL LLC
Cobbs Corner Primary Care PA
ASSOCIATES IN FAMILY AND GERIATRIC MEDICINE LLC
Get Well House Calls
Primary Care Partners
Surg-Elite PC
ELDERPATH MEDICAL PC
Valley Physician Services, Inc.
REHABILITATION SPECIALISTS OF NEW JERSEY, LLC
SADHANA KUMAR, M.D., L.L.C.
Care One At Madison Avenue
ATLANTIC RHEUMATOLOGY AND OSTEOPOROSIS ASSOCIATES PA
Internal Medicine
NEW JERSEY FAMILY MEDICAL
INTERNAL MEDICINE CONSULTANTS, PA
THE NORTHWEST NEW JERSEY MEDICAL-SURGICAL ALLIANCE P C
WOMENS TOTAL HEALTH OF WOODCLIFF LAKE LLC
PREMIER PRIMARY CARE
PREMIER UROLOGY GROUP, LLC
MADISON FAMILY PRACTICE PC
CHIDAMBARAM RAMAN MD LLC
NEW JERSEY/PENNSYLVANIA EM-1 MEDICAL SERVICES, P.C.
MORRIS HEART ASSOCIATES PA
NORTHWEST NEW JERSEY URGENT CARE ALLIANCE PC
EMA Morristown
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LIFELINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, LLC

Akira Health, Inc.
Zitman And Jalilie
Linda Eglin, MD
Inna Yaskin, MD
Willie Lu, MD
Barbara Hom, MD
Richard Ornelas, MD
Michael E Kan MD
Paragon Physician Medical Group, Inc.
Allen McGrath, MD
Samia Botros, MD
Hamilton Ave Medical Group, Inc.
Ernest M. Thomas, Jr., MD Inc.
Donald J. Conlon, M.D Professional Corp.
Joseph J. Walters
El Camino Renal Medical Inc.
Edward Wong, MD
F. Gilbert Gregory, MD

Alegent Health Partners, LLC
Heartland Anesthesia Services PC
Manahan Eye Associates
Lakeside Orthopedics PC
West Omaha Family Physicians, PC
Farid Sadr, P.C.
Midwest Pathology Specialists
Creighton University
Alegent Health Immanuel Medical Center
Alegent Health Bergan Mercy Health System
Radiology Consultants Pc
Nebraska-Iowa Radiology Consultants
Northwest Anesthesia PC
Professional Anesthesia Services
Family Medicine Associates Millard Gretna P C
Alegent Health
Omaha Gastroenterology Consultants, P.C.
Alegent Health Clinic
Benson Podiatry Associates Pc
Pain Management Consultants
Omaha Family Medicine
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Drs Monson McNamara Gardner & Sasse LLC

**Alexian Brothers Accountable Care Organization**

Midwest Family Medicine, Inc.
Anthony James Caruso, MD
Head And Neck Associates 2 S C
MEA Elk Grove LLC
Rosanova Eyecare LLC
Sutpal Singh, DPM A Professional Corporation
Healing Touch Medical Care
Dr. Liza Marie G Saviano, DPM LTD
A& D Medical Center, SC
Michael F. Wilson, MD, LLC
Schaumburg Dermatology, SC
Midwest Pulmonary And Sleep Clinic
Imran Nisar, MD LTD
Ob Gyne And Infertility Center SC
Illinois Institute Of Pediatric Cardiology
Aleksandr Dekhtyar, MD, SC
Kare Hospital Medicine, LLC
Kidney Disease Specialists, S.C.
Integrative Rehabmedicine SC
Womens Comprehensive Healthcare SC
FMGC, S.C.
Core Orthopedics & Sports Medicine LLC
Mariusz Koziol MD LLC
Premier Pain Specialists
Geneva Sleep And Lung Center LLC
Chicago Cardiology Institute S.C.
M. Raza Khan, MD, SC
Progressive Women’s Healthcare SC
Primary Care Services,
Illinois Gastroenterology Group, LLC
Advanced Foot & Ankle Specialists SC
Ankle and Foot Associates, PC
Eye Specialists Of Illinois, S.C.
Dr. Brad Dennison
Donald B. Cosley, DPM
Alexian Brothers Medical Center
Grabowski Surgical Associates, SC
Surburban Surgical Care Specialists, S.C.
Elmhurst Podiatry Center, LTD
Frederick H. Miller, DPM
Ronald J Clemente
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Robert J Cinefro MD
Francis Cheng, MD SC
Northwest Podiatry Center, LTD
Associated Foot Surgeons of Chicagoland, LTD
Alexian Brothers Center for Mental Health
Barrington Orthopedic Specialists LTD
Wohl Eye Center, S.C.
Firdausi F. Mazda, MD, SC
S. K. Talluri, MD, S.C.
Ishwar K. Patel, MD, SC
Mark E. Neamand, DPM PC
William A Mohs DPM
Chicago Gynecologic Oncology, SC
CVT Surgeons, LTD
Terrence R. Loughlin MD SC
Suburban Endocrinology & Diabetes
Suburban Lung Associates SC
Infectious Diseases Associates, P.C.
Cynthia Palmisano
Personal Women's Health Care, S.C.
Phillip L. Cacioppo, MD SC
Brian A King
Midwest Sports Medicine & Orthopaedic Surgical Specialists, LTD
Rand Medical Clinic, SC
Arthur N. Skladman, MD SC
Lisa Kim Medical Associates
Northwest Healthcare Associates
Associates In Psychiatry And Counseling, PC
Illinois Pain Treatment Institute, LTD
Uro Center LTD
Myron I. Wolf, DPM
Howard S. Mangurten MD, SC
Foot & Ankle Center
Atma Chiropractic Network
Northwest Suburban Urology Associates, SC
Ophthalmology Associates, LTD
Behavioral Healthcare Associates, LTD
Bonaventure Medical Foundation
AFP Podiatry, LTD
Kelley Frank, DPM, PC
Krishna V. Nadhan, MD, SC
American Cancer Center PC
Dr. Mark E Pappadopoli M D PC
Bakal Dermatology Associates, SC
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Chicago Head And Neck Surgical Specialists SC  
Des Plaines Eye Physicians & Surgeons, LTD  
Midwest Refractive Surgery And Cornea  
Drs Kane Misawa And Spiess LLC  
Paul R. Lucas, DPM  
St. Alexius Medical Center  
Alexian Brothers Behavioral Health Hospital  
Women’s Health First, LLC  
Inpatient Consultants of Illinois, PC  
Woodfield Urology  
Shaikh MC, Inc.  
Robin Pastore, DPM, S.C.  
Arenson Podiatric Services, PC  
Mark Cabin, MD, SC  
Steven T. Adelstein, DPM, LTD  
Mea-Aea, LLC  
Dominic J. Catrambone Jr., MD, LLC  
Batool Musvi, MD  
Alexander & Associates Women’s Healthcare, SC  
Mark E. Dubin, MD LLC  
Chinmay Patel, DO  
Martinez Medical Services, LTD  
Associates in Cardiac Thoracic & Vascular Surgery SC  
Chicago Surgical Clinic, LTD  
Dr. Zaveri & Associates, S.C.  
Alliance Pathology Consultants, LTD  
Nihon Medical Clinic, SC  
Allen Saxon MD PC  
Nephrology Associates of Northern IL  
Komal Chiropractic PC  
Advanced Surgical Associates SC  
Leo Taiberg, MD SC  
Robert M. Allar MD and Associates, PC  
Premier Health Partners LLC  
Alexian Brothers Specialty Group  
Dr. Michael J. Leonetti DPM

**Allcare Options, LLC**

Arcadia Medical Assoc.  
James Floyd D.O.  
Central Florida Health Care Inc.  
Manatee County Rural Health Services, Inc.  
53rd Ave East Medical Center PA

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
University Family Healthcare, P.A.
Craig Triguerio MD

**Amarillo Legacy Medical ACO**
Wyatt Clinic, P.A.
Cindy I Hutson DO PA
Amarillo Hospitalist, P.A.
Fmc Clinics, PA
Amarillo Family Physicians Clinic, P.A.
Amarillo Medical Specialists, LLP
Family Medicine Center of Canyon, P.A.
Family Medicine Center of Amarillo, P.A.

**American Health Alliance, LLC**
Mid-Florida Medical Group PA
Luna Beck MD And Associates PA
Ocala Family Care, PA
Ocala Internal Medicine Associates, PA
Siva, MD PA
Ocala Florida Physician Group
American Family Medical, LLC
Quick Primary Care, PA
Nikhil K, Shah, MD
Jayanti Professional Corporation
Countryside Medical PA
Sanjay A Patel MD PA
Lake Point Medical Associates

**American Health Network of Ohio PC**
American Health Network of Ohio Professional Corporation

**AnewCare Collaborative, LLC**
ANDREW J CHAPMAN DPM
APPALACHIAN AFTER HOURS CARE PC
APPALACHIAN PAIN REHABILITATION ASSOCIATES
APPALACHIAN SURGERY
ASSOCIATED NEUROLOGISTS OF KINGSPORT
BARNHART CHIROPRACTIC & WELLNESS PLC
BLUEFIELD PULMONARY CONSULTANTS INC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIN Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOONES CREEK MEDICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABINGDON PHYSICIAN PARTNERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONALD S REDFORD, DDS, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLES E PORTERFIELD DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOICE COUNSELING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLINCH VALLEY FAMILY PODIATRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY HEALTH CLINIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY HOME CARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANA ALLEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANIEL J PAUL MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID H FRANZUS MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID T HAMILOS DPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERMATOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF KINGSPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONALD L FERRIS DPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUGLAS R WEBERLING OD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANKLIN MONTENEGRO &amp; ALBERTINE DEWIT PTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST TENNESSEE ANESTHESIA PROVIDERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST TENNESSEE ANESTHESIA SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST TENNESSEE EYECARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST TENNESSEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLEN CHIROPRACTIC CARE INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST TENNESSEE VASCULAR CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELMWOOD COUNSELING SERVICES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENDOSCOPY CENTER OF KINGSPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY EYECARE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABINGDON CENTER FOR PSYCHIATRY, COUNSELING &amp; EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANA A GRIST OD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABINGDON EYE ASSOCIATES PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST CHOICE NEUROSURGERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST MEDICAL GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOT AND ANKLE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILLENWATER CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILLENWATER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL A WOLF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVANCED CARE CHIROPRACTIC AND REHABILITATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAY FAMILY CLINIC PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABINGDON FOOT AND ANKLE CLINIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAYBEAL ORTHOPEDIC LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENE CLINIC OF CHIROPRACTIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISLE SNYDER, DPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH AND HOMECARE OF ERWIN INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEATHERWOOD COUNSELING CENTER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MSSP ACO Participant TIN Names for 2012 and 2013
As of August 2013

ID CONSULTANT PLLC
IHSAN O SAFI MD
JASJOT PAUL SINGH MD
JOHN C BOYS MD
JOHN D SHERRELL III
JOHNSON CITY EYE SURGERY CENTER
JOHNSON CITY OB GYN ASSOCIATES
ACHIEVE HEALTH AND WELLNESS
MOUNTAIN STATES HEALTH ALLIANCE
JOHNSON CITY UROLOGICAL CLINIC PC
JOHNSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
JONATHAN S BREMER MD
KINDER KLINIC
KINGSPORT PRIMARY CARE PC
KINGSPORT UROLOGY GROUP PC
KRUTAK CHIROPRACTIC
ABINGDON PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
LILLIAN H OGLE LCSW PC
MATTHEW JESSEE CHIROPRACTIC PC
EAST TENNESSEE HEMOTOLOGY/ONCOLOGY ASSOC P.C.
WILLIAM C MCMILLIN OD
MEDISERVE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT OF KINGSPORT INC
BLUE RIDGE MEDICAL MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
MILLS OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATES PC
MOUNTAIN EMPIRE HEARING AND BALANCE PC
NORTON COMMUNITY PHYSICIANS SERVICES LLC
ABINGDON RADIOLGY SERVICES LTD
OAKLAND CHIROPRACTIC
OUTPATIENT CYTOPATHOLOGY CENTER
PAUL B SCHODOWSKI DPM
PAUL E MORAN MD
PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY PC
POUND COMPREHENSIVE CLINIC
PURELIFE CHIROPRACTIC
REGIONAL ALLERGY AND ASTHMA CENTER PC
RIVERSIDE PEDIATRICS PLLC
ROBERT L SCHUBERT MD
SHAHAB EHTESHAM MD PLLC
SMYTH COUNTY EYE ASSOCIATES
SYCAMORE SHOALS ANESTHESIA ASSOCIATES
TAMMY HOLSCAW-JONES OD
TAMY E PERNG, DO, INC
DONNA WYCHE-BASHOR MD PC
TRI-CITIES ENDOSCOPY CENTER PC

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
THE MAY CLINIC
THE MICHAL CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
TRI-CITIES GASTROENTEROLOGY LLC
TRI-CITY PEDIATRIC CARDIOLOGY P C
UNAKA INTERNAL MEDICINE, LLC
VIVIAN M CLARK MD
DICKENSON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL INC
WILSON PHARMACY, INC
WOMENS CENTER OF GREENEVILLE PC

**APCN-ACO, A Medical Professional Corporation**

Liu & Wang Medical Corp  
Hong Sheng Wei, MD  
Julie K Sun MD, Inc.  
Cindy Shu Medical Group, Inc.  
Singh A. Boun, MD & Nick Lee, MD. A Professional Corporation  
Wan Yao MD A Professional Corporation  
Wellness Physical Therapy Center  
Pacific Medical Imaging And Oncology Center, Inc.  
Ngo Phan, MD. Inc.  
Judy C Liao Od Inc.  
Envision Optometric Eyecare Center, Inc.  
Agape Eye Care Optometry, Inc.  
Wendy H. Wu, D.P.M., Inc.  
Sunny Wong, DO  
Green Pine Home Health Care Services  
Diamond Home Health, Inc.  
Lynn Wang  
Preferred Medical Group Inc.  
Hoi Yin Cheung MD Inc.  
Better Care Medical Group  
Ivan Liu  
Focus Medical Imaging  
Luk Bhava Med Corp  
Philip Y. Zhuo, M. D. Inc.  
Harold Hsu MD Incorporated  
David Lieu MD  
Yiu Ting Chung, MD  
Kuan Wen Su  
Paul H. Chiu, MD Inc.  
Edward Z. Xu Medical Inc.  
Ara Kelekian DPM Inc.  
Wu, James T.
Peter Yang Ma Medical Inc.
Elite Diagnostic And Medical Group
Washington Eye Clinic
Santa Anita Convalescent Hospital
Shirish C Patel, M.D. Inc.
Chau- Po Wei, M.D., Inc.
Maung Ni Medical Inc.
H & H Drug Stores, Inc.
Hew W Quon MD A Professional Corporation
Chen, Cheng-Hsiung
Stewart & Stewart A Medical Corporation
Abacus Business Corporation Group Inc.
Super Care Inc.
Alfred M Solish MD
Chun Yen Hsu, MD, Professional Corporation
San Gabriel Women’s Health
Chi Lam, MD Inc.
Fang-Rong Wang, MD
Human Designs Prosthetic And Orthotic
Wu, Elsie
All Care Home Health
Alliance Nursing Rehab
Thomas S. Yu, M. D., Inc.
Weinstien, Phyllis
Ward, Kathryn
Lai, En Ming
Shye Ren Yeh, MD
Garvey Medical Center
Chien, Oscar
David Lin Medical Clinic Inc.
Michelle L Chan A Professional Corporation
Wei Wang Medical Corp.
Paul Chu, MD., Inc.
Dr Thomas Tseng Medical Clinic Inc.
Wei Guo Li, Md. Inc.
Adam Sun Nephrology Medical Group, Inc.
Live Oak Medical Inc.
A. Shawn Adhami M. D. A Prof Corp
Advance Surgeons Medical Group Inc.
Hong Liang, M.D., Inc.
Zhao Yang Pan, MD
Pen H. Lee, M.D.
Ka Woo Medical Clinic Inc.
AHMC International Cancer Center
Xiang- Hong E. Lin, MD

**ApolloMed Accountable Care Organization, Inc.**
Ranjit A Cordeiro MD Inc.
Wei & Wang MDS Inc.
Adam M. Sun
Dale J Brent MD, A Professional Corp
Raffi R. Minasian, M.D., A Medical Corporation
Douglas A. Webber, MD, A Medical Corporation
Bright Care Home Health, Inc.
Radhika Tulpule MD Inc.
Yuan-Fei Chang MD
Mid Valley Hospitalist Medical Group Inc.
Fowrooz Joolhar, M.D. A Medical Corp.
Los Angeles Lung Center - A Professional Medical Corporation
New Ananda Medical And Urgent Care, Inc.
Alhambra Family Medical
Ruben M. Ruiz III MD Inc.
Molani Medical Group, APMC
Kelly Wong DO Inc.
Academic Medical Research Institute Inc.
Jorge Pena MD
Siun Tin Ker, MD
James Song M. D. A Professional Corp
Samuel A. Malayan Medical Corp
Carlos R. Meza, M.D.
Perez Medical Group
Amavi A Professional Medical
Kin Wong
Chi Nguyen, MD
Bina Kamdar MD
M. Teresa Swida, D.O.
Raul Arturo Pardave, M.D. A Medical Corporation
Lim L Taw Medical Corp.
Parmod Kumar, MD
Pulmonary Critical Care Associates Inc.
East Family Medical Clinic
Guadalajara Medical Clinic
Rao Atluri MD Inc.
Tudao Fujiwara, M.D. Inc.
Sohan L Dua MD, A Medical Corporation
Mid Valley Pulmonary Medical Group Inc.
Garfield Hematology And Oncology Consultants Medical Group
Thelma Linda S. Lamorena, MD, Inc.

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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Joel E. Arroyo, M.D., A Med Corp
Don W. Lee MD, A Medical Corp
Hollywood Cross Medical Clinic
Suman N. Patel MD, A Medical Corp
Aram Karakashian
Chu & Chuang MD's
Chung Wai Ng MD
Kamalakar Rambhatla MD Inc.
Eastside Diabetes Care
Dr. Matthew K. Mo, MD
Eli Hendel, MD, A Medical Corporation
Zahn And Associates Inc.
Dr. Wong's Medical Clinic
Comprehensive Cardiovascular Specialist
Fleming F, Chen MD, Inc.
Harout R. Balian MD, A Professional Medical Corp
Southern California Heart
Heartbeat Cardiovascular Medical Group
MD Medical Center, Inc.
Balbir Singh MD Inc.
Sherman Medical Group Inc.
New Valley Medical Group Inc.
Homayoun Sharim, M.D., Inc.
Dr. Michael P. Tan, D.O. Inc.
ApolloMed Hospitalists Inc.
Eric S. P. Chan MD Inc.
Accord Renal Medical Corporation
Lakshman D. Makandura MD Inc.

AppleCare Medical ACO, LLC
PETRECCIA & TROTTTER MEDICAL CORPORATION
GASTRO-DIGESTIVE MEDICAL GROUP
IMPERIAL FAMILY MEDICAL GROUP, A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
MANISH MEHTA MD
PALETZ AGATSTEIN UROLOGY MEDICAL GRP INC
JEFFREY W KRONSON MD
APPLECARE MEDICAL GROUP
NEHA MEDICAL CORPORATION INC.
ORANGE COUNTY FIRST MEDICAL GROUP
SUSAN R KAWAKAMI DO
SAMUEL S IM MD INC
AADISAI MEDICAL GROUP INC
DR. SULABHA DAVE M.D. INC.
EYE CARE WEST OPTOMETRY INC

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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MARTIN R ZAPATA DO INC
BROOKDALE MEDICAL CENTER INC
DUC H DUONG MD
DOWNEY PODIATRY CENTER INC
SANTA FE MEDICAL CLINIC
LA PROVIDENCIA MEDICAL CLINIC
AHMADPOUR & PEDARSANI
ELITECARE SURGICAL GROUP
ALBERTO WILCHES MD
BENJAMIN F MONROE MD INC
MUHAMMAD J. MEMON PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
MLS CLINICAL & MEDICAL CORP
YVETTE RENE CRESSEY DO INC
FRIENDS OF FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
VICTOR A ORANUSI MD INC
ALAN KHADAVI MD APC
VIKEN KONYALIAN MD INC
LA FAMILIA MEDICAL GROUP
DORSA NASSERI MARYSKA M.D., INC.
ANAHEIM MEDICAL GROUP INC
SOUTH COAST FAMILY MEDICINE
DON F KIN, MD INC
GREATER LONG BEACH GENITO-URINARY MED GRP
PHILIP B WEINSTEIN M D A MEDICAL CORPORATION
PRAMOD MULTANI MD INC
MEHAR M IQBAL MD
PERSONAL CARE MEDICAL CLINIC
MARK REED & MELANIE HIMEBAUGH-REED
MARK BUCHFUHRER MD
BEE H KYAW MD
PHILLIP ZARET DO
ALLERGY, ASTHMA & RESPIRATORY CARE
ASHOK AMIN MD INC
TIMOTHY GUAN-TYNG YEH, M.D., INC
BAMBI LYNN NICKELBERRY MD
DANIEL R LEMAY MD
ANGELA SIN LWAY CHAN MD INC
LAWRENCE GEISSE
ALIYA IMRAN ALI MD
EUNG KOO BAI MD
ETHAN R ALLEN DO
DENISE JOSEPH-BROWN MD INC
A-T JESSICA LUU DPM INC
HASSAN BOROUJERDI MD INC

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO
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JACKIE CHAN, DPM
BONNIE J LANCE DPM
ERIC ROBERTO BATRES MEDICAL CORPORATION
MAGED BASILIOS MD
THOMAS S. TZENG, M.D. INCORPORATED
JAMIE C OYE MD INC
ALIREZA JAFARI MD INC
GWEN ALLEN MD INC
CLINICA DEL SOCORRO MEDICAL GROUP, INC.
SHAPIRO & BURGER MDS
JOSEPH C RUDISON MD
EMIL BURGER MD & ROGER NGUYEN
DOWNEY DERMATOLOGIC MEDICAL GROUP INC
JOHN S. PIERANDOZZI, MD, INC.
PO ZAN CHEN MEDICAL CORPORATION
TCS MEDICAL GROUP INC
BEHROOZ AHMADI MD
H SHAMMAS MD INC
HENRY B BIKHAZI MD INC
PAUL J LICATA MD INC
VELLORE R BHUPATHY M D A P C
LOUIS E MARCHIOLI MD INC
JAMES E SAUNDERS, MD
ARTHUR EDELSTEIN
KENNETH COHN, M.D., A MEDICAL CORPORATION
NASIR TEJANI MD INC
MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
SHELDON FAYNER MD INC
LAWRENCE I RUBIN DPM
CARDIO MEDICAL CONSULTANTS GROUP
CHENGALROYAN RAGHUNATHAN MD
MICHAEL I CORNFIELD DPM INC
DAVID BERGER MD
L WAYNE FREEMAN MD INC
IRA RICHARD COHEN
LEE G RAZALAN MD A MED CORP
MAHENDRA S PATEL MD
RITA ROY MD
MARK SCHEIER MD INC
KENNETH E SCHEMMER MD INC
LAWRENCE HODOR DPM
NEIL E KLEIN MD
HARLEY R. DEERE, A MEDICAL CORPORATION
JOHN C WEI MD INC

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL K O'SHEA DPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEIN KYAW MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARTON H. UEKI, M.D. INC A PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTANT K.S. CHAN M.D. INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAUSHAL R TAMBOLI MD INC INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID H SKINNER DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUEL ZEVALLOS MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLWIN PSYCHIATRIC MEDICAL GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLEIMAN &amp; SPIWAK MDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATHAN EITAN MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERNARDITA DE LOS REYES, M.D., INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJJIDA AHMED MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBERTO WILCHES MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOYOLA MEDICAL CENTER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAHIRA S ABDEL MALEK MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGAR A ABBES DPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARILOU G CRUZ MD INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANIEL URIBE MD A PROFESSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARILOU LUCERO MD INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMM MED GROUP OF DOWNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.A. COUNTY NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGAA Z ISKAROUS MD INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEMMA T H KO MD INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUAN A ALMAGUER MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. FRANCIS MULTISPECIALTY MEDICAL GROUP, INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEHER F TABATABAI MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA CARDIOTHORACIC ASSOCIATES MEDICAL GRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOCELYN C ZUNIGA MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICARDO MCKENZIE M.D. INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERNANDO IBARRA MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOATAZ GIURGIUS MD INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERTHA A GONZALEZ DO, INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHALIFA MANSOUR, MD, A MEDICAL CORPORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDING G YOUNG MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARA LATINO MEDICAL CENTER INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONNA LYNN WONG DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUEL F MENDOZA MD INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADORACION A REYES MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNSHINE MEDICAL CLINIC INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUENA VISTA EYE MED CTR INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERIE CARNEGIE DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMINGO C BARRIENTOS MEDICAL CLINIC INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA L GARCIA MD INC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Arizona Care Network LLC
Donald E Paxton, MD
Modern Diagnostic Imaging PC
Ocotillo Internal Medicine Associates
Govind Acharya
Ocotillo Family Medicine, PLLC
Multi Specialty Physicians, PC
Patterson Gastroenterology
Good Health Medical PC
Blair T Butterfield, PC
Valley Women for Women, PC
AZ Obstetrics & Gynecology LLC
Agave Family Physicians
Renaissance Medical Group LLC
Rodd Aking
Foothills Primary Care, LLC
Advanced Internal Medicine, PC
The Wellness Medical Clinic PC
Abrazo Medical Group Urgent Care
Complete Care Medicine, Inc.
Jigna Patel
Wilber W. Su, MD
Orthopedic Specialists Of North America, PLLC
Specialty Pain Medicine
Chandler Neurology & Sleep Disorders Associates PC
Walman Eye Center, LLC
Your Neighborhood Healthcare Center LLC
Phoenix Neurological Institute
United Physicians of Arizona, LLC
Valley Kidney Corp.
Heart And Rhythm Solutions
Wellness Today Medical Clinic Inc.
SAG LLC
Arrow Medical PLLC
Arizona Retina and Vitreous Consultants LLC
Phoenician Pain & Rehabilitation Center, LLC
Gilbert Neurology Partners LLC
Advanced Pediatric Cardiology, PLLC
Synergy Infectious Disease Physicians LLC
Roger J. Hucek, M.D., Inc.
AZ Internal Medicine
East Valley Primary Care, LLC
Arizona Gastrointestinal Associates, Plc.
Global Primary Care

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
South Mountain Cardiology  
Sonoran Vein and Endovascular LLC  
Maria E. Gonzalez Berlari  
Simonmed Imaging Incorporated  
Mehareen LLP  
Cedars Heart Clinic  
VHS Acquisition Corporation  
VHS of Phoenix Inc.  
VHS of Arrowhead, Inc.  
VHS Outpatient Clinics Inc.  
VHS Acquisition Subsidiary Number 1, Inc.  
Hospital Development of West Phoenix, Inc.  
VHS Arizona Heart Institute Inc.  
Sjhmc Physician Services C/O Catholic Healthcare West  
Rama Devineni, MD  
The VHS Arizona Imaging Center Limited Partnership  
Ironwood Physicians PC  
Scottsdale Physicians Group  
Associated Ophthalmologists LTD  
Scottsdale Obstetrics & Gynecology PC  
Phoenix Ophthalmologists, P.A.  
Arizona Cardiology Group PC  
Cigna HealthCare of Arizona, Inc.  
Raymond Frank Shamos  
Arizona Arthroscopy & Sports Medicine LTD  
Valley Anesthesiology Consultants LTD  
Advanced Cardiac Specialists, Chartered  
Arthur H Schurgin DO PC  
East Valley Cardiology LTD  
Norman M. Fernando, MD  
North Valley Plastic Surgery  
Southeast Valley Gastroenterology Consultants, PC  
Alan Hamilton, MD PC  
George Stecyk MD PC  
Biltmore Cardiology PLLC  
Edward J. Donahue, MD  
Associated Internists of Ahwatukee PC  
Macias Otology PC  
Arizona Pulmonary Specialists, LTD  
East Valley Family Physicians  
Eduardo S. Alcantar  
Phoenician Medical Center, Inc.  
Advanced Laser & Eye Center Of AZ Pc  
Christa Corn, MD
### MSSP ACO Participant TIN Names for 2012 and 2013
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pioneer Hospitalists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premier Ear, Nose and Throat Surgeons, LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Kathleen J. Richards PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea Pediatrics PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKDHC, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Hospitalists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Pediatric Specialty Care PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Garcia, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Primary Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive Women's Healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart &amp; Vascular Center of Arizona PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Lakes Family Physicians, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Physical Medicine &amp; Rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP Health Solutions, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arizona Priority Care Plus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin H. Rubin MD PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven C. Boles, D.O. P.L.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Celaya, M.D., P.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Mcmahon Medical, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Hawks Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholla Medical Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Kaczar MD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Buren Medicine LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen Creek Primary Care, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irwin L Levey MD PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Prieve Do A Professional Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Medical Care LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Family Medical Care PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Medical Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Primary Care, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckeye Pediatrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharonelle Simmons, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reyes Family Medicine, PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AzPCP-ACO, A Medical Corporation, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satyendra Jain, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darrin D. Scherer, DO, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pueblo Family Physicians LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forty Third Medical Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard G. Norman, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald J. Bitza, DO, LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard P. Bruce, D.O., LTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Holder, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William T. Holland MD PC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Luis R. Lopez, MD, LTD  
Theodore L. Rudberg  
Glendale Family Clinic  
Kenneth Klein MD PC  
Southwest Internal Medicine Group  
Sonoran Emergency Associates, PLC  
North Phoenix Internal Medicine  
Heritage Technologies LLC  
Desert Mountain Fam Med Pc  
Central Phoenix Medical Clinic LLC  
Spectrum Medical Group, PC  
Uma Gunnala MD PC  
Kevin W. Cleary, D.O., LTD  
Desert Sky Pediatrics, P.C.  
Highland Medical Center, PC  
Spectrum Health Center PC  
Donald A. Opila, M.D., P.L.C.  
Tatum Highlands Medical Associates  
Shashi Jain Goel, M.D., P.C.  
Patricia A Dietzgen Do LLC  

Asian American Accountable Care Organization  
Greenwich OB/GYN Medical, PC  
8TH AVENUE MEDICAL OFFICE PLLC  
Felix Chu, DO, FACC, PC  
Sun-Hoo Foo, MD  
Tina Q. He, MD  
Gary Chen Medical PC  
SONIX GI & HEPATO SERV, PC  
Timothy C. Johnson, MD  
Jai Jeen Rhee, MD  
Dr. James C. W. Moy  
Jean Chen Medical, LLP  
Lai-Yet Lam, MD  
Andrew S. Lee, MD  
Marcus H. Loo, MD, LLC  
Wayne Li, PT  
Titus Kwok, MD  
Xi Frieda Gu, MD  
Wing Tsang, MD  
David D. Kim, MD  
Benjamin C. H. Peng, MD  
Joseph Poon, MD  
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Insook Lee, MD  
Hsien Kwang Liu, MD, PC  
Shu Yain Chin, MD  
Wong Lap Koon, MD  
Ching Yin Lam, MD  
Sing Wu Law, MD  
Wellcare Medical, PC  
Chien-jen Huang, MD  
Sam Kwauk, MD  
Jih Lih Chiang, MD  
Shiu Ching Tang, MD  
Cheung Yiu Cheung, MD  
Chester C. Lo, DPM, PC  
King Chen Hon, MD, PC  
Shung Cheng, MD  
Paul P.K. Lin, MD  
Harvey Chu, MD Office  
Sei Oung Yoon, MD  
Inocencio C. Kho, MD  
Ja Gu Kang, MD, PC  
Kyungmee Kim, MD  
Elmhurst Podiatry Group  
Yong Kyu Hwang, MD  
Lou-Fu Ni, MD  
Norman N. Lee, MD  
Andrew S. Kim, MD  
George Lum, MD  
Mayling Chin-Chu, MD  
KEE Y. SHUM, M.D., P.C.  
Heung Soo Sul, MD  
Pi-Tang Lin, MD  
Jenny Liaw, MD  
Chang J. Park, MD  
Ming T. Chuang, MD  
ADVANCED DERMATOLOGY AND DERMATOLOGIC SURGERY, P.C.  
Radiology Associates Of Main St  
John H. Kim, MD  
Kevin S. Lee, M.D. & Stephen S. Lee, M.D., PC  
Salem Medical Office  
BACK KIM MDPC  
Woo-Sup Kim, MD  
CHANG JONATHAN MAUNG TIN PHYSICIAN, PC  
TLC REHABILITATION PHYSICAL THERAPY PC  
Neuroaxis Neurosurgical Assoc. PC  
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Joseph H. Ma, MD
Yang, Ber-Yuh Medical Practice PC
Yunhee Chung, MD
8th Ave. Ophthalmology, PC
Flushing Medical
Oriental K. Inc.
Deng Medical, PC
Shun Chang, MD
Hai-Po Wang, MD
John Tsihsian Wang, MD
Eric Falkson, MD
Nga Chang, MD
Sun-co Lin, MD
Chin W. Chung, MD
Qing Yeh, MD
Shiu Hung So, MD
Jen Chin Wang, MD
Chang Suk Lee, MD
Antony S.C. Chen, MD
Chang Ho Suk, MD
Richard Myint
Charles B. Wang Community Health Center, Inc.
Fan Ming Lin, MD
Richard Young, MD
Man Chiu Wong, MD
Jonathan K. Ligh, MD
Raymond Fong, MD, PC
Charles King Chan, MD
WARREN W. CHIN, MD, PC
Lucille Liu Pak, MD
Manhattan Cardiac Medical, PC
Junho B. Lee, MD
Richard Chan, MD
Richard Y. Ng, DO
Canal Radiology Associates, PC
Park-Wu Oncology Associates
Doris U. Tan, MD, PC
Doctor Christina Tsim’s Office
Kuocheng Wang, MD
On Hin Lau, MD, PC
Danny Fong, MD, PC
LINDA TAO MD PC
Bi Hoon Che Physician, PC
University Nephrology Associates
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CHINATOWN PHYSICIAN, P.C.
New York ENT Physician, PC
Downtown Gastroenterology Associates, PC
Kyaw Myint Physician PC
Wolfson Medical Associates
DR. AMY S. CHU-WONG, M.D., P.C.
Tze On Poon, MD, PC
Universal Medical Service, LLC
Golden Wheel Condominium
Sinog Medical Associate, PC
Kwok Man Lee, MD, PC
Dr. Tuyen T. Trinh, PLLC
Howard E. Huey, DO, PC
Jan J. Shim, MD
Y.H. Wong, OB/GYN Practice, PLLC
Roland Nyein MD, PC
Lei Ding Medical, PC
Fai Chu, DC
Wai Lap Leung, MD
Henry Yuan-Hung Ting, MD
Shaw-Fu Hwang, MD
Zhiguang Zhang
Steve C. Chang, MD
Dr. Xing-Jie Wang’s Clinic
David Hom, MD, PLLC
Tak Chan, MD, PC
Eyecare by Ophthalmologist, PLLC
HEA SHIN KANG PHYSICIAN P.C.
CP Advanced Imaging PLLC
Maple OB/GYN, PC
Edward M. Ha, MD, PC
Samuel Cho, MD
Billy Li, MD, PC
Mark Medical, PC
Downtown Renal Medicine, PC
CHOI MEDICAL SERVICES, PLLC
Jenny Cheng, MD, PC
CKC Medical Office, PC
Manhattan Family Medicine, PC
Dr. Hak K. Yuen Physician, PC
East Shore Women's Care, PC
Shidong Su, MD, PC
New York Hearing Center, Inc.
Liberty PMR
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A.H.JUNG & C.S.LEE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC
CHANG YONG CHI PHYSICAL THERAPY PC
Eric Zhou Medical Office, PC
Comprehensive OB/GYN Services, PC
Frank Zhan Best Physical Therapy, PC
Genesis OB/GYN Group
Bo Chen, MD
Physio-Rehab, PC
John J. Kim, MD
Khin Aung Medical, PC
Alexander Chan, MD, PC
Pinnacle Urology, PC
Joyce Cheung, MD PLLC
Seungyoul Yi Physical Therapy, PC
LIH LIH WU MEDICAL P.C.
Chung-Fai Tung, MD, PC
Dr. Ye's Medical Office, PC
Edwin K. Chan, MD, PC
Bay Ridge Family Medical Doctor, PC
HEAD & NECK SURGERY, LLC
Best Ophthalmology, PC
Wen Ray Thomas Hsu, MD, PC
Neuro Health, PC
STANLEY-SANGWOOK KIM D.O. PC
Chinatown Medical Consultation, PLLC
Jimmy Wong, MD, PLLC
Pinehurst Medical, PC
LITTLE NECK INTERNAL MEDICINE PC
Focus Occupational Therapy, PC
DQS CARDIAC AND VASCULAR SERVICES, P.C.
Jonathann C. Kuo, MD, PC
Everwell Medical, PC
Yin Yin Win Medical PC
Smart Health Medical, PC
Queens Crossing Anesthesia PLLC
Hana Gastroenterology
Lim H. Tse, M.D., P.C.
NY Patient First Medical & Genetic Quality Health Services
FUTURE BRIGHT DERMATOLOGY PC
REX WU, MD, PLLC
United Medical Group
Dai-Yun Jeng, MD
Yuanxia Zhang, PhD
Jyming Wang, MD, PC
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Alice K. Lee, MD
Flushing OB/GYN, PC
Wuhua Jing, MD, PhD, PC
Qinghong Huang, MD
Sandy Cheung, DO, PLLC
YHQ Medical PC
Hung-Fai Ng, MD
Global Health Medical, PC
Xu Z. Chen Psychiatrist, PLLC
WOMEN'S HEALTH & WELLNESS MEDICAL ASSOC, PLLC
Wen Lin Wang, DO
Yolanda Tun-Chiong, DO
Yi S. Chen, DO, PLLC
Lawrence T. Choy, MD
Fung Ngan, MD
DANIEL KIM, M.D., TOTAL EYE CARE, P.C.
Melissa M. Chan, MD, PLLC
KUO MEDICARE CARE, PLLC
Stanley Ng, MD, PC
Nak Chin Chung, MD
James Li, MD, PLLC
Hui Chih Yang, Physician, PC
Total Care Plus Medical, PC
Yuen-Wai Hui, RD
SUN ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY PC
Hailiu Zuo Physician, PC
David K. Shu, MD
Michael Poon, MD, PLLC
Comprehensive Medical Office, PC
Flushing Foot Specialists, LLC
Dr. Lau Medical Oncology, PC

AtlanticCare Health Solutions, Inc.
Atlanticare Physician Group PA
Mark Pernice DO
Atlantic Off Shore Medical Associates P.A.
Mercy Medical Associates Of Mays Langing PA
Atlanticare Regional Medical Center
Absecon Medical Associates LLC
Charles M Richwine IV DO Lori Tierno Richwine DO PC

Aurora Accountable Care Organization, LLC
Lakeshore Medical Clinic, LTD
Balance ACO
Nader Hanna Physician PC
Ododo
General Medical Services of Queens
Valdez, A
Valdez, V
Martinez de Pimentel
Patel, Baldevbhai
Bukhman
Jimenez
Rodriguez
Arthur
Astoria Pediatric Center
Hidalgo, G
Santana
Ghumman
Bronx Pediatrics, PC
Zaman
Ducent
Patel, Babu
Haque
Melamedoff
Olivero
Gamundi-Joaquin
Atallah-Lajam
Karimi
Oscar J. Fukilman, MD
Pinckney
Choi
Sahni
Estevez
Das
Francois
Sanchez-Pena
Chaughtai
Figueroa-Delgado
Shah
Tafreshi-Oraee
Reyes, N
Bernstein
Weiss
Reyes, E
Decoo
Zambon
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Zarkadas
Voitovitch-Khurgin
Simons
D’Augustine
Torres
Orellana
Pignanelli
Guzman, R
Cornielle
Florimon
Guzman, P
Andres Urena MD
Alba
Gonjon
Belliard Estevez
Goris
Molina
De Lara
De Lara
Valdez, V
Hannan
Guillen
Pinckney
Atallah-Lajam
Mihail Medvedovsky Physician PC
Westside Medical
Broadway Internal Medicine PC
First Medcare, Inc.
Total Medical, PC
International Pediatric Plus
Boston Road Pediatrics PC
D’Augustine
Cruz
Ramirez
Martinez
Kogan
Rahman, M
Petrov
Calderon
Medvedovsky
Candido Norberto, MD
Barbery
De La Cadena
Perez, L
Robles
Lazala
Mejia
Rosario
Huang
Acosta
Lefevre
Nayel
Julian
St. Joseph's Hospital, Yonkers
BRONX-LEBANON HOSPITAL CENTER
Chabla
Heritage Health and Housing, Inc.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Health Center Inc.
Le Kiong Huang MD PC
Dunstan, Pulle, MD
Dario Castellanos, MD
Valdez, A
Physicians General Services, Inc.
Julio Albarran Marzan, MD PC
Cardiology Unlimited, PC
Juan Estevez, MD
Pignanelli, E
Light House Pediatrics
Max Pierre Francois, MD PC
Ruben U. Carvajal MDPC
Hispaniola Medical Care PC
Rodolfo Guzman, MD
Washington Heights Pediatrics
Cesar, Vera, MD
Woodlawn Medical Associates PC
Ravi, V
Cruz & Herrera, MDs PC
Alla
Hidalgo, M
Guzman, E
Valdivia
Espinal, A
Stanley B. Cohen, MD
Correa
Macenat
Gonzalez, F
Hernandez
Patel, Babubhai
Tallaj
Veena Chadda, MD PC
Carvajal
Hanna
Perez, A
Eng
FDLC Pediatric medicine PLLC
Karayil, A
MediKids Pediatric, PC
Easy Care Queens Medical, PC
Queens Bronx Medical PC
Samuel Melamed, MD
Jude Arthur, MD
First Step Pediatrics PC
Sherman Pediatrics @ Sunnyside
Juan A. Alba, MD PC
Imperial Medical PC
J & N Medical Services
Fort Washington Medical Office
M B Medical Associates
Goris, J
A.W Medical Office, P.C
Babubhai I Patel Physician PC
Bukhman MD PC
America Medical Group PC
Wadsworth Medical PC
Academy Medical Care, PC
Groupo Medico Dominicano
FW Comprehensive Medical Care PC
JLDH Medical Service PLLC
NY Hispanic Family Medical
Jerome Medical Office
Pediatrics 2000 III, PLLC
Concourse Village Primary Care PLLC
Batlle
Familia
Pimentel
Mahmood Karimi, NJ MD PA
Baldevbhai V Patel MD PC
Jose A. Goris, MD PC
Kzark Medical PC
Shazia Sami Medicine PC
Ravi
First Avenue Medical, PC
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Michael Correa, MD PC
Godwin Medical PC
RGuillen MD PC
Bethel Medical Practice PC
Night and Day Medical Associates
Global Medical Care Associates PLLC
Best Care Ever Med Group, PC
Queens Bronx Medical PC
Gonzalez, F
University Medical Office, PLLC
Health Development &Restorative Medicine, PC
1561 Westchester Avenue Medical Offices, PLLC
Woodside Medical Practice PC
Cuidado Medico Y Geriatrico Of Queens PC
Boston Road Medical Center
CCN General Medicine, PLLC
Broadway Imedicine PLLC
Grand Concourse Medical Practice
Amsterdam Medical Practice, PLLC
Maximo Julian, MD PC
Raza Medical PC
Kalid Chaughtai, MD
Simons
Castellanos
Pediatria 2000 III, PLLC
Nina-Ortega
Rahman, R
Rajesh Patel, MD
Ola Pediatrics
New York Primary Care Medicine Pc
Vinay Shah MD
Decoo Medical Office PLLC
Prime Medcare PLLC
Stages Pediatrics
Raza
Albarran Marzan
Essen Medical Associates, P.C.
R.R.G. Medical Practice, PC
Sixto R. Caro MD
Gonzalez, C
Ares
Pena-Pena
Colon
Qureshi
Zunino
Aguayo-Figueroa
Urena
Mercardo
Janny A. Ozuna Mendez MD PLLC
Moarefi
Sami
139 Medical Facility
Dyckman Medical Care PC
Comprehensive Community Pediatrics
Zambon Primary Healthcare Medicine
Briggs Family Pediatrics
Babu Patel, MD
AMR Nayel MD PC

**Barnabas Health ACO-North, LLC**

Daniel Brandwein DPM And Sean Kaufman DPM Inc.
NBIMC Interventional Cardiology
SBMC Department Of Critical Care Medicine
NBIMC Adult Gastroenterology
Nicholas Guittari MD
Bruce Brener MD
NBIMC Department Of Heart
NBIMC Department Of Surgery
Rekha Sharma MD PA
Cancer Surgery Services Of Saint
Associates In Transplants & General
Anjali R. Gupta, M.D. P.C.
Premier Care Associates Of West Hudson
Associates In Health And Medicine, PC
Livingston Pathology Associates, LLC
Saint Barnabas Medical Center
Clara Maass Medical Center
Mark T. Olesnicky MD
The Medical Group, PA
Diagnostic & Clinical Cardiology, PA
Saint Barnabas Outpatient Centers
Joseph Fretta MD
Otakar R Hubschmann MD PA
H Stephen Fletcher MD PA
Richard Solomon MD
Stanley Klughaupt MD PA
Cardiovascular Consultants of NJ
Robert Picciano, M.D. & Maria Vieira Picciano, M.D., P.C.
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Internal Medicine Faculty Practice Associates At St Barnabas Med Ctr.
Medical Oncology Associates At Saint Barnabas
Michael R. Gentile MD
New NBIMC, Inc.
Saint Barnabas Multi Specialty
Shereelah Deen MD
Ironbound Medical Associates LLC
Mitchell J. Mutterperl MD PA
NBIMC Department Of Geriatrics
NBIMC Department Of Non-Invasive
NBIMC Department Of Internal
NBIMC Department Of Cardio-Thoracic
NBIMC Department Of Oncology
NBIMC Department Of Nuclear
Cardiac Care of North Jersey, LLC
Saint Barnabas Palliative Care Physicians PA
Advantage Care Geriatrics, LLC
Anu Adlakaha MD
Inpatient Medical Associates at Saint Barnabas Medical Center
Ludmila Gudz MD
West Hudson Pulmonary Associates CORPC
Jeffrey Segal MD PA
Saint Barnabas Physician Associates
Infectious Diseases Services Of New Jersey LLC
Somaya Abboud MD
Clara Maass Medical Center House Physicians
Vani Maddali MD LLC
Newark Beth Israel Medical Center Hospitalist
Elion Krok, M.D. PC
Barnabas Health Medical Group PC
Clara Maas Emergency Medical Associates
Saint Barnabas Emergency Medical Associates
Kenneth J. Adessa MD
Boorujuy Dean
Sbmnc Stress Test Panel
James P Morgan, MD, LLC

BAROMA Health Partners
CARLOS A. CONRADO, M.D., P.A.
C R MEDICAL GROUP, INC
CORAL REEF MEDICAL GROUP, LLC
JOSE PEDRO HERNANDEZ GALA, M.D., P.A.
Mario R. Palomino MD
EMOGE MEDICAL SERVICES INC.
Gilda Maria De La Calle M.D., P.A.
Humberto C Machado JR MD PA
A. Terrelonge MD-PA
LEAL MEDICAL CENTER, LLC
Fabiola B. Schlessinger, M.D. P.A.
Jose Padron, M.D., P.A.
DAMAR MEDICAL CENTER, INC.
AVENTURA INSTITUTE FOR CARDIOVASCULAR WELLNESS, P.A.
Suarez Aguilar M.D. P.A.
CENTER FOR ADVANCED MEDICAL CARE, LLC
Little Havana Activities & Nutrition Center Of Dade County, Inc.
Juan Bereao, MD, PA
ELENA R VALOR M.D
Neil Furman DO PA
Soffer Heart Institute PA
Carlos Millan
ERMD Emergency Room Medical Doctors, Inc.
Angel A Lazo MD LLC
Tamayo Medical Center, Inc.
Dr. Milton Rodrigo Bengoa M.D
Medical Office of Maria C. Cubillas MD, PA.
FRANCISCO ADELQUI CRUZ, M.D. P.A.
JORGE L GARCIA MD PA
Marianela De La Portilla, M.D.
Jose O De Los Santos MD
SOKOLOWICZ & HELLER, M.D., P.A.
FELIX G PENATE MD
JOSE PEDRO HERNANDEZ GALA, M.D., P.A.
Aaron Tuckler, M.D., P.A.
OSCAR J. FIGAROLA, M.D., INC.
George R. Pizarro, M.D., P.A.
Flare Medical Services Corp
JEFFREY A. LOMAN M.D. P.A.
BARTBARA M. MUINA M.D. P.A.
Myriam Lacayo, M.D. P.A.
DAVID W. CABRERA, M.D., P.A.
MARCO N. VITIELLO, M.D., P.A.
Allied Health Services of South Florida, Inc.
Comprehensive Community Guidance Center
Maria C. Cubilla MD
MEDICAL HEALTH OF MIAMI INC.
JOSE J. ALDRICH, M.D., P.A.
Miguel A Rebollar, MD PA
Ramon Moreda, M.D., P.A.
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Vicente F. Franco, MD
Jaime A Soteras MD PA
Linda R. Fagan, Inc.
Promed of Sweetwater, Inc.
Angel Medical Care, Inc.
Joseph Thevenin Jr. MD, PA
Radm Corp.
ELIAS A.M. FEANNY, M.D., P.A.
CARLOS F. VALLEJO, M.D., P.A.
Carlos Delgado MD PA
Elite Health & Rehabilitation Center
Antonio Blanco, M.D., P.A.
Julian C Munoz -Diaz MD PA
Felipe Antonio Del Valle MD PA
Rheinchard Reyes MD PA
SMITH, MATZA & KUTNER, LLC.
Janice E Milligan MD
All Family Care Inc.
7th Avenue Medical Plaza, Inc.
JLP Health Care, LLC.

Beacon Health Partners, LLP
North Shore Nephrology, P.C.
Marc J. Messineo, D.O., P.C.
Benjamin J. Leeman, M.D., P.C.
Randy D. Makovsky, M.D., P.C.
Roland Nassim, MD
Ebrahim Sadighim, MD, PC
Mitchell Berger, M.D., PLLC
Kids Care Pediatric Associates P.C.
Neurological Associates of Long Island, P.C.
Michael L. Hundert, M.D., P.C.
Bruce Lowell, MD
North Shore Diabetes and Endocrine Associates
Cardiovascular Consultants of Li
Peter Rosenberg, MD
NRAD Medical Associates, P.C.
Geraldine Lanman, MD, P.C.
Peter J. Longo, MD
Guy L. Mintz, M.D., PLLC
Nassau Queens Pulmonary Associates, PC
No Shore Med Spec Grp PC
Endocrine Associates of Nassau & Queens, P.C.
North Shore Primary Care Med Assoc PC
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Maria N. Musso, D.O.
North Shore Hematology/Oncology, PLLC
Interventional Cardiac Consultants, LLP
North Shore Medical Arts, LLP
Timothy C.A. Brown, M.D., P.C.
Lewis Bass, D.O., P.C.
Jonathan Mohrer MD PC
Progressive Surgical Care, PLLC
Gary K Rachlin Do PLLC
Andrew T. Marshall, MD, PC
Zev E. Carroll, MD
Advanced Internal Medicine Group, PC
Primary Healthcare Plus Inc.
Edward Wolff, MD
Metropolitan Diagnostic Imaging, PC
Adam M. Katof, D.O., PLLC
Saul Maslavi MD P.C.
Allergy and Asthma Care of Nassau and Suffolk, PLLC
Gastroenterology Consultants of Long Island, P.C.
Harshit M. Patel Physician MD P.C.
Dr. Steven Berley & Dr. Keith Hoerning Ptr
Robert I. Rattiner, M.D., PLLC
Premier Cardiology Consultants, PLLC
Laurence D. Haber, M.D., PC
Suhail Shah MD P.C.
Comprehensive Cardiovascular, P.C.
Priti Patel Physician P.C.
Matthew S. Cohen, M.D., P.C.
Select Medicine, P.C.
Belaray Dermatology, P.C.
Sisselman Medical Group, PC
Heart and Health, LLC
Thomas Panetta, M.D., Vascular Surgery, PLLC
Medman Primary Care Medicine, PC
Happy and Healthy Pediatrics, P.C.
Todd R Schlifstein, Do And Jeffrey L Goldstein, Do, PLLC
Progressive Ear, Nose and Throat Associates, PLLC
Vikas Desai, MD, P.C.
B. Wieder, MD, PLLC
Anthony J. Rizzo, D.O., P.C.
Ari L. Ginsberg MD Hematology/Oncology PLLC
Wilbert B. Maniego, M.D., P.C.
Thomas P. Mathew, M.D, P.C.
Grace Family Medical Practice, P.C.
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North Shore Ear, Nose and Throat, P.C.
Christopher J. Berard D.O., P.C.
Helaine Larsen, D.O., P.C.
Jacqueline Delmont, MD, P.C.
Lefferts Medical Associates, P.C.

Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital-Plymouth
Bruce Marcel, MD
Radiology Associates of Plymouth, Inc.
Plymouth Carver Primary Care Associates, PC
Plymouth OB-GYN Associates, Inc.
Christopher Coakley, MD
Eric E. Johnson, MD, PC
Lorenz Cueni, MD
Digestive Disease Associates, PC
Plymouth Bay Orthopedic Associates
Pratt OB-GYN Associates, Inc.
Jordan Physician Associates
Plymouth Pathology Associates
Tharwat A. Hanna, MD, PC
Advanced Foot Care, Inc.
Raafat I. Atia Hanna, MD, PC
Bayside Emergency Medical Associates, PC
Pulmonary & Primary Care Associates of Plymouth, PC
Francis P. Grenn, MD
Ramon Espinosa, MD
Richard W. Strecker, MD, PC
Sergio Camargo, MD
Lee Corwin, MD
Donald S. Marks, MD, PC
Jordan Hospital, Inc.
Katherine Murray-Leisure, MD
Piotr Lazowski, MD, PC
Gregory Robke, MD
Halward Blegen, MD
Mendoza and Chang LLC

BHS Accountable Care, LLC
Leonard E Deal, MD, PA
Steven M. Bauer, MD, PA
M. Reza Mizani, M.D., P.A.
North Hills Family Medicine
BHS Physicians Network

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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David A Marks, MD, PA
Cristo A. Calle MD, PA
Julio C Araujo, MD
Matthias Simon, MD
San Antonio Premier Internal Medicine
Cedar Hills Family Practice PA
BHS Specialty Network
Heart & Vascular Clinic Of San Antonio, PLLC
Kellum Physician Partners
Melissa Ann Walker, DO
Robert L.M. Hilliard, MD
Kellum Medical Group, PA
Pedro A. DeLeon, MD
N. H. Shannon MD PA
Gastroenterology Consultants of San Antonio, P.A.
North San Antonio Healthcare Associates
J.H. Higuchi, M.D., PA
B.S. Athreya MD, PA & Associates
Alamo Heart Associates, PA
Dr. Leo K Edwards, Jr.
Alamo Urology Assoc., P.A.
Sabas F. Abuabara M.D.
Cardiovascular Associates of San Antonio, P.A.
Richard E. Martinez, MD and Associates, PA
Francisco Barrera, MD, PA
J. H. Luna, M.D., P.A.
San Antonio Kidney Disease Center Physicians Group, PLLC
Robert T. Ching, DO, PA
South Alamo Medical Group
Lindsay Herbert White M.D.
Aldo A. Parodi, MD, PA
Carlos A Lozano MD PA
Bexar Diagnostic Medicine Associates Pa
Robert G. Bass, Jr., M.D., PA
Pulmonary Consultants of San Antonio, PA
Leticia A Cerda, MD, PA
Oscar J Cerda, MD, PA
Thuy Danh Do, MD
Kevin P. Comfort MD
Khanh Gia Do, M.D., P.A.
VHS San Antonio Partners, LLC
Chad R Christopherson, MD
Lytle Family Practice, PA

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Billings Clinic

BJC HealthCare ACO, LLC
Barnes-Jewish Hospital
Fairview Heights Medical Group, S.C.
Alton Memorial Hospital
Progress West HealthCare Center
Missouri Baptist Medical Center
CH Allied Services, Inc.
Parkland Health Center
BJC Home Care Services
Barnes-Jewish St. Peters Hospital, Inc.
Missouri Baptist Hospital of Sullivan
Barnes-Jewish West County Hospital
Physician Groups, LC
Christian Hospital Northeast-Northwest

Cape Cod Health Network ACO
Joseph J Conway MD
East Falmouth Family Practice
Cape Cod Healthcare Inc.
Cape Cod Healthcare Inc.
Cape Cod Human Services
Cape Cod Surgical Associates, Inc.
Arthur E. Crago, MD
Bay Radiology Associates, Inc.
Eugene C. Ciccarelli, M.D., P.C.
Neurosurgeons of Cape Cod, PC
John F. Berry, M.D., P.C.
Grover G Baxley, MD
Brian O'Malley & Wilsa J. Ryder, Partners
Pulmonary Internists And Consultants PC
James W. O'Connor, MD
Gary L. Shapiro, M.D.
Peter W. Rufleth, M.D.
Chet Mohr, M.D.
Womens Health Associates of Cape Cod, Inc.
Cape Cod Ear Nose And Throat Specialists Head And Neck Surgery PC
Medical Affiliates Of Cape Cod, Inc.
G Curtis Barry MD PC
Southeastern Surgical Assoc.
Cape Cod Plastic Surgery, Inc.
Michael Barnett MD
Cape Obstetrics and Gynecology, P.C.
James C Alban, M.D., P.C.
Mamdouh Riad, M.D., P.C.
William J. Manning, Jr., MD, PC
Natalie L. Chambers, M.D., P.C.
Willaim J Pegg, MD, Pc
McManus Medical P.C.
David M. Lowell MD
Lawrence Pliss MD
Nauset Family Practice
Thomas Halliday MD
Robert G Insley MD
Thomas Roth MD
Timothy Herrick MD
Henry Tufts MD
Paul Evans, MD
Physicians of Falmouth Hospital
Physicians of Cape Cod Hospital
Emergency Physicians Of Falmouth
Anthony C Lee MD
Upper Cape Ear Nose & Throat PC
Anne Sigsbee, M.D., P.C.
Dana Zweig
Hyannis Family Medical Care

Caribbean Accountable Care Inc.
Alejandro Medina Vilar
Juanita Hernandez Cruz
Rafael Del Campo Sosa
Alberto Llaurador Nieves
Jamie M. Demaio Bellon
Elias Martinez de Pena
Alan A. Zarruk Sanchez
Ricardo Jimenez Rojas
Ismenio Millan Aponte
Erika I. Torres Matos
Clara J Acosta Arcona
Mara Astanacio Almodovar
Salvador Carrion De Leon
Amanda Fernandez Munoz
Henry Diaz Diaz
Eduardo Rios Casanova

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Ismael E. Jusino Mc Dougall
Ismael Mercado Oliveras
Jorge Lopez Batalla
Carlos Acevedo
Alida Pagan Colon
Eduardo Trejo Derivet
Rafael Ruiz de la Uz
Arcor Professional Services Inc.
Mitchel Matundan Marasigan
Edgardo Bermudez Moreno
Trinidad Mercado Cisneros
Domingo Perez Ortiz
Jose Gomez Rivera
Jorge Janer Garcia
Jorge Prieto
Ismael Colon Calderon
Frank Lopez Vizcarrondo
Gilberto Vega Rivera
Justino Betancourt Collazo
Roberto Aponte Vega
Jose A. Jimenez San Miguel
Jose Soba Novel
Carlos Gonzalez Gonzalez
Ramul Torres Castro
Oscar Rodriguez Diaz
Jose A. Tavarez Valle
Alfredo Ayala Marrero
Sarah Acevedo Armaiz
Edith Torres Rodriguez
Anibal Rosario Robles
Jorge L. Torres Martinez
Maria M. Martinez
Rafael A. Diaz Montano
Gladys Perez Vega
Alan P. Cacho
Jorge E Alfonso Medina
Steven Rodriguez Monge
Pablo J. Robles Cortes
Julio C. Mantero Hormazabal
Wilmer A. Lugo Sanchez
Roberto Encarnacion
Jorge Vazquez Marcano
Miguel A. Ortiz Bou
Edwin Rodriguez Allende

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO
Sandra Aponte Santini
Isamarie Veguilla Hernandez
Madelaine Berrios Nunez
Orlando Marchena Arraut
Aurelio Collado Velez
Jeovhanni Nieves Rivera
Elba A. Lopez Rodriguez
Jesus Amparo Robles
Antolin Padilla
Rafael Cepeda Lara
Lionel Velez Montijo
Santiago Baez Torres
Vannesa Velazquez Soto
Luis Garcia Rivera
Orlando E. Rivera Usera
Neira Segarra Ortiz
Gerardo Alvarado Alvarado
Luis Vega Martinez
Roberto Gandara
Jose V. Esteras Macias
Mirzia Laboy Conesa
Helvetia Rosario Padua
Carlos Placer Roman
Nydia Perez Matos
Pedro Oyola Nieves
Waldemar C. Rios Alvarez
Luis M Siaca Colon
Luis D. Correa Luna
Heidi M. Ayala Cardona
Alvin Torres Hernandez
Edgar Quintero Maldonado
Anselmo Fuentes Aponte
Ivette Rosario Robles
Antulio Casiano Sosa
Luis Canas Rivas
David A. Ramirez Velez
Jose A. Torres Flores
Edwin O. Figueroa Delgado
Miriam Perez Pabon
Ivan Rosich Capo
Gustavo Cedeno Quintero
Gerardo Alayon Anta
Jorge L. Muñiz Rivera
Rafael A. Ocasio Santa

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Jose Gutierrez Rivera
Antonio Sotomayor Sierra
Oscar Garcia Ortiz
Maria Dominguez Pascual
Sixto A. Alvarez Rodriguez
Pablo Del Valle Beltran
Elizabeth Carcache Gonzalez
Ileana Irizarry Medina
Luis Rodriguez Gotay
Abelardo Vargas Rivera
Raul Acosta Figueroa
Diego E. Rosso Flores
Marylia Manzano Rivera
Luis Rivera Guilbe
Juan Ferran Rheder
Rhadames Trinidad Vidalor
Mohamed Zakaria Zouairabani
Jose Vicente Rivera
Jose S. Rivera Irizarry
Francisco Loubriel
Manolo Martinez Ortiz
Hiram Pabon Mateo
Luis Del Valle Galarza
Pedro A. Berrios Ortiz
Victor Acosta Vidal
Gretchen Ortiz Sanchez
Rebecca Delgado Rodriguez
ARR Medical Group, PSC
Fernando Rivera Bonilla
Melissa Rodriguez Moreno
Lauribel Dominguez Girona
Daniel Rivero De Jesus
Raul Chardon Burgos
Myrta Santiago Martinez
Marisel Tejada Oyola
Jose A. Rodriguez Ubarri
Jose A. Torres Torres
Carlos E Rodriguez Velazquez
Wilmer Lugo Ramirez
Juan Ortiz Matos
Osvaldo E. Colon Colon
David R. Rodriguez De Leon
Nanette Berrios Ocasio
Angie Rosado Droz
MSSP ACO Participant TIN Names for 2012 and 2013
As of August 2013

Miguel A. Ortiz Caldero
Maria E. Rodriguez Rohena
Jose R. Villamil
Jose A. Flores Guevara
Luís F. Domenech Chaves
Abelardo Vargas Morales
Jorge L. Torres Sanchez
Luis A Torres Seda
Jose D. Jimenez Rivera
Samuel Morell del Valle
Edwin Melendez Rios
Jose Morales Morales
Richard Camacho Cuevas
Edwin Rodriguez Ramos
Jose F. Rovira Diaz
Edgar Martinez Olivieri
Rene E. Hernandez Hernandez
Carlos Perez Semidei
Josefina Ortiz Rivera
Jorge A Meaux
Pedro Pacheco Maldonado
Angel Perez Santiago
Carmen M Tocuyo Gonzalez
Maria Perez Del Rio
Roberto Ruiz Lopez
Angeles Casas Lopez
Víctor Lopez Llavona
Ramon Montalvo Alvarez
Carlos J Alvarez Molina
Alicia G. Feliberti Irizarry
Balbino Ayala Rosa
Hector Hernandez Hernandez
Miguel Morales Vales
Nicolas Bezares Torres
Nilda Hernandez Rivera
Leopoldo Santiago Santiago
Gladys Deliz Figueroa
Yasmin Fuentes Santiago
Amaury Roman Miranda
Carmen D. Sanchez Lopez
Edgardo Franco Cotto
Javier Rivera Baez
Joaquin Pales Aguilo
Hector R. Cortes Hernandez

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Jorge Reyes Rosario
Juan Montes
Gilfredy Acevedo Hernandez
Jesus R. Sierra Diaz
Carlos J. Rodriguez Duverge
Carlos R. Negron Olmo
Francisco Correa Jusino
Nidza Gomez Colon
AM Collado Pacheco
Ramon Torrado Frias
Hiram Pabon Padilla
Luis J. Deliz Varela
Edgardo Hernandez Mendez
Jose A. Rolon Miranda
Carlos Maldonado Acevedo
Kenel Fernandez
Jose A. Torres Varela
David Figueroa Hernandez
Ricardo Arroyo Arroyo
Ivan Acosta Orraca
Cecilio Hernandez Latorre
David Reyes Cruz
Jose M. Franquiz Matos
Jose Larrauri
Candido Diaz Diaz
Ana Aponte Alvarado
Florencio Diaz Ramos
Antonio Capella Hernandez
Pedro A. Ceballos Ventura
Jose E. Orellana Beltran
Miguel D. De La Cruz Castellanos
Zhahedija Zhaythseff Fort
Jorge Cedeno Espallait
Josepp Berry Polanco
Ernesto R. Laboy Figueroa
Mario Agrait Feliciano
Carlos Bujosa Alicea
Luis C. Torrellas Ruiz
Rafael A. Delgado Burgos
Roberto Sandoval Rodriguez
Lisette Montalvo Guadalupe
Luis Rivera Colon
Nestor M Gonzalez Rodriguez
Nelson Rivera Rivera

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Ana Marie Sanchez Collazo
Carlos Perez Berdeguer
Carlos A. Acosta Anadon
Jellytza Maldonado Rondon
Raul F. Montalvo Orsini
Luis A. Peña Figueroa
Evelyn Gonzalez Ortiz
Roberto Peguero Fernandez
Edwin Bonilla Gonzalez
Ivonne Benabe Huertas
Alberto Ramos Garcia
Awilda Franco
Jose A. Perez Lopez
Digna Fort
Mildalias Dominguez Pascual
Daled Bahri Jovet
Jorge D. Rivera Vargas
Juan Gonzalez Skerrett
Ruth Rivera
Elizabeth Cuevas Varela
Ariel Cruz Igartua
Luis Forti Isales
Carmen L. Vargas Vargas
Wallace Belmont Rodriguez
Anselmo Miranda
Jorge Ortiz Ramos
Awilda Solis Diaz
Sandra I. Rios Rodriguez
Jose F. Figueroa Figueroa
Humberto Herrera Cespedes
Juan C. Roman Feliciano
Octavio Jordan
Georgina Arroyo Zengotita
Anibal Moreno Velazquez
Randolfo Morales Schmidt
Urda Santiago Rodriguez
Lydia Ruiz mUNIZ
Edgar Del Toro Roman
Raul E Hernandez Rodriguez
Carmelo A. Crespo
Carmen Lopez de la Cruz
Gregorio Cortes Soto
Fabian Velazquez
Tomas Jordan Lopez

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Jose M. Vega Emmanuelli
David Carballeira Cabranes
Humberto Acosta del Toro
George Maldonado de Leon
Pedro Rodriguez Torres
Angelo Coppola Muñoz
Maxuel E. Genao Encarnacion
Luis R. Jimenez Ocasio
Benjamin Velazquez
Eugenio Barbosa del Valle
Mildred I. Rodriguez Fuxench
Ramon Gerena Delgado
Emilio Encarnacion Melendez
Jorge L. Mendez Santiago
Israel Pou Delgado
Arnaldo Reyes Ortiz
Antonio Flores Torrent
Francisco Chico Fuertes
Zacarias Alamo
Andres Barcelo Miller
Milagros Moreno Irizarry
Luis A. Sanchez Cheverez
Rafael Colon Diaz
Juan A. Menchaca
Manuel Lozano Mendoza
Luz Acevedo Vargas
Linda Cruz Montes
Jaime Rivera Cartagena
Yanila Mendez Pietri
Melvin Melendes Rios
Hector L Amaral Serrano
Jose Pastrana Sierra
Ana Maltes Rainieri
Orlando Torres Miranda
Victor Ortiz Ortiz
Diahnara Mercado Ramirez
Victor M Reyes Vale
Rigoberto Ramos Gonzalez
Jaime Claudio Villamil
William Garcia Montalvo
Larry Van Daalen
Carlos M. Torres Torres
Surilo Acosta Cadena
Wanda I. Perez Reyes

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occur on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Jose L. Lozada Rivera
Angel M Montes Aviles
Miguel Goyechea
Ivette Gonzalez Nieves
Luz M. Lopez Duque
Ida L. Villa Pastor
Hilario L. Rentas Vazquez
Nilka Vazquez Lopez
Marie D Gonzalez Colon
Wilfredo Vega Pagan
Jose M. Colon Gaztambide
Erik Caro Velez
Jose Ayala Berrios
Julio E. Garcia Rivera
Jose Santana Romero
Ernesto Toledo Alverio
Carmen Texidor Sanchez
Emmanuel Bobe Rosario
Ruben J. Santiago Lugo
Edwin Camilo Vazquez
Arturo Torres Borges
Eduardo Diaz Sanchez
Blanca Rodriguez Lopez
Nydia Lopez Diaz
Miguel Boque Santiago
Samuel Castro Rivera
Roberto Velez De Jesus
Carлина Torres Ortiz
Carmen A. Lopez Rodriguez
Carlos E Dominguez Miranda
Anthony Rivera
Nelson Serrano Torres
Luz Marrero Maldonado
Jose G. Rodriguez Frontera
Carlos Orama Gadia
Edison Velez Flores
Carmen D. Mendez Martinez
Diego Mejias Franqui
Efrain A. Marcantoni Exclusa
Jorge Rodriguez Martinez
Norma Severino Pacheco
Cesar P. Cruz Garcia
Juan Bayron Justiniano
Ramon Bassa

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Ramsis F. Olazagasti
Johnny Ongay Rullan
Carmen G. Padilla Ortiz
Harvey W. Lebron Silva
Efrain Vargas Rivera
Luis Negron Morales
Raul Acosta Lucca
Carlos M. Cidre Miranda
Pedro C. Roman
Ignerys Rosado Maysonet
Angel Muntaner Morales
Tomas Jimenez Hernandez
Victor J Cardona Velez
Luisa Nieves Lopez
Reinaldo Alvarez
Maria E. Narvaez Rivera
Armando Doval Cortes
Hildebert A. Blasco Sardinas
Pedro A. Granados Gonzalez
Rafael A. Ruiz Gonzalez
Hector Rasco
Jorge Melendez Garcia
Luis G Socarras Marques
Frank A. Gregory Perez De Tudela
Jose M. Mendez Jiminian
Ernsero Marrero De Garcia
Victor Simmons
Raymond Martinez Aponte
Sandra I. Rivera Llamas
Diego J. Colon Rodriguez
Gustavo A Cuello Diaz
Belinda Rodriguez Ruiz
Marie I Muntaner Rodriguez
Annette Del Toro Sanchez
Eileen Diaz Cabrera
Lorna Oyola Torres
Liza Ramos Figueroa
Luis Manuel Fernandez Brito
Benjamin Guardiola Rivera
Ricardo Rodriguez Delgado
Luis Moreno Nunez
Monica Montana Arevalo
Martin H Lugo Fagundo
Manuel Mateo Lopez

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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Hernan Ortiz
Esteban R. Perez Bailon
Fernando A. Garcia Cruz
Waldemar Paoli Breham
Jorge V. Torres Olmeda
Dianabelle Vargas Rodriguez
Jessica Maisonave Barcelo
Jose L. Rocafort Silva
Martin Martino Berio
Jorge Mendez Lopez
Joyce L. Vargas Gonzalez
Domingo E Romero Merejo
Patricia E. Matos Moquete
Jose L Lopez Jimenez
Gladys I Machado Ramos
Wilfredo Perez Vargas
Mayra Casta Cardona
Fares Cid Mansur
Francisco Rivera Rodriguez
Rafael A. Soto Bermudez
Luis F. Colon Correa
Yinaris Vazquez Torres
Waldemar Rivera
Jose L. Munoz Benedicto
Yonathan Rivera Jimenez
Ida R. Cordero Gonzalez
Manuel Guerrero Jimenez
Greida M. Quintero Paz
Angel Benitez Berrios
Ana Ramirez Vazquez
Eduardo Miralles Alonso
Nivia Hernandez Ramos
Carmen de Leon Martinez
Pedro A Berrios Antuña
Francisco J. Fontanet Aviles
Lisette Vazquez Salazar
Carlos Gonzalez
Ricardo Colon Ibanez
Pedro Ramos Canseco
Hector R. Alvarez Santana
Edgar Rivera Martinez
Roberto Ayala Rios
Maria Echavez Arroyo
Efrain Nazario Yordan

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Gregorio Cortes Maisonet
Jose D. Santos Elosegui
Vilmary Sierra Rosa
Dolores H. Reyes Lara
Bella Vista Hospital Inc.
Universidad Central Del Caribe, Inc.
Hospital General De Castaner Inc.
Luis Davila Gonzalez
Migrant Health Center, Inc.
Gemefa Inc.
Servicios Medicos Las Marias
Manuel A. Zavala Rivera
Beatriz Fernandez Brito
Luis J. Ortiz Matos
Serv Medicos Primarios De Barranquitas
Dr Ronaldo Martinez Garcia Health Services, CSP
Gregorio Cortes Soto, PSC
Maria de los A. Tirado
Policlinica Salvador Ribot Ruiz
Dajaos Medical Center CSP
Grupo Medico Del Noreste
Bisono Internal Medicine Services PSC
Medlar Medical Services C S P
Francisco Mendez Lopez MD CSP
Caparra Internal Medicine Service Group PSC
Pedro Piquer Merino
Asomante Medical Group
Silvio R. Martinez
Rin Health Care Services Of PR Inc.
Alianza Medica del Caribe
Hernandez Alonso Medical Offices P.S.C.
Grupo Medico CESMI
Lilliam M Guilbee
Internal Medicine Professional Services, PSC
Centro Especialista De Medicina Del Este C S P
East West Medical Center, PSC
Medicos Selectos del Norte
Jim Medcorp.Service, PSA
Policlinica Rivera Toro Inc.
Primary & Internal Medicine
Pro Vision Ophthalmology, PSC
Policlinica Dr. Luis Rodriguez Carrasquillo, PSC
Sanchez Montano Medical Csp
Gilberto Gil Santiago
Coamo Health Institute  
Instituto De Urologia Avanzada Csp  
Virgilio Polonio De Luna  
Spm Doctors Services Group PSC  
Medicine Surgery Dr. Francisco  
St. Ralphs Medical Group  
Grupo Medico Medicina Especializada  
Metro North Inc.

**Catholic Medical Partners-Accountable Care IPA, Inc.**

WESTERN NEW YORK CARDIOTHORACIC  
REPICCI AND ROMANOWSKI MD LLC  
Niagara Pulmonary and Sleep Medicine  
DAVID J. SERRA, M.D., P.C.  
LAKEHORE FAMILY MEDICINE ASSOC PC  
Spine Surgery of Buffalo Niagara LLC  
GYNECOLOGIC ONCOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF WESTERN NEW YORK PC  
Chandan, Komal  
Ear, Nose & Throat Care of WNY, PC  
Pereira, Lorianne  
Koch, Eric  
Michalek, Jr., Leo  
Delaware Medical Group  
Sachar, Rajinder S.  
Islam, Abul  
Chaskes, Michael  
Fitzpatrick, James M.  
Parker DO, Jeffrey M  
Shah Medical Group, PC  
Sawicki, Richard  
Dialysis Access Service of WNY  
Khurana, Dalip  
Buffalo Spine Surgery PLLC  
Pomakova, Diana  
Wagle, Datta  
Neera Gulati  
Sanjay Gupta  
Adam Radolinski  
Henri T Woodman  
Joseph Buran  
Jeannie Koenig  
BREAST CARE OF WESTERN NEW YORK L.L.C.  
Wheatfield Family Medicine LLC

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LLP
SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
Bertrand Chaffee Hospital
Mercy Hospital of Buffalo
KENMORE MERCY HOSPITAL
John M Budzinski
Orchard Park Family Practice
Padmanabha, Bhavansa
SARA R SIRKIN MD
DANIEL P. SCHAEFER MD PC
Cleveland Hill Medical Group PC
ASHVANI K. GULATI M. D., P.C.
Anil Mathur
Salim Raza
Lionel A Sifontes
South Towns Surgical Associates
HAMBURG GYNECOLOGIC & OBSTETRIC GROUP PC
BARTELS, POWALSKI & WEISSMAN, MDS, PC
FREDERICK M OCCHINO DO PC
Barry T Malin
Dilip Patel
OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOC OF WNY
Pedro G Joven
Buffalo Cardiology & Pulmonary Assoc. PC
Roy R DeFrancis
DANIEL A. CASTELLANI, M.D. P.C.
SURESH D GHATE P.C.
Iqbal A Samad
M Yousuf Fazili
C JAMES CHEN PC
ANTHONY J BUSCAGLIA MD
Syed Haq
PATRICK J. HUGHES, MDPC
Irshad Ali
Buffalo Amherst Allergy Associates
Joseph R Berardi
Joseph A Ralabate
SURGICAL ASSOCIATES OF WESTERN NY PC
Amherst Surgical Associates
Stanley Michalski
Peter Forgach
CARDIOLOGY GROUP OF WESTERN NEW YORK PC
JOHN MOSCATO MD PC
Michael C Moore

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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KEITH C STUBE MD PC
EYE HEALTH ASSOCIATES OF WNY, PC
ANDREW J SIEDLECKI MD PC
Elder Medical Services
Elizabeth Hatton
Buffalo Spine & Sports Medicine
Sarita Kansal
University Orthopaedic Services Inc.
OB GYN ASSOCIATES
HOWARD A PENN DPM
FAMILY CARE PHYSICIAN, P.C.
Seton Imaging
ANDREW GREEN MD & RITA SLOAN MD LLP
Digestive Health Physicians
PULMONARY GROUP OF WESTERN NEW YORK, LLP
Melvin Mangulabnan
Samuel F Ruggiero
Gregory Adornetto
DR CYNTHIA S FERRELLI
Eddie E Mas
Harbor Medical
Jahangir Koleini
George Kalonaros
WESTERN NEW YORK EAR, NOSE & THROAT, P.C.
Nikolaos Botsoglou
Shashi Lall
LOUBERT S SUDDABY MD PC
Gregory Sambuchi
Richard Ferguson MD
Kenmore Family Medicine
BUFFALO NEUROSURGERY PC
Satish Arora
R & B Medical Group
George Haddad
Eastern Great Lakes Pathology PC
NIAGARA FRONTIER HEART ASSOC
Aurora Family Health Care
Michael Sansano Jr.
Andrew P Giacobbe
All Care for Women OBGYN
MICHAEL I. HANZLY DPM PC
WESTERN NEW YORK UROLOGY ASSOCIATES LLC
Tejinder Kalra
Mount St Mary’s Hospital of Niagara Falls

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO
John B Wiles  
EYE CARE AND VISION ASSOCIATES OPHTHALMOLOGY, LLP  
SOUTHTOWNS RADIOLOGY ASSOCIATES, LLC  
Family Care Medicine PC  
DALE L. DEAHN, M.D., P.C.  
Margaret A Novotny MD PC  
Vivona, Joan  
David Clifford  
Mark S Mieth MD  
Southtowns Neurology of WNY PC  
ZULKHARNAIN MEDICAL SERVICES, PC  
WILLIAM J BELLES MD PC  
Carlos Martinez  
William Stephan  
TONAWANDA MEDICAL PRACTICE  
MICHAEL D. CALABRESE, PHYSICIAN P. C.  
Gastroenterology Associates LLP  
Empire Cardiology PC  
NIAGARA FRONTIER PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES PLLC  
DAVID AVINO MD  
DAVID C. O’NEIL, MD PHD, PC  
BUFFALO EMERGENCY ASSOCIATES LLC  
GORDON P. TUSSING, D.O., P.C.  
DENT NEUROLOGIC GROUP LLP  
Southtowns Ear Nose & Throat  
ANAIN AND ANAIN  
Parkview Primary Care Physicians  
JOHN WARD D.O.  
Martin A Casey  
Jose de Perio III  
SYNERGY BARIATRICS, PC  
GEORGE VASILIADIS  
SURGXL Cardiothoracic Services PC  
BRUCE L PLATT M.D.,P.C.  
ROBERT ERICKSON DO AND JENNIFER  
LAKE SHORE PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATES, LLP  
EXCELSIOR ORTHOPAEDICS  
Primary Care of Western New York  
Michael J Merletti DPM  
Buffalo ENT Specialists  
MAYA DEVI SRIVASTAVA MD PHD PC  
MedFirst - S.O.S  
Narhari M Panchal MD  
DAVID DEAN MD PC  

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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University at Buffalo Otolaryngology
BUFFALO ORTHOPAEDIC GROUP, LLP
LUIS MELGAR PHYSICIAN, PC
Kidney Care PC
TIFFANY B GENEWICK MD PC
Souhtowns Internal Medicine
DAVID P KOWALSKI MD FAMILY PRACTICE
WESTERN NEW YORK ORTHOPAEDICS, PC
JANE D KRAFT MD PLLC
OConnor Medical Group
CRAIG M. FETTERMAN, D.O., P.C.
T Anthony Cumbo MD PLLC
MICHAEL J MITCHELL MD FACS PLLC
PAIN MANAGEMENT AND HEADACHE
Jayaselvi Kolli MD
CARDIOVASCULAR AND THORACIC SURGERY OF WESTERN NEW YORK, PLLC
BUFFALO GERIATRIC AND REHABILITATION MEDICINE, LLP
Sweet Home Family Medicine
Geemson Oo
DAVID M. WALBORN MD PC
Endion Hospitalist North, PC
Ali Ghomi
Les Zakrzewski MD
Naren Kansal
RAPHA Family Medicine
CHAUDHURI AND CHAUDHURI PHYSICIANS, PLLC
Donald P Copley
JOSEPH L. MADDI, PHYSICIAN, P.C.
Jeffrey B Rockoff
ALEXANDER V ROVNER, LICENSED PHYSICIAN PC
CCS ONCOLOGY, P.C.
Souhtowns Medicine and Pediatrics PC
MATTHEW A. BENNETT MD PLLC
Kenmore Nuclear Medicine, PC
Orchard Park Primary Care
TMO Medical PC
Phillip C Culliton
Sayeed Nabi
MARIA RITA ANDAYA MD PLLC
Mohamed S Ahmed MD PhD
Scott R Darling MD
SHIRLEY A ANAIN MD PC
Buffalo OBGYN LLP
Trinity Medical WNY PC
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SERRIE C. LICO MD, CARDIOVASCULAR & THORACIC SURGERY PC
Niagara Neurological Services and Sleep Medicine
Kidney and Hypertension Physician PC
WNY REHABILITATION MEDICINE AND PAIN MANAGEMENT LLC
Southtowns Radiation Oncology, PC
Diane J Sutter MD
JULIE A GAVIN MD OBGYN PLLC
Elvin Witmer
Radiation Oncology Group of WNY PC
Mercy Hospitalist Group
Diane H Morrison MD
Subramanya Shastri
Maithridevi Rasalingam MD
Mohamad Shafi
Theodore F Merletti DPM
Adult Medical Services PC
Anthony Pivarunas
Mark E Swetz
Samuel Saleeb
AMERINA PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION, PLLC
Kwang Joo
Buffalo Internal Medicine, PLLC
VIVIAN L LINDFIELD MD PC
PAUL T. BIDDE, M.D., PLLC
Catholic Health Advanced Wound Healing Centers
Michael Hocko MD
INTERNAL MED ID ASSOCIATES, LLC
Michael S Gough
Southtowns Gastroenterology PLLC
Northtowns Cardiology, PLLC
ADVANCED ALLERGY AND ASTHMA CARE OF WESTERN NEW YORK P.C.
Steven V Grabiec MD PC
Empire Orthopaedics, PLLC
Buffalo Minimally Invasive Weight Loss surgical Solutions, PLLC
East Aurora Family Practice
Frontier Surgical Associates
Southgate Medical Group LLP
SHERIDAN DRIVE MEDICAL GROUP LLP
A Kamil Alpsan MD LLC
GEORGE T. DANAKAS, M.D., P.C.
Buffalo Endocrinology LLC
Sarwat Khawar MD
Michael J Hong
Alden Medical Group
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PODIATRY SURGEON OF WNY PC
Samuel Shatkin Jr. MD
Lancaster Medical LLC
Queen City Internal Medicine of WNY
AMHERST EAR NOSE & THROAT LLC
Frank J Schlehr MD
Southtowns Cardiology
RANJANA LUTHRA MD

CCACO
Comprehensive Pain Management
Comprehensive Cardiology Services of NY, P.C.
Mark Dah-Jen Lee Surgery P.C.
Grace Medical Care, PLLC
Lu’s Medical Associates PLLC
Fong Lu Physician P.C.
Ng Medical PLLC
GI Liver Diagnostics, LLC
KEVIN N T LIN, MD., P.C.
Yi Ngai, M.D.
Kathy Tan Medical Office, LLC
Kin W. Lui, M.D.
Lawrence Young, M.D.
Yanfeng Chen
Hao Ye, M.D.
Raymond Chan, M.D.
Richard Chan M.D.
Kent Cao, M.D.
Sheung Bun Lui, M.D.
Sing Chan, M.D.
Wilson C. Chau, M.D.
Jian Cui Dermatology, P.C.
TC Cardiology P.C.
Wilson Ko, M.D., F.a.c.s., P.C.
Lei Wong, M.D.
Raymond L Yung M.D., P.C.
Yuping Chen, M.D.
Ming Zhong Zhu, MD
NY Otolaryngology PLLC
Medical and Surgical Eye Specialist, PLLC
W & W Millennium Dermatology P.C.
Jennan Comprehensive Medical, P.C.
John G. Yuan M.D., P.C.
XIAORONG HE PHYSICIAN PC
Good Care Medical, P.C.
Janlian Medical Group, LLC
LEE & KONG, LLP
Joan Li M.D. P.C.
Welcome Paincare & Rehabilitation Medicine PLLC
Xiao Qing Li, M.D.
Yong Max Yu M.D. P.C.
Anthony P.Y. Chan, Physician P.C.
Yuqing Chen, M.D.
Hai Fan Chen, M.D.
Winston C. Tom, M.D., P.C.
Chien Chang M.D. P.C.
Stephen Wan M.D. PLLC
Chinatown Cardiology, P.C.
Rene Eng, M.D.
MANHATTAN PULMONARY & INTERNAL MED PC
ANTHONY FOONG M.D.PC
Tribeca Internal Medicine & Acupuncture, P.C.
Metro True Care Medical, P.C.
Wei Guo Lin Physician P.C.
Dr. Samuel Chan
Dong Hong Shong M.D. P.C.
Lan He Physician P.C.
Chatham Medical P.C.
Chinatown Medical Physician, P.C.
Queens Medical Associates P.C.
Advanced Oncology P.C.
George Hall, M.D., P.C.
Edward V Chan M.D.PLLC
Xiaoyuan Zhao Physician PLLC
George P. H. Young, M.D., F.A.C.S., P.C.
Hua Ding Physician, PLLC
William Cheung M.D.
Jiansheng Zhao Medical P.C.
Baoen Jiang, Medicine P.C.
Michael Li M.D. PLLC
Jian Q Liang DPM P.C.
Benjamin Wu M.D. P.C.
Zhuping Zhou, M.D., P.C.
KEVIN GUO, MEDICAL PC
Good Neighbor Family Practice and Geriatrics P.C.
Xiaoxia Zhang M.D. P.C.
IVY Medical Services, P.C.
Chinatown Kidney Care PLLC
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Seongpan Physician, P.C.
LONGS REHAB PC
Chixin Fang Medical P.C.
Ho Yim, DPM
Chinatown Community Medical P.C.
Li Rehabilitation Medicine
Yuancong Wang, D.O. PLLC
DOCTOR YIO MEDICAL SERVICE PC
Jianjun Li GI Medical P.C.
DELONG LIU, M.D. & MIN XU, M.D., P.C.
Sincere Medical Care, P.C.
DR FU REHABILITATION MEDICAL PC
Yongming Mao Physician P.C.
Chinatown Gastroenterology P.C.
Premier Renal Care, P.C.
AE & LY Medical Associates PLLC
Advanced Hematology Oncology, PLLC
Yong Sheng Lin M.D., PLLC
Comprehensive Neurological Services, P.C.
MANHATTAN ADVANCED MEDICAL PLLC
KEITH C. CHANG, MD, PLLC
Chinatown General Surgery/Steven Wong M.D., P.C.
MIN AUNG WONG MEDICAL P.C.
Evergreen Medical Clinic, P.C.
Jackson Kuan M.D. LLC
Anming Luo, M.D.
Christopher Chow DPM P.C.
Global Medical Associates, PLLC
Weimin Qu M.D. P.C.
New Star Medical P.C.
C.S. LEUNG REHABILITATION MEDICINE PLLC
Women's Integrated Medicine, P.C.
Sunrise Medical Care, P.C.
Grand Cornell Cardiology, P.C.
Xiandong Shi M.D.
Dalai Medical Care, LLC
Welllife Physician Consulting P.C.
H S Medical Care LLP
SMS Medical Services PLLC
OPTIMAL PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION OF NYC
Jason SzePok Kong DO, P.C.
Yan Wang Medical P.C.
Tien Cardiology Associate, P.C.
LONGEVIOUS MEDICAL HEALTH CARE PC
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Tribeca Radiation PLLC
CTU Medical P.C.
Linli Yan-Rosenberg Physician, P.C.
AGI Medical PLLC
Bingjing Roberts, M.D., PLLC
HONG JIA MEDICAL PC
Flushing Anesthesia Pain Management PLLC
Springsea Physician, P.C.
Cindy Chen M.D. P.C.
LING O. CHENG, M.D., P.C.
Li Li Ren M.D. P.C.
ADVANCED GASTROENTEROLOGY PRACTICE PLLC
Rong Xu, M.D.
Ann Young Medical P.C.
INTEGRATIVE INT MED & GER
Medical Procare
Bryan O'Young M.D., P.C.
Procare Medical Services P.C.
Eric Cheng, M.D.
Queens Crossing Dermatology
Ann Y Long, M.D.
C & W Medical, LLC
Xueshu Zhang, M.D.
Alex Wei M.D., PLLC
139 Medical P.C.
New Life Medical Esthetics and Wellness, PLLC
Ching Wong, M.D.
Flushing Neurology Services, P.C.
Wilson Ko, M.D.
Charles Hwu Medical Services
Gao Medical PLLC
Josephine Huang, M.D., PLLC
Cambridge Nephrology PLLC
FLUSHING RADIATION ONCOLOGY SERVICES, PLLC
Ming Zhu M.D. P.C.
Lawrence Yibin Liang
Che-Nan Chuang, M.D.
MINSHENG PAIN MANAGEMENT & ANESTHESIA, PLLC
Flushing Chest Medical Associates P.C.
Advanced Eye Physician, PLLC
Jianping Gan, M.D.
Long Island Home Visiting Physician, P.C.
Roosevelt Cardiology, P.C.
Aplus Medical Care
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Xinru Qian M.D., P.C.

Cedars-Sinai Accountable Care, LLC
Lawrence A. Mora, MD, Inc.
David Schechter, MD
Ramin Gabbai MD, A Medical Corporation
Keith L Klein MD Facp Fasn Inc.
Platinum Care LA
Terry E Podell, MD., A Professional Corporation
Entertainment Medical Group
Wendy W Cheng MD
Glen Michael Wool MD
Abraham U Waks MD FACP
Jack Ditlove MD
Malak Philippe Zacca Shammas MD
Farhad Melamed M.D., A Medical Corporation
Kirk Uomoto MD A Medical Corporation
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
Joel Schneider MD
Samuel J. Smith, M.D., Inc.
James L. Meltzer, M.D., Inc.
Steven M. Simons MD Inc.
Avinash M. Mondkar, M.D., A Medical Corporation
Anne L Peters, MD
Irene K Barnett MD
Alexander Philip Ford MD
Fishman & Levy MDS
Cedars-Sinai Medical Care Foundation
Steven J Jacobs MD Inc.
Paul Cohart MD Inc.
David Kattan MD A Professional Medical Corporation
Michel J. Mazouz, M.D., A Medical Corporation
Stephen Copen MD Inc.

Central Florida Physicians Trust
Norma Kusnetz MD PA
ERICA L. O’DONNELL, D.O., P.A.
RANDI-ANN RODRIGUES, D.O., P.A.
KATHLEEN L. TODD, DO, PA
JOHN R. CHEWNING, D.O., P.A.
DR. ROGER A. MARRERO MD
SCHWARTZ AND PROMES A PROFESSIONAL LIMITED CO
Kent S Hoffman DO PA
SUSAN TOTH DO, PA
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ORMOND INTERNAL MEDICINE, LLC
Aba Family Medicine, LLC
LONGWOOD WELLNESS, LLC
DYCUS FAMILY MEDICINE, P.A.
ORLANDO WELLNESS CLINIC, LLC
Dr Paul B Schmid LLC
ROBERT A. SCHARBERGER, DO, LLC
Lake Mary Family Physicians PA
DR. VIPIN K. PATEL, M.D.
MAX S. WATZMAN, DO
Charles Mella M.D. P.A.
MICHAEL J. BARIMO, DO, PA
DAVID P. MOSCH, D.O., P.A.
PABLO GARCIA, M.D., P.A.
NEIL A. PATTERSON, M.D., P.A.
ZULMA CINTRON, M.D., P.A.
JOHN F. CULLEN, M.D.
Pedro Y. Chan, R.Ph., Do, PA
SERGIO MENENDEZ-APONTE, M.D., P.A.
Block & NATION P A
ALAFAYA WOODS FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER, P.A.
Luis E Morales Mdpa Family Practice
RENE F. CRUZ, M.D., P.A.
SANDFORD H. KINNE, III, D.O., P.A.
Debra A Dube And Associates, PA
JAMES J. MACOOL, MD, PA
CRAIG A. MILLER, D.O., P.A.
GUILLERMO MARRERO, M.D., P.A.
ENRIQUE G. GUTIERREZ, M.D., P.A.

Central Jersey ACO LLC
FARAG MANKARIOS MD
KENNETH ENG DO
JB ORTHOPEDICS, PA
Ocean Health Initiatives, Inc.
CHARLES MARKOWITZ MD
MARC COHEN DPM
Monmouth Family Health Center, Inc.
LEWIS WETSTEIN MD
Anil K Gupta MD PA
SRINIVASA R. MOVVA MD
SUNANDA KRISHNA MD
OCEAN PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATES
MALEK MEDICAL, PC
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CASSADA MEDICAL, LLC
CENTRASTATE MEDICAL CENTER
Dr. H.A. Schoenfeld & H.S. Cohen P.A
BENJAMIN MARK MD
LAWRENCE GRILL MD PA
HOWELL FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
Paul Axelrad And Jacqueline Zuckerbrod
COMMUNITY PULMONARY ASSOCIATES PA
MAHER YOUSSEF MD
MARCIA D. GOLD MD
GLENN ZWERIN
ATHWAL EYE ASSOCIATES
JAY H STONE MD PA
Barnabas Health Medical Group P C
MONMOUTH MEDICAL CENTER FACULTY PRACTICE PLAN, Inc.
SURGEON ASSOCIATES
CENTRASTATE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC
MEDICAL HEALTH CENTER, PA
CLIVE N. SMITH MD
COMMUNITY MEDICAL CENTER
MONMOUTH MEDICAL CENTER
KIMBALL MEDICAL CENTER
EASTERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
LEONARD SCHINDEL MD
Kenneth Faistl, MD, PA
ANTERO GONZALES MD
Lombardi & Shetty, LLC
HOWELL PRIMARY CARE, LLC
MINAKSHI NUHAWAN MD
MIHIR K. MANIAR DO
Frank Reda MD PA
HOWARD KATZ DO
Salvatore Bernardo, Jr., M.D., P.A.
JANE NEUMAN MD
Petronilo L Seares Jr. MD LLC
Family Care Of Jackson, PC
Maruti Family & Sleep Medicine LLC
Indu Gopal
STERN FAMILY PRACTICE, LLC
ATLAS MEDICAL CARE, LLC
Comsti Deperio Pineda And Associates
MONROE FAMILY MEDICINE
Taylors Mills Family Medical PC
IRINA VILENSKAYA MD, PC
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Abhijit Chatterjee MD PC
JACKSON FAMILY PRACTICE, LLC

Central Maine ACO
Stephen R Barter MD
Bridgton Hospital
Central Maine Medical Center
Rumford Hospital
Androscoggin Home Health Services, Inc.
Parkview Adventist Medical Center
Anesthesia Associates Of Lewiston-Auburn, P.A.
X-Ray Professional Association
Central Maine Long Term Care
Brunswick Gastroenterology Associates
Pathology Medical Group, PA
Nephrology Associates of Central Maine
Robert A. Sylvester, MD, PA
Head And Neck Surgical Associates
Wolf Eye Care Associates, P.A.
Androscoggin Surgical Associates
Central Maine Orthopaedics, P.A.
Lee G Kendall Jr. MD
Androscoggin Surgical Associates
Central Maine Clinical Associates Corporation
Gregory Penner, PA
Rumford Community Family Health Center
Parkview Medical Associates, PA
Central Maine Eye Care Inc.
Pediatric Associates of Lewiston, PA
Parkview Elder Care, PA
Riverside Eye Center
Great Falls Pathology PA
Sirus Hamzavi, MD, LLC, PA
Bates Mill Dermatology PLLC
Freeport Medical Center
Androscoggin Cardiology Associates
Rumford Community Home Corp.
DFD Russell Medical Center Inc.
Buck & O’Rourke, P.A.
Maine Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Associates, P.A.
Coastal Ear Nose And Throat PA

Central Utah Clinic, P.C.
Central Utah Clinic, P. C.
Chautauqua Region Associated Medical Partners, LLC
Westfield Memorial Hospital
Woman's Christian Association Hospital
Brooks Memorial Hospital
Gerry Homes
Lutheran Social Services of Upstate New York, Inc.
TLC Health Network
Umamaheswara Vejendla, M.D., P.C.
Tri-County Family Medicine Assoc Pc
Westfield Family Physicians
Jamestown Primary Care, LLC
Family Health Medical Services, PLLC
Medicor Associates, Inc.
Heritage Village Rehab & Skilled Nursing Inc.
C & S Medical Bldg. Inc.

Chicago Health System ACO, LLC
Illinois Medical Care LTD
Premier Internal Medicine
Macneal Physicians Group LLC
Lakefront Medical Associates LLC
VHS West Suburban Medical Center Inc.
VHS Westlake Hospital Inc.
Juan Vargas
Panton Eye Center
Strauss Surgical Group Assoc, S.C.
Shirley A Roy, MDSC
I.Desai & R. Gokani, M.D.,S.C.
Pitu G Punjabi MD SC
Primary Care Associates LTD
Daly Shaw Joint Venture
Win Care Medical Consultants LTD
PCC Community Wellness Center
BHS Digestive Disease Assoc.
Cavero Medical Group LTD
Garcia Life Partners, LTD
Archer Family Medical Group, LLC
VHS of Illinois, Inc.
VHS Acquisition Subsidiary Number 3 Inc.

Christie Clinic Physician Services, LLC
Christie Clinic, LLC
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Circle Health Alliance, LLC
LOWELL GENERAL HOSPITAL, THE
Merrimack Urology Associates, PC
MERRIMACK VALLEY CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES, INC.
PETER S BRADSHAW, MD
Nasim Ghaffar, MD
Abdul Ghaffar, MD
Lowell Community Health Center, Inc.
Orthopaedic Surgical Associates of Lowell, PC
ZEUS CORPORATION, THE
MASSACHUSETTS E.N.T. ASSOCIATES, INC.
Pathology Associates of Lowell, P.C.
Hayward Zwerling, M.D.
Damian Folch
LUNG SPECIALISTS OF THE MERRIMACK VALLEY, P.C.
CARLOS MADRID, P.C.
JOSHI MEDICAL SERVICES, P.C.
Stuart J. Arbesfeld, MD, PC
MEDICAL HEALTHCARE SPECIALISTS, P.C.
Jack Chang, MD., PC
Riverside Medical Group, PC
Carlos A. Del Rio, MD, PC
VASCULAR ASSOCIATES OF THE MERRIMACK VALLEY, P.C.
KEVIN S TOMANY MD PC
LOWELL SURGICAL ASSOCIATES, P.C.
CHELMSFORD FAMILY PRACTICE, P.C.
DRUM HILL PRIMARY CARE, LLC
DINELI, A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
Northeast Plastic Surgery, PC
Commonwealth Radiology Associates, Inc.
Chelmsford Primary Care, LLC
New England Foot & Ankle, P.C.
KEVIN MALONE DO PC
PETER D ROMAN MD PC
LAWRENCE P JOHNSON MD PC
Terry Howard, MD
David Sidebottom, MD
Vijaya N. Swamy, MD PC
N.M. Estella, MD, PC
DRUM HILL PRIMARY CARE, LLC
Sepulveda & Associates, PC
RADIATION ONCOLOGY OF GREATER LOWELL, P.C.
Spyridon Kantas, MD, PC
LGH Medical Group, Inc.
LGH WomanHealth, Inc.
Stony Brook Primary Care
Pelham Healthcare Associates, LLC
DRACUT FAMILY HEALTHCARE LLC
Mill City Medical Group, LTD
LGH Merrimack Valley Cardiology Associates, LLC
Michael Rosenbaum, MD
Damian Folch
New England Inpatient Specialist, LLC
NOR THEAST MEDICAL GROUP, Inc.

Coastal Carolina Quality Care, Inc.
Coastal Carolina Health Care, P.A.

Coastal Medical, Inc.
Coastal Medical, Inc.

Collaborative Care of Florida LLC
Orlando Health, Inc.
Physician Associates, LLC

Colorado Accountable Care, LLC
Catholic Health Initiatives Colorado
PorterCare Adventist Health System

Community Health Network
HealthEast Medical Imaging, LLC
HealthEast Surgery Center - Maplewood, LLC
HealthEast Care System
HealthEast St. Joseph's Hospital
HealthEast St. John's Hospital
HealthEast Woodwinds Hospital
HealthEast Medical Research Institute
Family Health Services Minnesota, P.A.

Concord Elliot ACO LLC
Elliot Hospital of the City of Manchester
Concord Hospital

Cornerstone Health Care, PA
Cornerstone Health Care, PA
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Crystal Run Healthcare ACO, LLC
Crystal Run Healthcare LLP

Cumberland Center for Healthcare Innovation, LLC
Samantha Easterly McIlrnan MD PLLC
James R Spurlock III DO
Armadillo Medical Services, PC
Bienvenido T. Samson, MD
Shon P. Nolin, D.O.
Livingston Family Healthcare LLC
Warren Family Practice PLLC
Oasis Medical Center, LLC
Cumberland Adult Medicine PLLC
Staton Southern Medical PLLC
Cornerstone Family Medicine LLC
Langenberg, PLLC
The Health Group of McMinnville, PC
Sunshine Specialty Clinic PLLC
Michael T. Cox, M.D.
John R Clough
Alan R. Drake MD
Carthage Family Practice Specialists, PC
Gamal S. Eskander, MD
Chet Gentry, MD
Darryl Richards, MD
Jimmie D. Woodlee MD
Cripps, Hooper & Rhody, PLLC
Bowdoin G. Smith, DO PC
Cumberland Family Care, PC
C.S. Sewell, MD, PC
Cookeville Primary Care Associates, PC
Cannon County Healthcare
Carolyn A. Ross, DO

DBA Collaborative Health ACO
Frank Coco, MD
Bart Alfano, MD
Heart Center of MetroWest
Thomas L. Treadwell
Sew-Leong Kwa, MD
Richard G. Masson, MD
Metrowest Ear Nose & Throat Assoc., Inc.
Neurological Services PC
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Pat Chira
Wellesley Medical Associates
Wellesley Internal Medicine
Pramod Chira
Chinhak Chun, MD
Suburban Cardiology And Internal Medicine PC
Lawrence J Handler
Carl M Sousa PC
Hopkinton Medical Care PC
Edmon Jacobson
MetroWest Urology
Middlesex Family Practice PC
MetroWest Rheumatology, PC
Radha Agarwal
Ear Nose & Throat And Hearing Ctr. Of
West Suburban Internists
MetroWest Medical Care, Inc.
Jennifer Thulin
Susan Biener Bergman, MD
Kedar Deshpande, MD LLC
Karen Gail Brandse MD & Assoc
Ajay Anand Mc PC
Pulmonary Associates Of Metrowest, P.C.
Vhm Services Inc.
Saint Vincent Physician Services Inc.
James Young, MD
Shanaz Montague
DCR MD Corporation
Abbey Medical Associates, P.C.
James, W Todd MD
New England Family Health, LLC
Jason M. Konter MD LLC
MetroWest Internal Medicine, P.C.
New England Consultants In Gastroenterology And Hepatology PC
George Ellsworth, MD
Vhs Acquisition Subsidiary Number 7 Inc.
Vhs Acquisition Subsidiary Number 9 Inc.
Natick General Practice, PC
Pramod Chira

Deaconess Care Intergration, LLC
The Heart Hospital at Deaconess Gateway LLC
Deaconess Clinic, Inc.
Deaconess Hospital Inc.
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Dean Clinic and St. Mary's Hospital ACO
Dean Health Systems, Inc.
SSM Health Care of Wisconsin, Inc.

Diagnostic Clinic Walgreens Well Network
Walgreen Co.
Diagnostic Clinic Medical Group P.A.

Doctors Connected
Carilion Medical Center
Carilion Healthcare Corporation

Essentia Health
Bridges Medical Center
Innovis Health, LLC
DL Surgery Center
Brainerd Medical Center, Inc.
Nat G. Polinsky Memorial Rehabilitation Center, Inc.
St. Joseph's Medical Center
St. Mary's Medical Center
First Care Medical Services
Graceville Health Center
Northern Pines Medical Center
The Duluth Clinic, LTD
St. Mary's Regional Health Center
St. Mary's Hospital of Superior
SMDC Medical Center
Pine Medical Center

Essential Care Partners, LLC
Amistad Community Health Center, Inc.
Lone Star Community Health Center Inc.
Community Health Centers of South Central Texas
Community Action Corporation of South Texas
Brazos Valley Community Action Agency Inc.
Vida Y Salud-Health Systems, Inc.
El Centro Del Barrio Inc.
Centro de Salud Familiar La Fe Inc.
Fort Bend Family Health Center, Inc.
Su Clinica Familiar
Los Barrios Unidos Community Clinic Inc.
North Central Texas Community Health Care Center Inc.
Frontera Healthcare Network
Gulf Coast Health Center, Inc.

**Florida Medical Clinic ACO, LLC**
Citrus Park Internal Medicine, P.A.
Florida Medical Clinic, P.A.
Kanchan Parasher MD, PA

**Florida Physicians Trust, LLC**
Deerfield Medical Group, LLC
Integrated Care LLC
LUIS E DE ARMAS MD CORP
ADVANCE FAMILY PRACTICE LLC
ADVANCE FAMILY PRACTICE LLC
BOYNTON MEDICAL GROUP INC
MID FLORIDA ADULT MEDICINE LLC
UNLIMITED MEDICAL SERVICES OF FL PL
I CARE CLINIC LLC
LAKE HOWELL FAMILY MEDICINE ASSOCIATES
Emerald Hills Medical Center, Inc.
OVIEDO FAMILY HEALTH CENTER, P.A.
FAMILY PRACTICE ST CLOUD PA
Tri-County Doctors Inc.
Pedro Ortega M.D. P.A.
COLONY SPRINGS MEDICAL CENTER, INC
Alan Graff MD PA
Bahrami & Amer, M.D.’s P.A.
Johnson Medical Center Corp
Central Medical Group PA
CHARLES I GLASER MD PA
Paul H. Telson P.A.
EMPIRE HEALTHCARE CONSULTANTS INC
Personal Physician Care, P.A.
Diamond Health Medical Care Center
JOHNSON MEDICAL SERVICES CORPORATION

**Fort Smith Physicians Alliance ACO, LLC**
Bowlin-Cummins, P.A.
Pointer Trail Family Clinic PLLC
Hamby & Hamby Family Wellness Clinic PLLC
The Kirkland Family Medical Center, PA
Arkansas Central Primary Care, PLLC
James R Thrasher, M.D., P.A.
Elangwe Enterprises, Inc.

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
Adams Health & Wellness
Salman F. Hashmi, M.D., P.A.
Lavaca Wellness Clinic, P.A.
Mark W. McCurry, M.D.
Little Rock Endocrinology Services
Sallisaw Medical Clinic, LLC
Stephanie E Frisbie MD PA
Ngoc Van Hoang, M.D.
Dr Paul W Zelnick PA
M Bruce Sanderson, MD PA
Arkansas Primary Care Clinics, P.A.
Hillcrest Family Practice Clinic, Inc.
Rouse Family Medical Clinic, P.A.
Boston Mountain Rural Health Center, Inc.
Rebecca Floyd, M.D., P.A.
North Little Rock Primary Care and Diagnostic Clinic, PLLC
South Central Foot Care PLLC
Northwest Arkansas Clinic for Families, P.A.
Stephen W. Woodson, D.O., Inc.
Schmitz Family Practice and Rural Health PLLC
River Valley Primary Care Services, Inc.

FPG Healthcare, LLC
Cardiovascular Centers, LLC
Physicians Hospitalist Partners, Inc.
Central Florida Kidney Centers, Inc.
Cardiovascular Associates, Inc.
Gastroenterology Associates of Osceola, P.A.
Ganesh Akula, M.D.
Family Physicians of Winter Park, P.A.
Medical and Geriatric Associates, P.A.
Florida Institute of Family Medicine, P.A.

Franciscan AHN ACO, LLC
American Health Network of Indiana, LLC
Franciscan St. Francis Health - Carmel

Franciscan Northwest Physicians Health Network, LLC
Eye MDs Of Puget Sound PLLC
Family Medicine Clinic Of Fedway, LLC
South Sound Surgery PLLC
Thu Van Le, MD, Inc. PS
Hanmi Medical Clinic LLLC
Edward Williams MD Inc. PS
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Partner Oncology Inc.
South Sound Neurosurgery, PLLC
Rainier Nephrology, PLLC
WASEA Medical LLC
Bridgeport Medical Clinic, PLLC
Northwest Vein And Aesthetic Center PS
South Puget Sound Neurology PLLC
Hunter Womens Health Care PLLC
Sound Retina PS
Sound Vascular PS
Northwest Physicians Medical Group, PLLC
Pace Dermatology Associates PLLC
Christen Cage Vu, DO
Phoebe F Ho MD PLLC
Key Medical Center, PLLC
Mount Rainier Neurology Clinic and Diagnostic Center PS
Youl Choi MD, FACOG
Franciscan Health System
Northwest Vision Institute PLLC
Franciscan Ancillary Professionals
Michael R Jackson, MD, PS
Fircrest Family Medicine PLLC
Bonney Lake Medical Center
Jonathan Y Jin, MD
Pacific Cardiovascular PS
Michael J. Frazier
The Aesthetic Surgery Centre, PLLC
Tacoma Foot and Ankle Clinic
Franciscan Health System
Enumclaw Community Hospital Association
Summit View Clinic, Inc., P.S.
Leonard B. Alenick, MD
Mark A. Alenick, DPM
David L Lukens, DO PS
Luria Eric W & Catherine C DBA Harbor Family Health Associates
Jay G. Sacks, MD
Peninsula Family Medical Center
Tacoma Neurological Associates
Hsushi Yeh, MD PS
Gerald W. Anderson, MD
James M Komorous MD PS
Peter B Shelley MD PS
Electrodiagnosis & Rehabilitation Associates Of Tacoma, Ps Inc.
Northwest Family Spinal Clinic
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Urologic Northwest Surgeons Ps
Puget Sound Pain Clinic PS
John Daniel, MD PS Inc.
Greater Lakes Mental Health Foundation

Franciscan Union ACO
St. Francis Mooresville Surgery Center, LLC
Union Associated Physicians Clinic, LLC
Union Hospital, Inc.
Providence Medical Group, LLC
Franciscan Surgery Center, LLC

Genesis Accountable Care Organization, LLC
Navincharnand Dadhaniya, MD
Genesis Health System

Golden Life Accountable Care Organization (ACO)
Deyi Zheng, M.D., Inc.
Kenan Si, MD
Dawei Zheng, M.D. A Professional Medical Corporation
Xin-Nong Li, MD, Inc.
Tri-Dung G. Hoang, MD, Inc.
Colusa Regional Medical Center
Eric Tepper, MD
Kulip S. Gill, MD
Palatnik Medical Corporation
John T. Bakos, MD
Anh Nguyen, MD
Tri-Dung G. Hoang, MD, Inc.
Kali S Eswaran MD Inc.
Ernesto S. Quinto, D.O., Inc.
Chandan Ds Cheema MD Inc.
Sarbjeet S Narwan, MD, Inc.
North Valley Family Physicians Medical Group
Abraham Tekola, MD, Inc.
Garcia Lee & Concepcion Medical Group

Good Help ACO
Villa Frances At The Knolls
Good Samaritan Hospital
Frances Schervier Home & Hospital Lthhcpp
St. Francis Physician Services, Inc.
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St. Anthony Community Hospital
Bon Secours Community Hospital
Gsh Medical Care, Pc
Bon Secours Home Care, LLC
Bon Secours - St. Francis Medical Center, Inc.
Bellefonte Physician Services, Inc.
Bon Secours Hospital, Inc.
Bon Secours - Maryview Nursing Care Center, Inc.
Maryview Hospital
Mary Immaculate Hospital
Bon Secours - Richmond Community Hospital, Inc.
Bon Secours - St. Mary's Hospital of Richmond, Inc.
Bon Secours Virginia Healthsource Inc.
Mary Immaculate Nursing Center
Bon Secours Richmond - Memorial Regional Medical Center, Inc.
Bon Secours - DePaul Medical Center, Inc.
Gastroenterology Associates, PA
St. Francis Hospital, Inc.
St. Claire Medical Center, Inc.
Bs-Olbh Inc.

**GPIPA ACO**

James Nichols MD, Ltd.
Arizona Sun Family Medicine
Thomas C. Fiel DO PC
Page Family Practice
Primary Care Associates, PLLC
Atrinea Health, LLC
Kim M Lucas MD PLLC
S Gill MD PC
Gila Internal Medicine & Geriatrics
Harry C Watters DO Mph PC
Rio Grande Medical Group LTD
Robert J Bloomberg MD PC
Warner Family Practice
Mark D. Goldberg, MD PC
Dr. Dilip Dhavadi MD
HealthFirst Primary Care
Petar N Novakovic MD PC
Rajiv Parikh MD
Christopher Labban, DO

**Greater Baltimore Health Alliance**

Joseph T. Pallan, M.D., P.A
Alan Lee Kimmel MD
Donald Thomas Weglein MD
Josephs Turner & O’Malley MD PA
Dr. Richard Christian Habersat, MD
Chapel View Family Care
Vincent P. Wroblewski MD PA
Feirtag & Ramos, PA
Linda A Walsh MD PA
Greater Baltimore Medical Center, Inc.

**Hackensack Physician-Hospital Alliance ACO, LLC**
AURORA C. ANDREESCU MD
SHARAD SAHU MD
ANTHONY GENNARO MD
BERGEN VOLUNTEER MEDICAL INITIATIVE
MERIT MOUNTAINSIDE, LLC
HACKENSACK UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
NORTH HUDSON COMMUNITY ACTION CORPORATION
ARTHUR W CHANEY JR & DEWEY A CHANEY PTR
HEIGHTS MEDICAL ASSOCIATES PA
LOIS J COPELAND MD PA
JOHN M. TOTARO MD
BERGEN GASTROENTEROLOGY, PC
SUMMIT AVENUE MEDICAL PA
NORTH JERSEY PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATES, PA
OLD HOOK MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, LLC.
FOREST HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATES, PC
DR. MICHAEL I WEINER D.O.
MARIO CAPIO MD
COGENT HEALTHCARE OF NEW JERSEY, PC
LOZITO MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PA

**Harbor Medical Associates, PC**
Harbor Medical Associates PC

**Hartford Healthcare Accountable Care Organization, Inc.**
Hartford Physician Services, P.C.
MidState Medical Group, P.C.
HHC PhysiciansCare, Inc.

**Healthcare Provider ACO, Inc.**
JAMES L. BRUNO, M.D., P.C.
Purpura MD Lazzara DO & Sgarlato MD Pc
N.Y. MEDICAL AND HEALTH P.C.
GRAND MEDICAL SERVICES P.C.
NORTH SUFFOLK MEDICAL CARE, PC
ADVANCED MEDICAL HEALTH SERVICES
Dmitry Donsky Physician, PC
Echenique Medical Office PC
Meyerovich Medical & Diagnostic PC
VICTOR TENENBAUM MD
JODY TUTINO, M.D.
HAROLD FRITZ KENOLLE, M.D., PC
ZAKI NAKACH, MD, PC
RK MEDICAL CARE, P.C.
PARMESHWAR MAHABIR, M.D.
MATHIEU FRANCOIS, M.D., PC
HAROLD T. JOSEPH
ROBERT A. FLEMING, M.D.
Frank J Prasamo MD
HAROLD L. EICHLER
John McGaley, MD
NICHOLAS JAMES, M.D.
DAVID HUANG, M.D.
GREENBERG BRUCE W
DEREK CHUNG
GEORGE JHAGROO
CHI P CHEUNG, M.D.
IRINA GRESSSEL, M.D.
Rosanne M Cebelenski DO
RAMMOHAN GUMPENI, M.D.
NORTH SHORE MEDICAL GROUP, PC
Heights Nephrology Medical Group PC
HO- Mau Liu, MD
MOHAMMED S. HOSSAIN, M.D.
Francis J Anello P C
ANTOINE CHARLES, M.D.
MADHUHAKAR WADERA, M.D.
WILLIAM C. PADULA, M.D., PC
STANLEY W. TOKAR, M.D.
AZIZ CHAUDRY, M.D.
ERIC SHOENFELD, M.D.
GREGORIO CALLEJA, M.D.
SHYAM PRABHAKAR, M.D.
SATBACHAN S. DHANJAL, M.D.
PIERRE A. BRUTUS, M.D.
WALFORD B. LINDO, MD, PC
RAMA B, RAJU, M.D.
Howard Grill MD And David Grill MD  
PETER A. GALVIN, M.D.  
SRIRAM NAIDU, M.D.  
Dutsi A Behm Physician PC  
FRANCISCO A. ESPINO, M.D.  
FAMILY MEDICAL PRACTICE  
EMMANUEL B. MASIH, M.D.  
MAHENDRA AMIN, M.D.  
Paul Nacier, MD, PC  
Flavio Crisari Physician PC  
MARC-ANTOINE ALERTE, MD, PC  
KARL FRIEDMAN, M.D.  
RALPH IORIO, M.D.  
Boulevard Multispecialty Medical PC  
PHILIPPE TASSY, M.D.  
BEPPY J. EDASERY, M.D.  
GREGORIO HIDALGO, M.D.  
THE MED STATION, P.C.  
AUGUSTE GESNER  
ROBERT E. FOGEL, M.D.  
Rakesh Sharma Physician Pc  
DIAGNOSTIC CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES, P.C.  
FREDRIC R. MILLER, M.D.  
HOWARD L. KNOLL, D.O.  
EAST BROOKLYN MEDICAL GROUP  
Roseann Fazio DO PC  
MEERA S. BOPPANA, M.D., P.C.  
ROLANDO ROMAN, M.D.  
Angelo L Magno MD PC  
93 17 MEDICAL OFFICE  
PHYSICARE MULTI-SERVICES LTD  
MEDICAL PRACTICE OF WILFRID HERARD, PC  
Medical Practice of Jeanfrancois and Lar  
BOYCE ROGER  
AMERICAN MEDICAL CENTER  
NEW YORK NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, LLP  
NITIN KAMDAR, M.D.  
BETTER CARE, INC.  
Trevor R Worrell MD P.C.  
NEWLOTS MEDICAL SERVICES, PC  
Empire Medical Of Rockwaybeach  
Best Medical Care PC  
JUBIL MALIECKAL, M.D., P.C.  
VALLEY STREAM MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC  
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ROSLYN HEIGHTS MEDICAL, P.C.
Mary Mattheos Physician, PC
Marjorie J Isdith DO PC
YOUSSEF ALRAEI, M.D., PC
PHANI R. NIMMAGADDA, M.D.
KRZYSZTOF SYGNAROWICZ, PHYSICIAN, PC
ALEKSANDR LIVSHITS MEDICAL P.C.
Queens Medical Services PLLC
ZIA AHMED, M.D.
Michael V. Belfiore DO PC
FLATBUSH MEDICAL HEIGHTS SERVICES, PC
MOHAN P. ABRAHAM, M.D.
JOSEPH PAUL, M.D.
DIGESTIVE DISEASES & NUTRITION, LLC
REGO MEDICAL, P.C.
Ghazanfar W. Haidery MD PC
Queens Medical Services
FLATLANDS MEDICAL AND URGENT CARE, P.C.
Marco K. Michelson PC
ANAND PERSAUC MEDICAL OFFICE
KENNETH H. PETERSEL, M.D., PC
ALFAMED PHYSICIANS P.C
AMITYVILLE INTERNAL MEDICINE, P.C.
EUSTACE LASHLEY, M.D.
SHELDON SCHWARTZ
FRED NOTARNICOLA, MD
MCGUFFIE, MARIE M
OSCAR E. FERNANDEZ, M.D.
ROGER BOYKIN, M.D. FCCP
KOLDAYEV ROMAN
CHAYA KHABYEH, M.D.
SANDRA ROBINSON, M.D.
Manhattan Internal Medicine Associates
FAWZY SALEEM, M.D.
Surendra C Patel MD
COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE NETWORK INC
EVELYN CORDERO, M.D., P.C.
JOSEPH SANTIAMO, M.D.
MONIQUE VIZEL-SCHWARTZ MD
BRUCE W. GREENBERG, M.D., P.C.
Luigi Parisi MD
JOSE C ORTIZ, M.D., PC
GEORGE WEINGARTEN, M.D.
WILLIAM E. PUTMAN, M.D.
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ALVARO RAMIREZ PHYSICIAN, PC
VICTORY INTERNAL MEDICINE
RAJI AYINLA
Lauren R. Boglioli, MD, FACC, FACP,FCCP
MILROY FLEARY, M.D.
HAMID I. LALANI MD
CHIDA CHANDRASEKARAN, M.D.
Antonio R Caracta MD
CUTTING EDGE MEDICAL P.C.
OPTIMUM FAMILY MEDICINE, PC
ISLAND MEDICAL SPECIALISTS, P.L.L.C.
NEW YORK IMMUNOLOGY, PC
WAGDY F GIRGIS, MD, PC
NEIL SCHAUL, MD PC
DUTC BROADWAY FAMILY MEDICAL CARE
LONDON MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC, PC
GIACOMINO DIGIORFIO, MD
SUPERIO JAO, M.D., P.C.
Shira Burnstein, MD, PC
INSIGHT MEDICAL, P.C.
GEO MEDICAL CARE P.C.
PECONIC REGIONAL HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY
HEALTH AND WELLNESS MEDICAL CARE PC
SI FAMILY PRACTICE ASSOC.
JUANITO CAGUIAT JR PHYSICIAN PLLC
OCEAN BREEZE MEDICAL, P.C.
T.L.C. MONITORING LLC
HOPE & HEALTH MEDICAL CARE PC
Privilege Medical Care PC
JAMES J. DI MAIO, M.D., PC
Reza Chowdhury Physician Pc
QUEENS NASSAU CARDIOLOGY
HEALTH 1 MEDICAL PC
CARING MEDICAL, LLC
KAMBIZ SHEKIB
BAY SHORE MEDICAL CARE
PREMIER INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES PC
C & Y MEDICAL PC
ISMAIL OZCAN
BASHIR AHMED
BEIRA RICHARD
GONZALO F. URBANO, M.D.
RENA KHANUKAYEVA, D.O., PC
SAMUAL R. WALTERS
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DORU I. BUZA, M.D.
Advance Medical Office Pc.
NEW YORK URGENT CARE PC
YOSEF MORAD M.D P.C
DESR MERGIE MD
PROGRESSIVE CARDIOVASCULAR CARE P.C.
Roly Borges, M.D., P.C.
CAMBRIA MEDICAL CARE PC
FAMILY MEDICAL CARE OF BAY SHORE
WESTIN MEDICAL HEALTH PC
JOSEF SHIMONOV INTERNAL MEDICINE, PC
MARIA NOYA MD PC
JAMES R PERI MD PC
LINDENWOOD MEDICAL, PC
ZOYA KOROLEVA
PINNACLE MEDICAL PC
BROOKLYN HEM-ONC PLLC
SAILAJA SIVAREDDY MD
ASTROCARE MEDICAL SERVICES PC
YAZ MEDICAL PC
ADVANCED INTERNAL MEDICAL CARE, LLC
COMPLETE MEDICAL NY PC
Comprehensive Primary Family Medical Care Of NY
DAC Medicine
FARMINGDALE PRIMARY CARE
Sure Medical PC
CRYSTAL MEDICAL CARE, PC
MEDICAL HELP PC
STEVEN P. LINZER
MEDICAL OFFICE, PC
Dekalb Medica Group PC
Madhumati Kalavar, MD, PC
LINDEN FAMILY MEDICAL HEALTH
WOMACK PRIMARY MEDICAL CARE, PLLC
HEALTHSTAR MEDICAL, P.C.
ZWH MEDICAL CARE
AVANY MEDICAL PC
JEROME CAIATI MD PC
JAHAN MEDICAL SERVICES
ABBYDEK FAMILY MEDICAL PRACTICE, P.C.
Marissa Santos
DAVID L. FOSTER, M.D., P.C.
ANAMIKA PATNI, MD
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER OF RICHMO
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LONG ISLAND MEDICAL CARE SERVICES, P.C.
WE CARE HEALTH & MEDICAL SERVICES, P.C.
MARIA E. SANTANA, M.D.
Geoffroy H Patrice, MD
RINA SARKAR, M.D.
FULTON MEDICAL PLAZA, P.C.
Diamond Medical
Health Care and Family Medicine, PC
LATINA MEDICAL OFFICE
Edward Zamecki, Internal Medicine & Geriatrics, P.C.

Heartland
Heartland Regional Medical Center

HHC ACO Inc.
Downtown Bronx Medical Assoc. P.C.
New York City Health & Hospitals Corporation
Harlem Medical Associates, P.C.
Metropolitan Medical Practice Plan, P.C.
Coney Island Medical Practice Plan, P.C.

HNMC Hospital/Physician ACO, LLC
PHILIP TSAI, MD
Breast Care Partners PC
CHUL HYUN MD
ELHAMY I. SHAKER MD
Arnold Schoen, MD
RICHARD JOO MD
RIVERSIDE FAMILY PRACTICE
RADIATION ONCOLOGY PARTNERS, PC
BIRCH TREE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PA
EXCEL CARE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PA
North Jersey Infectious Disease Group LLC
CLOSTER INTERNAL MEDICINE, PC
HOLY NAME MEDICAL CENTER
North Jersey Orthopaedic Specialists P.A.
Karl G Klinges MD David G Butler And James Van Elswyk MD PA
Irving Paltrowitz MD Joel Goldfarb MD M Schmidt MD P Micale MD PA
ALAN K. FELSEN MD
Pulmonary Associates Of Northern New Jersey P A
John Scheuch, MD
Cohen Rosen & Kmieczak DPM PA
Stephen Sherer MD PA
MARC D. POLIMENI MD
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Robert A Adair MD PA
HOWARD S. STRICKER DO
Dr. Chung Medical Clinic PC
Robert Degroote MD And Joseph Manno MD PA
Cardiovascular Associates Of Teaneck PA
CLIFFSIDE MEDICAL, LLC
HANMI MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PA
NEW JERSEY MEDICAL GROUP
WOMEN’S HEALTHCARE GROUP, PC
NORTH JERSEY NEUROLOGY CARE, PA
CHANG W. LEE, MD
METRO HEALTH, LLC
HEE K. YANG, MD
Mirel I. Abramovici, M.D., P.C.
TEANECK EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS, PA
Peace Health Partners, PC
BERGEN PULMONARY & SLEEP SPECIALISTS
Surgical Oncology Laparoscopy, PA
HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY PARTNERS, PC
House Physician Partners, P.C.
Medical Group Of Englewood, Inc.
GENESIS MEDICAL GROUP
KYU S. WANG MD, PC
BREAST IMAGING PARTNERS, PC
HOLY NAME CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PC
HOLY NAME PULMONARY ASSOCIATES, PC

Independent Physicians' ACO of Chicago LLC
Ermias Tilahun MD SC
Ravi Badlani, MD, SC
Bella Goland, MD, SC
George C Karabelas MD SC
Broadway Medical Group, LLC
Illinois Bone And Joint Institute LLC
Lakeshore Cancer Care, LTD
Lincoln Medical Center
Chicago Heart Rhythm LLC
Jnn Internal Medicine, SC
Han K. Lim, MD SC
Skokie Family Clinic PC
Vandana Badlani MDSC
Basheer Farooki MD, SC
Ilahi Medicine Of Illinois, LLC
Metro Chicago Surgical Oncology LLC
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Annie John, MD, SC
Empatia Care Ltd SC
MD Care Center SC
Prasanna S. Nair MD, SC
Neal Florence, MD
Neighborhood Family Healthcare, SC
Harbans S. Mavi MD
Women’s Care Center
Stephen C. Mitt
Mj Medical Group SC
Chris O. Costas MD SC
Lincona Medical Associates LTD
Key I. Nam MD, SC
Chong Soo Rim MD, LTD
William A. Appelbaum, M.D. & Associates, S.C.
Jean Farne MD
Martin J. Szanto MD, SC
Jerrold Shapiro, MD, LTD
Carl E. Hill MD
Vishnu D. Gaiha MD SC
Dr. Mario E. Oliveros PC
K J Philip MDSC
Chung Zin Mok
Thomas J. Chorba MD, SC
Seemin G. Khan MD
Charles E Kaegi, M.D. SC
Theodore S Wright Jr.
David E. Nissan, MD
Cary J. Bortnick, MD LTD
Peter G. Chioros, DPM
Humayun S S C
Weil Foot And Ankle Services, LTD
Morris Mauer, MD, SC
S.T. Surgical Consultants
Yong Chul Chun, M.D., S.C.
Argiro Zofakis, LTD
Chicago North Medical Partnership
Anthony P. Merza, MD PC
Pandelis Banias, M.D., S.C.
Ashok C. Shah, MD PC
G.S. Thakkar, MD SC
Fred J. Halloran MD, SC
Respiratory Medicine Associates, S.C.
John Venetos MD, LTD
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Universal Gastroenterologists, LTD
Comprehensive Podiatric Medical Services, LTD
Vadim Edelstein MD LTD
Northshore Dermatology Center SC
Kathleen H. Maloul MD PC
Orchard Medical Group
Demetrios Petrovas MD, SC
E&L Medical Center, LTD
Northshore Health Partners, LTD
Bassam F. Matar MDSC
Yousef Darwish MD PC
Northwest Kidney Kare PC
All Care Family Medical, Inc.
Family Doctors-Family Practice Center, S.C.
Lake Shore Adult & Geriatric Medicine, LTD
Larissa Berestenko, MD SC
Indira D. Nair MD SC
Marni Hope Goldberg MD SC
Advanced Allergy & Asthma Clinic S C
Dr. Fredrick Ellyin LTD
H &s Health Specialists LLC
Satyendra Kumar Humad MD SC
Pinnacle Health SC
Kap J. No MD, SC
Walter Plasencia, MD
Haresh Sawlani, MD PC
Shifa Cardiology Consultants MD SC
Chicagoland Retinal Consultants, LLC

**Independent San Diego ACO**

Elahe Toulouie, M.D., Inc.
Tim Gurtch, M.D. Inc.
Personal Physicians Group, Inc.
Aboo Nasar DBA Senior Medical Associates Inc.
Encompass Family and Internal Med Grp, Inc.
Nittly Chahal, M.D.
Leonard Lazarus, M.D.
Venu Prabaker, M.D., Inc.
Encompass Family Physicians Medical Group, Inc.
Barry J. Broomberg, M.D.
Pdw MD Inc.
Manorama M. Reddy, M.D. Inc.
Health Care Medical Group, Inc.
Mumtaz Almansour, M.D. Inc.
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Ali Alamar, M.D. a Prof. Corp
Mark Shaffer, M.D.
Chia-Lin Chares Liu, D.O. Inc.
Sunny San Diego Internal Medicine
Vincent Paul Kater, M.D.
Elaine Gertser, M.D.
Seymour Mallis, M.D. Inc.
Michael Andrisani, M.D.
Neellakantan Ramineni, M.D. Inc.

**Indiana Care Organization LLC**
Premier Healthcare LLC
IMA Inc.

**Indiana Lakes ACO**
Goshen Medical Practice
Apogee Medical Group Indiana, Inc.
Sarah T. Krabill, M.D., Family Practice, P.C.
Kuhn Medical Clinic
Elkhart Emergency Physicians, Inc.
Middlebury Family Physicians
Radiology, Inc.
Urology Associates of Elkhart, Inc.
Alan H. Bierlein, MD
Jeffrey P. Bolduan, MD, Inc.
Milford Family Physicians, LLP
Maple City Health Care Center, Inc.
Gerig Surgical Associates, PC
Padmanabha R. Betina, MD
Sneeze and Snooze Clinic
Michiana Anesthesia Care, PC
Goshen Health System
Goshen Family Physicians
Goshen Hospital Association, Inc.
Paul H. Buller, M.D.
Christopher Peers, M.D.
Syracuse Family Practice

**Indiana University Health ACO, Inc.**
University Orthopaedic Associates, Inc.
Clarian Transplant Institute, Inc.
Heart Partners of Indiana, LLC
University Surgeons, Inc.
University Surgeons Critical Care, LLC
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I.U. Anesthesiology Associates - ICU, LLC
I.U. Anesthesiology Associates - Chronic Pain, LLC
University Family Physicians Inc.
CCSG, LLC
Indiana Clinic - Neurology, LLC
Indiana Clinic - Critical Care LLC
Indiana Clinic - Urology, LLC
ICEM - Wishard LLC
ICEM, LLC
University Medical Diagnostic Associates, Inc.
University Urologists, Inc., P.C.
University Otolaryngology Associates Inc.
Oncology & Hematology Associates, Inc.
Cardiothoracic Surgeons Inc.
Indiana University Radiology Associates, Inc.
Indiana University Psychiatric Associates, Inc.
University Obstetricians-Gynecologists Inc.
HealthNet, Inc.
University Clinical Pathology Associates PC
Indiana University Eye Care, Inc.
I.U. Anesthesiology Associates, LLC
Indiana University Health Care Associates, Inc.
Thomas A Brady Sports Medicine Center PC
Indiana University Health West Hospital Inc.
University Plastic Surgery Associates, P.C.
University Vascular Surgery PC
University Radiation Oncology Associates, Inc.
Indiana University Medical Genetics Service, Inc.
Emergency Medical Group Inc.
University Physicians Associates, Inc.
Indiana University Health, Inc.
University Dermatology, Inc.
Clarian Health North, LLC

Integral Healthcare, LLC
SYED WAJAHAT ALI MD PA
CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES L.L.C.
PAIN MANAGEMENT AND SPINE CARE CENTER PA
HEALTH LINK ASSOCIATES, LLC
ALL AMERICAN PHYSICIANS ASSOCIATES LLC
WEST COAST SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
COMPASSIONATE MEDICAL CENTER
LINDO MEDICAL CARE LLC
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MEDICAL HOME DOCTORS
ACCESS HEALTH CARE PHYSICIANS LLC
ALAN SINGER MD
IMAD E. TARABISHY, M.D., PA
JOSEPH WILLIAMS
ALL AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
USHA AGARWAL MD PA
MAHMOUD A NIMER MD PA
HERNANDO HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATES PA
SATISH PATEL MD PA
PHYSICIAN PARTNERS NETWORK PA
BRUCE SMITH MD
SNEH GUPTA MD PA
SANKARA N DINAVAHI MD PA
AZZAM MUFTAH MD PA
MAYRA L LORENZO MD PA
ACCESS HEALTH CARE LLC
LUIS A JOVEL MD PA
KINGS BAY FAMILY CARE
DOCTORS AT HOME LLC

Integrated ACO LLC
Odessa Consultants, PLLC
Padmaja M Patel M.D., P.A
Shylesh Ganta M.D., P.A
Manish Dimri M.D., P.A
Shroff Cardiology & Internal Medicine Clinic PA
Odessa Medical Enterprises PLLC
Faizullah, A M, M.D.
Sumant A Kumar M.D
Suresh Prasad M.D., P.A
Rajanikant Pandya M.D
Satish Nayak M.D., P.A
David W Sanchez
L. Singh M.D., P.A
Mourad Mansour M.D.
Raj Patel M.D., P.A
Susan Van de Water M.D., P.A
Kamal N Tolia M.D.,P.A
Kendall Wong M.D.
Pankaj J Patel M.D., P.A
Robert A Vogel M.D., P.A
Alpine Medical Center, PLLC
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Integrated Care Alliance, LLC
Advanced Hospitalists Group, PA
Southeastern Integrated Medical, PL
James McCauley, MD, PA

Jackson Purchase Medical Associates, PSC
Jackson Purchase Medical Associates, PSC

John C. Lincoln Accountable Care Organization, LLC
JCL Urgent Care, LLC
John C. Lincoln Comprehensive Womens Center, LLC.
Breast Imaging Specialists of Arizona, LLC
JCL Neurology, LLC
Jcl Gastroenterology, LLC
North Valley Internal Medicine, LLC
Desert Mission, Inc.
John C. Lincoln Health Network
John C. Lincoln, LLC

John Muir Health Medicare ACO
Drs. Musco Inc.
Tri Valley Medical Center
Wise Medical, Inc.
Maureen Mbadike Obiora, MD
Diablo Valley Primary Care
Fredric C. Morgan, MD, Inc.
Kenneth Bowers, MD
Walter Zaks, MD
Louis Enrique, MD
Family Health Center of Benicia
Clayton Valley Medical Group
Blackhawk Medical Group
John Muir Physician Network
Solano Primary Care Medical Group
Julia S. Hohman, MD
Erik M. Gracer, MD
Yogesh K. Trehan, MD
Jorge A. Salazar-Suero, MD
Carlos E. Anderson, MD
Baldomero DeLeon, MD
Michael T. Temkin, DO, Inc.
**KENMPA**
Shoal Creek Family Medicine and Allergy, P.C.
Jerad Widman
Midtown Family Medicine, P.C.
Barry Pointe Family Care, LLC
Primary Care Plus, LLC
Stephanie M. Revels MD, P.A.
Blue River Medical Group, LLC
Landmark Medical Center, LLC
John Amick DO, P.C.
Northland Family Care, P.C.
Clay Platte Family Medicine Clinic, P.C.
Blue Springs Family Care, P.C.
Sunflower Medical Group, P.A.

**KentuckyOne Health Partners, LLC**
Jewish Hospital & St. Mary's Healthcare, Inc.
Jewish Physician Group, Inc.

**Keystone ACO**
Geisinger Wyoming Valley Medical Center
Highland Physicians, Ltd.
Wayne Memorial Community Health Centers
Geisinger-Bloomsburg Hospital
Community Medical Care, Inc.
Evangelical Medical Services Organization
Evangelical Community Hospital
Geisinger Medical Center
Wayne Memorial Hospital
Community Medical Center

**Lahey Clinical Performance Accountable Care Organization, LLC**
Robert D Tufts Jr. MD
Leslie Sebba MD
Richard L Smith MD
Sydney M Wedmore MD
Northeast Hospital Corporation
Beverly Surgical Assoc. Inc.
Coastal Orthopedic Assoc. Inc.
Mahesh M Patel MD Inc.
Beverly Anesthesia Associates Inc.
Beverly Radiology Associates
Northeast Eye Care Inc.
Lahey Clinic Inc.
Lahey Clinic Hospital Inc.
Beverly Pathology Associates Inc.
Essex Cardiology Associates Inc.
Jewett Podiatry Center
Henry A Frissora MD
Zaven E Jouhourian MD
John Gurley, MD, PC
Northeast Medical Practice Inc.
Essex County OBGYN Assoc. Inc.
Beverly M. Shafer MD
Family Medicine Associates LLC
Thomas S Pearce MD PC
Essex Pulmonary Associates PC
Cape Ann Eye Specialists PC
Family Medicine Associates PC
Lucas E Wolf MD
Carl Erik Johnson MD
Leonard M Horowitz MD
Willow Street Family Practice Inc.
SR Amesbury MD PC
Emtar Health Care Inc.
Beacon Family Medicine LLP
Harborlight Family Medicine PC
North Shore Pain Management LLC
North Shore Preventive Health Care PC
IPC Hospitalists of New England PC
North Shore Neurology & Emg LLC
Lawrence E. Mcginness, D.P.M. PC
Konrad Mark MD
Anna Petropoulos Weissleder MD Inc.

Lower Shore ACO, LLC
Mitchell S. Gittelman, D.O., P.A.
Christian E. Jensen MD
Everest Medical Center, P.A.
Jonathan C Patrowicz, D.O., P.A.
P J Mehta MD Pa
Beacon Medical Group, P.A.
Eastern Shore Medical Center PA
Prince Anne Family Practice
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Mahesh Moondra MD PA
Blue Heron Medical Group, LLC
Alon Davis MD PA
Vel Natesan, MD PA

Maine Community Accountable Care Organization, LLC
Sacopee Valley Health Center
Eastport Health Care Inc.
Pines Health Services
Harrington Family Health Center
City Of Portland
Islands community Medical Services
York County Community Action Corp
HealthReach Community Health Centers
Regional Medical Center At Lubec

MaineHealth Accountable Care Organization
Marguerite Pennoyer, MD
Ann M. Rainville, M.D.
St. Andrews Hospital
Waldo County General Hospital
Webber Hospital Association
St. Mary’s Regional Medical Center
Miles Memorial Hospital Incorporated
University of New England
Stephens Memorial Hospital
Maine Medical Center
Dahl-Chase Pathology Assoc.
Marjorie Boyd, MD
The Maine Surgical Care Group
Dennis Sullivan, M.D., P.A.
John A. Boothby. M.D.
Coastal Health Care
Maine Eye Center
Pathology Medical Group, P.A.
Plastic & Hand Surgical Associates
Andrew Candelore, DO
George Gardner Jr. D.O.
Orthopaedic Associates of Portland, Pa
Maine Center for Cancer Medicine & Blood Disorders
Eyecare Medical Group
Maine Orthopaedic Center, PA
Allergy & Asthma Associates of Maine
Maine Centers for Healthcare
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Portland Gastroenterology Associates  
James C. Delehanty, M.D.  
John H Dorsey Jr. DPM PA  
Pediatric Cardiology Associates  
Pamela Wansker, DO  
Francine Blattner, MD  
Curtis Winchenbach, PA  
Julius Damion, MD  
Gwendolyn O’Guin, DO  
Midcoast Eye Associates, PA  
Coastal Women’s Healthcare  
Seaport Family Practice  
Thomas R. Maycock D/B/A  
Health Care Today Associates Pa  
Maine Medical Partners  
James Kirsh, DO  
David Thomson, MD  
Chest Medicine Associates PA  
Maine Nephrology Associates, P.A.  
Western Maine Radiology, P.A.  
Robert Sansonetti, MD  
Crown Gastroenterology  
Southern Maine Allergy Associates, PA  
Ann M. Babbitt, MD PA  
Western Maine Multi Medical Specialist  
Julia Harre, MD  
Orthopedic Center of New England  
Andrew Carey, MD  
Falmouth Orthopaedic Center  
Boulet-Steele Chiropractic & Acupuncture Center, P.A.  
Spectrum Medical Group, P.A.  
Retina Center of Maine, LLC  
Osteopathic Healthcare of Maine  
Dermatology Associates, LLC  
Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation Ltd  
Judy Welch, MD, PA  
Brian O'Donnell, MD  
Bayside Podiatry  
Penobscot Bay Physicians & Associates  
Shearwater Allergy  
Patricia Phillips, DO  
Family Health Center of Southern Maine, P.A.  
Cape Elizabeth Family Medicine, LLC  
Hospital Manipulative Service Pa  
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Coastal Osteopathic Center  
Wayne D Piers  
Casco Bay Surgery Pa  
Casco Bay Rehabilitation, PA  
Elizabeth B. Pierce, DO  
Medomak Family Medicine LLC  
Waterboro Village Pediatrics LLC Pa  
Joseph Rd Dekay DO  
Portland Psychiatric Services  
Mark Braun, MD  
Carl Schuler, DO  
Ronald Rovner, MD  
Royal River Family Care  
Southern Maine Foot And Ankle  
Portland West Family Practice  
Lifespan Family Healthcare LLC  
Dr. Martin Robbins MD LLC  
Lighthouse Family Foot And Ankle Cent  
Port City Neurology  
Portland Osteopathic, PA  
Portland Cardiology P.A.  
Fore River Family Medicine  
Richard Steinmetz, DPM  
Advanced Orthopaedics And Sports Medicine, LLC  
Derek Libby DO  
Wiscasset Family Medicine LLC  
Freeport Cardiology, LLC  
Well Woman Clinic  
James F Flaherty Do LLC  
Galbraith Family Medicine, LLC  
Metabolic Leader LLC  
Max Health Maine LLC  
Leslie R. Gass, D.O., Inc.  
Steep Falls Family Practice  
Seacoast Medical Care, PA  
Belfast Pediatrics LLC  
Lyndon W Morgan, MD, LLC  
Falmouth Osteopathy & Acupuncture  
Lake Region Foot and Ankle Center  
Freeport Osteopathic Health  
Cindy Asbjornsen Do LLC  
Heidi Larson, MD  
David Hotelling, MD  
Leigh Baker, DO  
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Full Circle Family Medicine LLC  
Coastal Maine Internal Medicine  

**Marshfield Clinic**  
Eau Claire Spine & Orthopedics, S.C.  
Premier Physical Medicine And Wellness Clinic  
Marshfield Clinic  
McDonough Orthopaedic And Sports Medicine Center SC  
DeCesare Orthopedic Clinic, S.C.  

**Maryland Accountable Care Organization of Eastern Shore, LLC**  
Miles River Physicians  
Anne L Grady D.O. P.A.  
Robert B Sanchez, MD Pa  
Eric F. Ciganek  
Queen Anne’s Medical Center  
Bayside Family Practice, LLC  
River Family Physicians Pa  
Mary Ann D. Moore, MD, PA  
Rose Hill Family Physicians, LLC  
Robert J Patterson, MD LLC  

**Maryland Accountable Care Organization of Western, MD, LLC**  
Wellspring Family Medicine  
Savopoulous Professional, LLC  
Braddock Medical Group  
Garrett Medical Group, Pa  
P Daniel Miller DO Pa  

**Maryland Collaborative Care, LLC**  
Ernesto Africano MD Associates  
Nasreen M Kango MD  
Manbir Takhar PC  
Kamalinee Deshpande MD PA  
Khandagle Medical Associates PA  
Prime Care Medicine  
Monica Bali MD PC  
Tahmina K Ahmed. MD, PC  
Frekko Primary Care LLC  
Menocal Medical Services PA  
Yoon J Cho Do LLC  
Arthur Schoengold MD  
Comprehensive Womens Health  
Ali Hendi MD PC  
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Poolesville Family Practice LLC
Medical Health Center Frederick LLC
Comprehensive Neurology Services PA
Jamalodeen Baksh MD
Kannan and Associates PC
Maryland Urogynecology LLP
Petek Donmez MD
Marshak Medical Group LLC
Comprehensive Primary Care And Associates LLC
Advanced Medical Care LLC
Maryland Eye Physician And Surgeon, LLC
Solomon Swierdziel MD
Dr. Ajay Reddy, L.L.C.
Lynne D Diggs MD Pa
Wjwr Physicians Associates Inc.
Associates In Family Practice Pa
Horizon Surgical Group Pa
Wilhelmina G. Camina MD Pa
Peter B Sherer MD
Nancy P Youssefi MD
Byoung K. Lee, MD PA
Montgomery Gastroenterology, Pa
Peter S Birk MD
A. Jerry Friedman, M.D., P.A.
Rockville Internal Medicine Group
Oki Kwon MD
Montgomery Family Medicine Associates
Suresh K Gupta MD PA
Eleanor Ford MD Pa
Donelson & Carnell MD Pa
Daniel I Kim MD
Center For Cancer And Blood Disorders
Anees Ahsan MD
David L Higgins MD PC
Family Medical Center
Felix Sokolsky MD
Montgomery Endoscopy Center
Martha Kern MD
Germantown Primary Care Associates PC
Mohammad A Khalid MD PC
Hiru Khianey
Primary And Alternative Med. Ctr.Pa
David A Charles MD PC
Neil Julie, MD Pa
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Drs Rohrer and Zarick LLC
Raman Tuli MD PC
Alan R. Vinitsky, MD LCC
Clarksburg Med Inc.
Gonzalez Medical Offices LLP
Mikhail Gendel Family Practice LLC
Potomac Nephrology
Community Family Medicine PC
WS Audiology Services Inc.

MCM Accountable Care Organization, LLC
WIQUAR U. SHEIKH MD P.A
SHAHZAD KHAN, M.D., P.A.
PEYMON ZARREII, M.D., P.A.
Suncoast Premier Medical, LLC
ADDISON MIZNER MEDICAL, LLC
Internal Medicine Institute, PA
Rebello Medical Associates, MD. PL
MEDICAL CONSULTANTS OF PALM BEACH, LLC
Davenport Medical Center, LLC
BRUCE S. LEVIN, M.D., P.A
FLORIDA MED CLINIC OF CLEARWATER, INC.
Family First Medical Center, Inc.
RONALD L. BARBOUR, P.A.
QUALITY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF WEST DELRAY, INC.
DAVID O. KATEB, M.D., P.A.
FREDDY AVNI, M.D., P.A.
COMPREHENSIVE OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL SPECIALISTS, P.A.
AJOY KOTWAL, M.D., P.A.
Haines City Internal Medicine, PA
LAURENCE EHRLICH, M.D., P.A.
PRIME CARE OF PALM BEACH P.L.

Medical Mall ACO
PSP Medical Clinic, LLC
Family First Healthcare Center, PLLC
Farmer and Associates Internal Medicine
Canton Primary Care, LLC
Medical Care Associates, PA
Medical Mall Health Services of Mississippi, LLC
Central Mississippi Health Services, Inc.
Aaron E Henry Community Health
G.A. Carmichael Family Health Center, Inc.
East Metro Family Medical Clinic, P.A.
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Family Health Care Clinic, Inc.
North Jackson Medical Clinic, PLLC
Heeers, PA

**Medical Practitioners For Affordable Care, LLC**

Coast Orthopedic Center PA
Adena Medical Services
Family Practice of Suntree and Viera PA
Shane C Hernesman MD PA
Vinaya Kumar PA
Bruce M Nigro DPM
Loggerhead Medical LLC
Premiere Medical Group PA
Caroliese Schmidt MD PA
RGR Ventures LLC
Marshall Gladnick INC
Dresner Eye Care LLC
Susan C Fair DO PA
North Point Physicians LLC
Atlantic ENT LLC
George O Mabry DPM
Palm Bay Medical Associates LLC
Brevard Physicians PA
Saatiah Jaffry MD LLC
Brevard Health Care LLC
The Pain Institute INC
Baba Healthcare Inc.
OM Urology LLC
Sara S Turse MD PA
Titusville Surgical Associates MD PA
Hani M Agrama MD PA
Armando O Martinez MD PA
Yash V Sachdev MD PA
James Thomas Nichols Jr. MD PA
Brevard Nephrology Group PA
Joel D Greenberg MD PA
Donald H Dehaven MD
Brevard Pain Management Inc.
Leon A Cohen MD PA
Shyam Verma MD PA
Robert W Tinsley DPM PA
Joseph B Glasner MD PA
Space Coast Cardiology Consultants
Neurology Clinic PA
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Radha Medical PA  
David B. McMahon MD PA  
Atlantic Orthopaedic Group PA  
Shreeji Medical PA  
Rameshwar N Mathur MD PA  
Ralph P Page MD PA  
Kiran R Modi MD PA  
Medical Associates of Brevard LLC  
Lake Washington Family Practice PA  
Suntree Medical Associates PA  
Jeannette G Warner MD PA  
Lawrence G Robinson MD PA  
K. Frederick Ho, MD PA  
Jayesh V Patel DO PA  
Nabil W Aziz MD PA  
Kimmelcare Family Practice PA  
Space Coast Internal Medicine and Geriatric Corp  
Pinnacle Eye Center Inc.  
Francis A Ashie MD PA  
Ashvi Investments Inc.  
Riverside Family Health PL  
D. Badolato LLC  
George Idiculla MD PA  
Syed I Zaidi MD FACP PA  
Merit Medical Care LLC  
Interventional Spine Institute of Florida  
VS Primo Health Care PA

**Medicare Value Partners**

R&W Medical LLC  
Resurrection Senior Services  
Specialty Healthcare Services, Ltd.  
Thomas F Cozzi  
Holy Family Medical Center  
Nora Medical Group, S.C.  
Jack Zoldan, MD, Ltd  
Edward V Ghislandi MD PC  
Lawrence E Gluskin, MD SC  
Commonwealth Medical Physician Group SC  
Resurrection Home Health Services  
Robert O Graham MDSC  
P Patel M D & K Patel MD S C  
Saint Joseph Hospital  
Hilary F Neybert, MD
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Resurrection Hospital
Resurrection Services
Colette Gordon, MD
Seth Tanenbaum, MD
Uday I Vyas MD SC
Lincoln Park Cardiovascular And Thoracic Surgeons, SC
Nalini Ahluwalia, MD SC
Klein & Slotten Medical Associates Inc.
Lakeshore Infectious Disease Associates Ltd.
Cdn Surgical Assoc., Ltd.
Eye Physicians & Surgeons of Chicago, S.C.
Mary Fry, MD
Primary Care Medical Associates, Ltd
Chicago Ophthalmology, PC
Dercy J Aranador, MD
Donna L Johnson MD SC
Talcott Primary Care
Lisa S Greising, MD
Barbato & Zbiegien MD SC
Omni Health, PC
Rogers Park Family Medicine

Memorial Hermann Accountable Care Organization
Ilsong Jason Chong, MD, PA
Carol A Strickland, MD, PA
Pinewood Medical Clinic, PA
Pucillo Family Practice, PA
Spuhler Medical Associates, PA
Jimin Wang, MD, PA
Sohail Noor, MD, PA
Houston Urology Partners, PA
Pratibha R Kulkarni, MD, PA
Raja Abusharr, MD, PA
Memorial Hermann Medical Group
Barker Cypress Family Practice, Pa
Rishi Hingorani DO, PA
Michael Y Chang, DO, PA
Affinity Family Medicine And Wellness Center, Pa
Ambreen Sharaf, MD, PA
Allison Blazek, MD, PA
Family & Senior Medical Clinic, PA
Care Today, PA
Westwood Primary Care PLLC
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memorial Hermann Rehabilitation Hospital Katy, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando Fonseca, MD, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite Family Health and Wellness Center, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas FP, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Creek Physicians, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ami C Foster, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhengnan Yin, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankur Doshi, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woon Ki Sim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis Family Care, P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial Hermann Hospital System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Institute for Rehabilitation and Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivor W Fookx, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sistla B Krishna, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart A Shapiro, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanh Ho Taylor, DO, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgil C Carandang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence Family Practice, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tran &amp; Thomas, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara H Shani, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panther Creek Medical Center, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janice A Mudd, DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel L Siegler, II, J.D., M.D., P. A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Kevin Giglio, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHS Physicians of Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Howard, M.D., P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial-Katy Gastroenterology Consultants, P.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David W Reininger MD And Ramon A Solis MD LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Colleagues of Texas, LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trang T Trinh, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shengkun Yao, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Medical Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell, Ghebranious, Hung, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Family Medicine Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Memorial Physician Associates, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David E Auer, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durga P Sunkara, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar Lakes Family Practice, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bharat B Latthe, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas G Diaz, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pearland Clinic, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Area Geriatrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pachie S Chan, MD, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Schultz, MD, PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Kaisen Fang, MD

**Mercy ACO, LLC**
Catholic Health Initiatives-Iowa, Corp.
Mercy Clinics, Inc.
Mercy Professional Practice Associates, Inc.
Mercy Therapeutic Radiology Associates, LLC

**Mercy ACO, LLC**
Mercy Clinic Springfield Communities
Mercy Hospital Springfield

**Mercy Health Select, LLC**
Jewish Hospital, LLC
Mercy Hospital Anderson
The Sisters of Mercy of Hamilton, Ohio
The Sisters of Mercy of Clermont County
Cincinnati SportsMedicine and Orthopaedic Center, INC.
Mercy Medical Associates, LLC
Mercy Hospitals West
Loveland Family Practice, INC.

**Mercy-CR/UI Health Care Accountable Care Organization**
Mercy Medical Center
Mercycare Management, Inc.
Mercy Physician Associates, Inc.
University of Iowa Community Medical Services, Inc.
State University of Iowa

**Meridian Accountable Care Organization, LLC**
Associates In Foot And Ankle Surgery
DANA B. JACOBY MD, LLC
HEATHER CRAWFORD DPM
SHORE MEDICINE, LLC
Monmouth Center For Digestive And Hepatic Health LLC
MICHAEL L. SHER MD, LLC
MERIDIAN SURGICAL ASSOCIATES, PC
MERIDIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC
Meridian Obstetrics And Gynecology Associates P C
GIRIJA SURYA MD
KATHLEEN DOWLNG MD
SHORE PULMONARY, PA
Marlboro Podiatry Center
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Practice Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAVID I. KLEINFELD MD, PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDREW CONTI MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICHOLAS SPETKO MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHERN MONMOUTH COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERIDIAN TRAUMA ASSOCIATES, PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHERN OCEAN COUNTY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAUL PARDON MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAYMOND MASTERTON MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONAL CANCER CARE ASSOCIATES, LLP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Surgical Group Pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARY P. LENGEL MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srinivas Pavuluri MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZZA ELBASTY MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YONG SHI MD, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pg Medical Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence J Menditto DPM Pcs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Gualberti Girgis MD And J. Gualberti MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERSEY SHORE GERIATRICS, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BENJAMIN D. LESSIG DO, PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPTUNE INTERNAL MEDICINE, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Digestive Center, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Ocean County Surgical Association, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Village Imaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN A. SCHMIDT JR MD, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTIC MEDICAL, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT BARBARA MEDICAL, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHARD MURACHANIAN MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMINIC MAZZOCCHI MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDING GRANADO MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Insomnia And Sleep Medicine, PLLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANITHA YADALLA MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMRA PLASTIC SURGERY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREMIER HEALTHCARE ASSOCIATES, PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRICK RHEUMATOLOGY, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarahian Medical LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADULT AND GERIATRIC MEDICINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASHMIRA PATEL MD, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAYSHORE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urology Associates, Pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey Shore Internal Medicine Associates Pc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL J DOYLE MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sushil K Mehandru MD Pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Medical Professional Association</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARJINDER S. BEDI MD, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PHILIP INFANTOLINO MD
Franklin P Hernando, MD, Pa
STAFFORD MEDICAL, PA
Iwamaye & Farber MD Pa
STAFFORD ORTHOPEDICS, PA
Ocean Surgical Associate
ANDERSON F. TSAI MD
DOUGLAS W. CHUDZIK MD
GERALD E. PFLUM MD, PA
JERSEY SHORE NEUROLOGY ASSOCIATES, PA
C. Vaccaro, M.D., P.A.
Ophthalmic Physicians Of Monmouth Pa
David Cheli MD Pa
HUQ, CRUZ, & STRAUSS MD, PA
KIVARKIS Y. YOUNAN MD, PA
OCEAN PULMONARY ASSOCIATES, PA
Schuber C. S. Fan, MD Pa
CHI I. LEE MD
LAWRENCE FRIEMAN MD, PA
New Jersey Urologic Institute P.A.
Hematology-Oncology Of Central New Jersey Pa
Medical Radiology Group Pa
BAYSHORE HEALTH CARE CENTER
ROBERT DEMARTIN MD
MERIDIAN HOME CARE SERVICES, INC.
SUSAN E DICK MD
INDIRA BOLLAMPALLY MD
MERIDIAN NURSING AND REHABILITATION, INC.
Thomas J Feneran MD And Charles P Fernicola MD Pc
NIRMALA D. SANAKKAYALA MD
JAMES MARLYS MD
Penesetti Prasad MD Et Al
CHRISTOPHER S. BROWN MD
Atlantic Hematology Oncology Associates, LLC
Medical Associates Of Ocean County Pa
Shore Cardiac Anesthesiology Associates, Inc.
Angelo A Chinnici MD Pa
NICOLA DI GUGLIELMO MD
JOSEPH MANNION MD
Cardiology Associates Of Ocean County
JOHN A. INFANTOLINO MD
BABU V. SURYA MD
EATONTOWN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PA
SHORE HEART GROUP, PA
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Dr. Evan Kelner, DPM, Pa
ALLERGY & ASTHMA ASSOCIATES, INC
CHARLES R. SPATZ MD
W. DEAN ADAMS MD
MONMOUTH-OCEAN NEUROLOGY
JERSEY SHORE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC
LINCROFT INTERNAL MEDICINE
Holmdel Obstetrics & Gynecology Associates, Pa
Ocean County Family Care, P.A.
JERSEY COAST PULMONARY
JERSEY SHORE PODIATRIC ASSOCIATES
MONMOUTH CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES, LLC
Ani Orthopaedics, P.C.
Meridian Hospitals Corporation
Atlantic Coast Gastroenterology Associates
Coastal Cardiovascular Consultants, Pa
CARDIAC CARE CENTER, LLC
Ear Nose Throat And Facial Plastic Surgery Associates Pa
PAUL PARDON MD
Mid Atlantic Geriatric Association
JERSEY SHORE ASSOCIATES IN INTERNAL MEDICINE OF MARLBORO, PC
OCEAN MEDICAL MD, PA
ACHILLES FOOT AND ANKLE ASSOCIATES, PA
JERSEY SHORE MONMOUTH COUNTY ASSOCIATES, PC
Frederick A. DePaula MD LLC
ATLANTIC SHORE MEDICAL, PA
Indu Sharma MD Pa
SUKHWINDER K. HUNDLE MD
DOWNTOWN OSTEOPOROSIS CENTER
LIVIU T. HOLCA MA
ANTONIOS TSOMPANIDIS DO
SOUTHERN OCEAN OTOLOGYNGEOLOGY, PA
JERSEY SHORE TINTON FALLS MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC
PHYSICIANS HOME HEALTH SERVICES
MERIDIAN LABORATORY PHYSICIANS, PA
Coastal Gastroenterology Associates, P.A.
CEDAR BRIDGE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PA
Brick Cardiovascular Specialists, P.A.
FARMINGDALE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, LLC
HAROLD M. COTLER DO
Rocco A Giliberti Do LLC
Digestive Disease Specialists Of Central Jersey P.C.
DOMINICK A. GROSSO DO
ADULT MEDICAL ONCOLOGY HEMATOLOGY GROUP

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO
SHORE PRIMARY CARE
DONALD M. MICALLEF MD
Central Jersey Pulmonary & Medical Associates, LLC
JERSEY SHORE MONMOUTH FAMILY MEDICINE GROUP, PC
OAKHURST MEDICAL GROUP
JERSEY SHORE IMAGING, LLC
David Moskowitz
DON W CHOI
The Institute Of Orthopaedic Surgery And Sports Medicine, P.A.
Sandip Parikh
Rosa Of Southern New Jersey, LLC
Robinson-Gallaro Gastroenterology Associates LLC
DALE E. EDLIN MD, LLC
COASTAL COMPREHENSIVE HEALTHCARE, LLC
RAMTOWN MEDICAL CENTER, LLC
MAYUR V. PATEL MD, PA
Internal Medicine Institute Of New Jersey, LLC
Soch Medical Group, P.C.
JANLINN HEALTHCARE, LLC
HOLMDEL PULMONARY MEDICINE, LLC
SHORE RADIATION ONCOLOGY, LLC
NATHANIEL A. PARDON DO
ALLAIRE FOOT & ANKLE, LLC
AMERICAN HEART CENTER, PC
ATLANTIC CARDIOLOGY, LLC
CENTER FOR JOINT AND SPINE RELIEF
NAVESINK RADIOLGY, LLC
SAGAR Y. PATEL MD, LLC
NJ Acute Care Specialists Professional Corporation
GARDEN STATE FOOT & ANKLE CENTER, LLC
Andrew L. Simon M.D., F.A.C.S, P.A.
KRETOV MEDICAL ARTS, LLC
Wlb Medical Associates, P.C.
KATHLEEN DOWLNG MD
CHRISTOPHER S. BROWN MD
OCEAN PARK MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
BARRON EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
TIDAL EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS
OCEAN FOOT AND ANKLE, PC
Crescent Multispecialty Group LLC
OWEN CAROLAN MD, LLC
COTLER FAMILY PRACTICE
Coastal Foot & Ankle, LLC
Stafford Surgical Specialists, LLC

DISCLAIMER: The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
ELAINE BACCI DO

**Meridian Health Systems ACO Corporation**
Pinnacle Medical Clinics  PA  
Subodh K. Mallik, M.D. P.A  
Internal Medicine Practice, PA  
West Orange Nephrology LLC  
The Kidney & Hypertens Ctr  
Premier Clinic of Rockhill  
Freedom Medical Clinic & Urgent Care Pa  
Gaston Primary Care, PLLC  
Ultrasound Services of America, Inc.  
Nagasamudra S. Ashok, MD  
Sugar Creek Medical Center  
Ulnacs Medical Care PC  
Cumberland Cardiology, PA  
Healthlink Medical Center  
Union Medical Clinic, P.C.  
Orville D. Cerna Medical Clinic, LLC  
Eagle Medical Center  
Sunrise Home Healthcare Services, Inc.  
Charles I. Okoye, MD  
San Martin Deporres Medical Group  
Grace Medical Clinics, P.A.  
Crown Clinic, P.A.  
Middle Georgia Internal Medicine and Kidney Disease, LLC  
PORTERVILLE VALLEY PROMPTCARE MEDICAL  
Edge Medical Care PC  
Jacob N Flores  
First Foundation Clinic Of The Carolinas  
Americare Health PC  
Bayen Medical Associates, PA  
Pulmonary clinic of Carolinas, P.C.  
Corneluis Okonkwo/Carolina Mercy Medical  
Premier Clinics PA  
Chinedu Ugorji, MD  
Clyde O. Green, MD  
Middle Georgia Nephrology Associates  
The Women Care Center P.C.  
Physician Care, Inc.  
Eze D. Uche, M.D., PA  
Ananth Krishnan PA  
American Nephrology Associates PA  
Chakar Dahan, M.D.P.A
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J. Timothy Murphy, M.D.
Prima Medical Group
Dominic Paul Amara, M.D.
Marin Hospitalist Medical Group, Inc.
Winthrop H. Hall, Jr., M.D.
Lizellen LaFollette, M.D.
Robert Harf Orthopaedics A Professional Corporation
Palm Drive Healthcare District
Neurology Clinic of Marin, A Medical Corporation
J. David Andrew, M.D.
Santa Rosa Cardiology Med Grp Inc.
John J. Jolley, M.D.A Professional Corporation
No. CA Minimally-Invasive Cardiovascular Surgery Inc.
Nephrology Associates
Marin Healthcare District
Marin Medical Laboratories
J. Nevin Smith, M.D.
Santa Rosa Orthopaedic Medical Group Inc.
Clinton Lane, M.D.
Randall Chapman, M.D., Inc.
Laurence J Mazzotta, MD
San Francisco Foot and Ankle Center
Robert D Teasdale Jr.
Robert L. Freinkel, M.D., Inc.
Marin Ophthalmic Consultants, A Medical Corporation
Marin General Hospital
Hospice by the Bay
Richard J. Andolsen, MD Inc.

**Methodist Patient Centered ACO**

Kusi Fordjour, MD, PA
Charles J. Lostak, DO, PA
Mohammad Amir, MD
Somerset Surgical Associates, PA
Gnana Sumathi Reddy Naini MD PA
Mihaela Perijoc, MD, PA
Tamika L Perry Do Pa
Dallas Arthritis Center, PA
Internal Medicine Associates Of South Dallas Pa
Zakir Shaikh, MD
Pain Management Physicians Of Dallas PLLC
Thomas Lane Dykes, Jr. MD, PA
Progressive Internal Medicine
Dallas ENT & Allergy Center, PA

**DISCLAIMER:** The ACO Participant TIN names are current as of August 2013. Changes to ACO information occurs on an ongoing basis. As a result, updates to the website will be made annually. The most up-to-date information is maintained by the ACO. Consider using them as a resource to obtain the latest information about an ACO.
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The Hargrave Eye Center, Pa
Husna Iqbal MD, PA
Michelle Reyna, M.D., P.A.
Methodist Hospitals of Dallas
Joseph Pflanzer, MD
Allan Dutton, MD Association
Oak Cliff Orthopaedic Associates
F. Thomas Dean, MD
Allen Schneider, DO, PA
Chung-Sen Hsu, M.D. & Associates
Ned E. Beiser, DO, PA
N Kopman Do Pa
Hand and Upper Extremity Center
Consultants in Pulmonary Disease, LLP
Craig H. Paul, MD
Mahendra Kakarla, MD, PA
Gerald F Bulloch, MD, Pa
Richard L Wallner MD Pa
Alfonso Ramirez, MD
Vishu Lammata, MD, PA
Phases of Life Women's HealthCare PA
Luis Castillo, MD
Judith K Werner, DO, PA
Patrick W. Daly, MD, PA
North Texas Cardiovascular
James E. Race, MD, PA
Narinder K Monga, MD, PA
Samuel C. Chan, DO, PA
General Internal Medicine, PA
Dallas Lung Consultants, PA
Karuna Vangala MD Pa
William T. Hamlin Do Pa
Suresh Raheja M.D Pa
Daniel D. Witheiler, MD, PA
Donald L Blair M.D., P.A.
Stephen Ozanne, MD, PA
Edid Ramos, MD, Pa
Dallas Hospitalist, Pa
Joseph M Tejan MD Pa
Med Health
Marian Zinnante, MD Pa
Thomas Buehler, DPM, PA
Physician Associates of Southwest Dallas
Simmons Clinic
Michael S. Harris, MD
Richardson Physician Alliance
Andy M. Lee, MD PA
Southern Neuro Rehab Institute, PLLC
Olubayo Idowu, MD, PA

**Millennium Accountable Care Organization**
Millennium Physician Group LLC

**MissionPoint Health Partners**
STHS Heart, LLC
Hickman Community Health Care Services
Hickman Community Health Care Services
St. Thomas Hospital
Middle Tennessee Medical Center, Inc.
Matthew Walker Comprehensive Health Center, Inc.
Heritage Medical Associates, P.C.
Baptist Healthcare Group
Children and Adults Medical Group, LLC
Seton Corporation

**Morehouse Choice ACO-ES**
Dr. Valencia Burruss
Four Corners Primary Care Center, Inc.
Grady Memorial Hospital Corporation
Grace Medical Practice, LTD
Southside Medical Center, Inc.
West End Medical Centers, Inc.
Morehouse Medical Associates, Inc.
Atlanta Family Physicians
North Fayette Family Practice
Millard J. Collier, Jr., MD DBA Atlanta West Primary Care Inc.

**Mount Sinai Care, LLC**
BLOHM MD, ANA
YAMADA MD, ERIKA
WANG MD, EMILY H
SULEMAN MD, RANA J
MCCORMICK MD, ELIZABETH
KANNRY MD, JOSEPH
LITRIVIS MD, EVGENIA
HOROWITZ MD, CAROL
STULMAN MD, JAMES K
LEIPZIG MD, ROSANNE M
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BRODY MD, SAMUEL A
SORIANO MD, THERESA
MULLER MD, DAVID
FERNANDEZ MD, HELEN
BAHARLOU MD, SHAHLA
KENT MD, JENNIFER
RIOS MD, CARLOS
LEDER MD, MARVIN A
KOPKE MD, MARY VICTORIA M
OLIVIERI MD, FLORIDA
LERNER MD, GARY N
VEGA MD, AIDA C
CHAI MD, EMILY
COOK-MACK MD, JESSICA P
ZHANG MD, MENG
MENSAH MD, DOREEN A
TRUGLIO MD, JOSEPH M
RIPP MD, JONATHAN
SANON MD, MARTINE
VASILIADIS MD, ATHANASIA
YAP-MARCELO MD, JANETTE
REYNOLDS MD, DEBORAH
North Shore Medical Group of the Mount Sinai School of Medicine
SMITH MD, KRISTOFER L
FARBER MD, JEFFREY IAN
BOOCKVAR MD, KENNETH S
LOPEZ-CANTOR NP, MARIA
RABITO MD, PHILIP
BICKELL MD, NINA
Mount Sinai
BEURIA MD, PRARTHANA
Mount Sinai School of Medicine
GLIATTO MD, PETER
SORIANO MD, RAINIER P
MEAH MD, YASMIN
NISSIM MD, JULIE ANN
RUSSO MD, STEFANI A
FRIEDMAN MD, SAMUEL H
MANINI MD, CORINNA
LEMPLE MD, HERBERT S
CAMARGO MD, MARIANNE
WAJNBERG MD, ANIA
EDELMAN MD, LAURIE
THOMAS MD, DAVID C
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National ACO, LLC
Son Thanh Le, M.D., Inc.
Surinder Saini, M.D.
Jeremy Fine, M.D., Inc.
Dean Ba Ngo, M.D., Inc.
Lyle D Kurtz, M.D., Inc.
Med Institute, Inc.
Hitesh C. Patel, M.D., Inc.
Adel Boutros, M.D.
Joseph Nassir, M.D., Inc.
Internal Wellness Medical Center, Inc.
Newport Mesa Medical Group, Inc.
Shadi Medical Corporation
Alex Foxman, M.D., Inc.
Westside Medical Associates of Los Angeles
Michael D Borookhim MD Inc.
Hilton, M.D., Inc.
Alyn Gary Anderson, M.D., Inc.
David E. Tsong, M.D., Inc.
Edward L. Riceberg, M.D., Inc.
Bruce L. Miller M.D. A Professional Corporation
Alec Randolph Pearlstein, MD A Medical Corporation
Daryl Houston M.D.
James M. Richards, M.D., Inc.
Solomon N Forouzesh M.D., Inc.
David Ramin MD A Professional Medical Corporation

Nature Coast ACO LLC
West Florida Medical Associates, Pa

Nevada Primary Care Network, ACO, LLC
Family First Medical, LLC
Nevada Internal Medicine Center-Burt M.D., Ltd.
Diagnostic Center of Medicine Allen, LLP
Robert J. Karl, M.D., Ltd.
Clifford Joel Molin, M.D., Ltd
James V. Meli, D.O., Ltd.
Oasis Medical Associates
Abhinav Sinha, MD, PC
Robert Vance DO PC
Jose Maria Partida Corona MD, PC
Alexander F. Akhavan, MD, Ltd
Passion Medical Associates, LLC
Charles H. McSwain, DO, PC
Family Doctors Ramanathan, PLLC
Steven P. Dubin, MD, Inc.
Gary M. Deshazo, D.O. PC
William Jacks, MD Chartered
CareMore Medical Group of Nevada (Houshan), PC
Evan C. Allen, MD, PC
Jacobs & Modaber, M.D.'s Ltd
Rosemary Nowins, MD, Ltd
Mira Vakil, MD, Ltd
Christian H. Stormer, MD, Ltd
Dana Forte, D.O., Ltd.
Monica J. Wall, MD, Ltd
Swanlake Medical Center
Bernard Addo-Quaye, MD, PC
Howard Mason, MD, PC
Calaguas Ltd
Park Internal Medicine
Berkley Primary Care, PLC
Providence Hospital
Eye Care Associates, PC
David Cooley, DO PC
Bay Area Family Physicians
Michael J. Naber, M.D., P.C.
St. John River District Hospital

New Health Collaborative
B.S. Bonyo D.O. & Associates, Inc.
Ohio Family Practice Centers, Inc.
Crystal Clinic Orthopaedic Center, LLC
Summa Barberton Citizens Hospital
Austin Primary Care, LLC
Summa Akron City and St. Thomas Hospitals
Dennis Yee, D.O.
Robinson Health Affiliates, Inc.
Waled F. Nemer, M.D. F.A.C.P.
Community Health Care, Inc.
Family Practice Center of Wadsworth, Inc.
Internal Medicine Specialists, Inc.
Summa Physicians, Inc.
Michael A. Bianco, M.D.
Pioneer Physicians Network, Inc.
City Cardiology Associates
Robinson Memorial Portage County Hospital
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The Wadsworth-Rittman Area Hospital Association  
Falls Family Practice, Inc.

**NOMS ACO, LLC**  
Norwalk Family Practice  
Pts Medical Group, Inc.  
Executive Court Medical Associates Inc.  
New London Family Practice, LLC  
Northern Ohio Medical Specialists, LLC

**North Bend Medical Center, Inc.**  
North Bend Medical Center, Inc.

**North Coast Medical ACO, Inc.**  
Andres Zimmermann, M.D.  
Morris Wisniewski, M.D., Inc.  
Joseph Castrejon, M.D., APC  
Todd Wine, M.D., Inc.  
Sjc Medical Corporation  
Cambrian Cardiology Medical Group, Inc.  
Medical Group of North County, Inc.  
Kiran Mahl-Sansone, M.D., Inc.  
Cassidy Medical Group  
Joseph F. Czvik, M.D.  
Coastal Hospitalist Medical Group  
Gabriel S. Weiss, MD Apc  
Christopher Bengs, M.D.  
Lawrence Wong, M.D.  
Ryan W. Stewart, M.D.  
Julie Aspiras, M.D.  
Neil L. Halim, MD Inc.  
Tri-City Hospital District  
Vista Community Clinic  
North County Health Project, Inc.  
Jeffrey O Leach, M.D. Inc.  
John A LaFata MD Inc.  
Jon A LeLevier MD Inc.  
Tri-City Emergency Medical Group

**North Country ACO**  
Coos County Family Health Services, Inc.  
Mid-State Health Center  
Indian Stream Health Center, Inc.  
Ammonoosuc Community Health Services, Inc.
Northern Maryland Collaborative Care LLC
Robert Monteleone MD And Barbara Parey MD Pa
Patricia G Gao, MD, LLC
Donald P Bousel MD
The Carle Center For Pain Management
Just Heart Cardiovascular Group Inc.
Peninsula Internal Medicine LLC
Walter B Koppel PC
Gastro Center Of Maryland, LLC
Baltimore Healthcare PC
Lorraine Ofori-Awuah MD Pa
South River Primary Care LLC
Terrance L Baker MD
Well-Being Medical Care
Robert M Cooper MD
Bhawna Bahethi MD
Joel D Meshulam, MD, Pa
Personal Physician Care, LLC
Ronald W Geckler MD
Nnaemeka Agajelu
Total Family Care LLC
Abraham Mathew, MD PC
Rodolfo E Fernandez MD PA
Mian Family Medicine, LLC
Phyllis K Pullen MD
Charm City Medical Associates Pa
Carlos Patalinghug, Sr. MD
Drs. Kroopnick & Sherman, P.A.
Downtown Baltimore Family Care
James S Novick MD
Bruce Sindler MD
Sheridan Pulmonary Group, LLC
Ruth Kantor MD
Eliasson Medical Systems Pa
Potomac Physicians, PA
Deepak Seth, MD
Paul T Barbera MD, PA
Sheo Sharma MD Pa
Greenspring Medical Associates
Nancy Ellen Prosser MD
Kiumarce Kashi MD PC
Cardiac Consultants
Gwen I Dubois MD PA
Radcliffe M Thomas MD PA
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Dr Sheldon Milner MD Pa
Theresa M Peet, MD PA
Ashraf Mostafa MD Pa
Karl A. Spector MD
Dennis H Odie
Vijayalakshmi Reddy, MD
Jeffrey E Atkinson, MD LLC
Joseph K. Weidner Jr. MD LLC
Sood Family Medicine, PA
Healthy Shapes LLC

Northwest Ohio ACO, LLC
Toledo Clinic Incorporated
University of Toledo Physicians, LLC

Oakwood Accountable Care Organization, LLC
Robert Daniel Travis, M.D., Pc
Dearborn Neuro Clinic PC
MEHRAN MIRKAZEMI DO PLLC
Mohamad Bazzi M D P C
BASSEM JAMIL BASHA
M HAZEM RASLAN MD
MIDWEST CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES PC
DOWNRIVER NEUROLOGY PC
Khalil & Usen DPM, Pc
WASSIM YOUNES MD PLC
SENIOR CARE MEDICAL GROUP, PLLC
NEPHRON PLC
Dialysis Access Center Plc.
FRIEDMAN SURGICAL GROUP, PC
MICHAEL W WHITWORTH DO
Community Urgent Care, PLLC
MONROE URGENT CARE, P.C.
Helen Etemadi Do PLLC
CHASE PEDIATRICS, INC
JOSEPH S. BASSETT
MICHELLE AKLER MD PC
American Pain & Spine Center, P.C.
Oakwood Group Viil LLC
Ambulatory Medical Clinics, PLLC
Venocure, PLLC
WARREN J RINGOLD MD
MICHIGAN PERINATAL ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Oakwood Healthcare Inc.
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Drs Harris Birkhill Wang Songe & Associates P C
NELSON J PONT DPM PC
BLANZY CLINIC
Dr. Kane And Associates Pc
Simpson Holzworth
DEARBORN PODIATRIC SURGEONS PC
RAJ K GUPTA MD
SHAM L GUPTA MD
Affiliated Podiatrist, P.C.
ADVANCED PODIATRY OF DEARBORN PC
John E Bodell Do Pc
Johanna Chapel & Thomas A. Chapel, MD Pc
OAKWOOD DENTAL PC
RADIATION THERAPY ASSOCIATES PC
DANNY A. KAPLAN
Lyle D. Victor, MD, Pc
ABUL SHAMSUDDIN MD PC
SAMIR DABBOUS MD PC
Aaron B Rives, DPM Pc
Ghaleb F Hatem, MD, Pc
PHILIP H. KRESCH
SURENDRA M KUMAR MD
YOUNG KWON MD PC
Rose M. Ibrahim M.D. Pc
MAINWARING PATHOLOGY GROUP
Lawrence B. Richard, D.P.M., P.L.L.C.
JOHN X SIERANT MD
Vicki Anton Anthens DPM Pc
MARTIN I. APPLE, M.D., P.C.
JEAN M. HOLLAND M.D.
JAMES G. ARMSTRONG D.O., P.C.
MARTIN A TUMA MD
ALICE R. SHANAVER, D.O.
S C SABHARWAL MD FACC
MOWAF!K ASBAHI MD
JOHN W ARMSTEAD MD
SLEMAN A. KHOURY MD
John N Evans DPM Pc
Professional Emergency Care, P.C.
Tarif Mustafa MD Pc
NEPHROLOGY HYPERTENSION CLINIC PC
Alan J Schram DPM Pc
KAMAL GUPTA MD PC
SHREEPAD R NAIK MD
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SUNSTRUM MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
ALI M DAGHER MD PC
JEFFREY E PUCCIO MD PC
MARGARET A. LUTSIC DO, PC
LOYD BEAUDRY DO PLLC
Steven K. Grekin, D.O., P.C.
ASSOCIATES IN GASTROENTEROLOGY PC
Munther Alaihat MD Pc
Dr. Iqbal A Nasir MD Pc
RAFIA HAQUE, M.D.
FUAD TURFAH MD PC
ARTHRITE CONSULTANTS PC
Manor Medical Center Pc
Juan A. Estigarribia M.D. Pc.
Mohamad Aljarrah MD Pc
HUMBERTO BERNAL M.D., P.C.
FEDERAL FINANCIAL SERVICES CORP
Gregory E Stephens Do Pc
FREDERICK L LOPATIN, DO, PC
Mohammed A Arman MD Pc
Oakwood Healthcare Group I, LLC
FIRST CHOICE MEDICAL CENTER
DOWNRIVER INTERNAL MEDICINE
OAKLAND PHYSICAL MEDICINE, PC
Eric T Silberg MD Pc
ALLAN D. LAMB, DO, PC
SOUTGATE FOOT AND ANKLE CENTER
LASER VISION CARE CENTER PLLC
CANCER & TRANSPLANT CONSULTANTS PLC
Oakwood Ambulatory, LLC
METROPOLITAN FOOT CARE SERVICES PC
ARIEL WAITZMAN MD PLLC
NILOFER NISAR MD PLC
DR. GANESH DESHMUKH MD
SD CARDIO VASCULAR, P.C.
Renal Care Consultant, P.C

Ochsner Accountable Care Network, LLC
East Baton Rouge Medical Center, LLC
Ochsner Bayou, LLC
Ochsner Baptist Medical Center, LLC
Ochsner Medical Center - Kenner
Ochsner Medical Center - Northshore, LLC
Ochsner Clinic, LLC
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Ochsner Clinic Foundation

**OneCare Vermont Accountable Care Organization, LLC**

Thomas W. Meaker  
Brattleboro Memorial Hospital, Inc.  
Brattleboro Retreat  
Carlos G. Otis Health Care Center Inc.  
Gifford Medical Center  
Copley Hospital, Inc.  
Springfield Hospital, Inc.  
Rutland Hospital Inc.  
Windsor Hospital Corporation  
North Country Hospital and Health Center, Inc.  
Fletcher Allen Health Care, Inc.  
Planned Parenthood Of Northern New England  
Radiology Associates of Bennington, Inc.  
Shaftsbury Medical Associates, Inc.  
Richard C Lyons MD  
Neurological Associates Of VT  
Northwestern Medical Center  
Joel Silverstein MD  
Green Mountain Radiology, Inc.  
Mark Yorra  
Mid North Medical Group Inc.  
Donald A. Majercik, MD  
Karin M. Seidel, OD  
Springfield Medical Care Systems, Inc.  
Pulmonary Internists, Inc.  
Michael Welther  
David A. Groening, DPM  
Jab Inc.  
Eric S Seyferth  
Michael Almus  
David M Gorson, MD  
Middlebury Eye Associates, Inc.  
Timber Lane Allergy & Asthma Associates, PC  
Eyecare of Vermont PLC  
Eye Care Associates, PC  
Northwestern Occupational Health, LLC  
Mark E. Crane, MD LLC  
Emil P Miskovsky, PC  
Irish Eyes  
Green Mountain General Surgery, Inc.
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Northeastern Vermont Regional Hospital, Inc.
Copley Professional Services Group, Inc.
Arthritis & Rheumatology Center, PLC
Paul Kenworthy, DMD, PC
Franklin County Surgical Associates PC
Mary Ann Yeatts-Peterson, MD, LLC
Eric Asnis MD
Roger B. Kellogg, MD
Joseph H Kratzer
William J Sarchino
Mark A Healey MD Pc
Dale S. Janik MD
Vermont Family Eye Care, Inc.
Monument Urology, PC
Cold Hollow Family Practice, P.C.
Eye Vermont
Michael H. Mason, MD, L.L.C.
Dr Jay Kimberley, PC
Rutland Eye Physicians, LLC
Champlain Valley Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery PC
Vermont Orofacial Pain Associates PC
Central Vermont Medical Center, Inc.
Southwestern Vermont Medical Center, Inc.
Lisa Pippa Alexander, M.D. PLC
Bennington Family Practice
Stephen J. Woodruff MD
Southern Vermont Orthopedics and Sports Medicine, Plc.
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Clinic SSP Specialty Services
Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hospital SSP Specialty Services
Brian T. Travis, MD
Northern Valley Eyecare, Inc.
Crystal Vision By Drs of Optometry
Dr. Robert C Bauman PLLC
Zail S. Berry, MD, MPH, PLLC
Avery Wood
Vermont Orthopaedic Imaging, PLC
Tina D’Amato, DO

**Optimus Healthcare Partners, LLC**

THANAA NELLY KHALIL ABRAHAM PC
Clark Dermatology, LLC
Dr. David A. Abrutyn M.D.
Joel W. Levitt, MD
AMS Medical, LLC
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Summit Cardiology, LLC
North Jersey Rheumatology Center, PA
Diane Chazen, M.D.
Leo E. Galliguez, M.D.
Santhosh K. Cheela, MD
FOX SKIN & ALLERGY ASSOCIATES
Radha Vinnakota, MD
Dr. Gita Patel
Patricia C McCormack MD PC
Dr. Betty-Sanchez-Catanese
Associates in Kidney Disease & Hypertension, LLC
Respacare
Center for Gastroenterology & Hepatology, PC
PrimeHealth Preferred, LLC
Total Lung Care
Maron & Rodrigues Medical Group, LLC
Morris Sussex Family Practice
Anthony J. Catanese, MD, LLC
Edison Ophthalmology
GastroCare LLC
ATLANTIC COLON AND RECTAL SURGEONS
Guillermo Ortiz, MD OB/GYN LLC
RWP Enterprises LLC
Center for Pain Management and Rehabilitation, LLC
New Image Medical Center
Central Jersey Gastroenterology, PC
ADVANCED DERMATOLOGY MOHS & LASER SURGERY CENTER, P.A.
PASE Healthcare, PC
Two River Allergy & Asthma Group, LLC
DB INTERNAL AND SPORTS MEDICINE LLC
Ear, Nose & Throat of Freehold, LLC
Raritan Valley Surgical Associates PC
Westfield Associates in Internal Medicine & Gastroenterology
WESTFIELD EYE GROUP PA
Medical Diagnostic Associates, PA
ASSOCIATED RADIOLOGIST
Summit Urologic Associates
Hematology-Oncology Associates, P.A.
EMANUEL G KUFLIK MD PA
Associates in Gastroenterology of Union County, PA
Atlantic Surgical Group, PA
BRIDGEWATER MEDICAL GROUP PA
Dr. Chen-Ya J. Huang
Brielle Obstetrics & Gynecology, PA
| MEDICOR CARDIOLOGY, PA            |
| SOMERSET UROLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, PA |
| Gary L. Kaye, MD, PA              |
| Randolph Eyecare Center PA       |
| STEPHEN SCHNEIDER MD PA          |
| CENTRAL JERSEY COLON AND RECTAL SURGEONS PA |
| Shore Pulmonary, P.A.            |
| IRVIN GOLDFARB, MD, PA           |
| MEDEMERGE PA                     |
| Raymond Lanza, D.O.              |
| Ridge Medical Associates, PA     |
| Eye Associates of North Jersey, PA |
| Ronald Reiss, MD                 |
| ERIC R. NISENSON                 |
| Colon Surgery & Proctology Associates, PA |
| FOOT & ANKLE CARE ASSOCIATES, LLC |
| RICHARD C. ANGRIST, M.D., P.A.   |
| Pleasant Run Family Physicians   |
| Gastroenterologists of Ocean County, P.A. |
| John Moglia, DPM                 |
| Somerset Hematology Oncology Associates, PA |
| CARDIOLOGY CENTER OF NORTH JERSEY |
| South Plainfield Primary Care    |
| Joel Mendelson, MD               |
| CENTER FOR FAMILY HEALTH, LLC    |
| Dr. S. Parimi, LLC               |
| Kathleen A. Murphy, M.D., P.A.   |
| Dr. Julie Ann S. Juliano         |
| Alok Goyal, M.D.                 |
| Branchburg Eye Physicians        |
| Dr. Ruby Halper-Erkilla          |
| Richard R. Eisenberg, M.D.       |
| ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATES OF THE GREATER LEHIGH VALLEY P.A. |
| Ronald M. Frank, M.D., PA        |
| SOMERSET PULMONARY AND CRITICAL CARE ASSOCIATES PA |
| Internal Medicine of Morris County, LLC |
| George Beecher, MD               |
| Naresh Rana, M.D., PA            |
| Robert S. Freid, MD, PA          |
| PARSIPPANY FOOT & ANKLE LLC      |
| KRISTINE KROL MD PA              |
| Eye Associates of Wayne, PA      |
| Genitourinary Surgeons of New Jersey, PA |
| HAL ORNSTEIN ET AL PTR AFFILIATED FOOT & ANKLE CENTER LLP |
Andrea J. Frank, D.O.
Internal Medicine Associates of Somerset
Rabia Awan, MD
Gastromed Healthcare PA
DIGESTIVE HEALTHCARE CENTER PA
MARTINSVILLE FAMILY PRACTICE PA
Pompton Lakes Pulmonary, PC
Allergic and Asthmatic Comprehensive Care of NJ, PA
United Medical, PC
Russell R. Hoffman, M.D., PA
THE EYE SPECIALISTS, PA
Neal E. Luppescu, MD, PA
BERKELEY HEIGHTS EYE GROUP, PA
ADVANCED EYE CARE OF NEW JERSEY PA
Clarito L. Garces, MD
THOMAS J NORDSTROM M D P A
Somerset Nephrology Associates
Care Station Physicians PA
Sharon E. Selinger, M.D., P.A.
Ear, Nose & Throat Care, PC
Cranford Ophthalmology, PA
JOHN M BOOZAN MD PA
JAMES E. HABERMAN, M.D., P.A.
RUBINO OB GYN GROUP PA
David Befeler, M.D., PA
Shore Cardiology Consultants, LLC
Ariel Quinones, MD
John N. Franzese, MD, PC
ALLERGY DIAGNOSTIC AND TREATMENT CENTER LLC
Doctors Care Associates, LLC
Sea Girt Medical Associates, PC
NEW PROVIDENCE INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES
SUMMIT INTERNAL MEDICINE LLC
Specialists in Otolaryngology
Paul W. Gwozdz, M.D., LLC
ADVANCED EYECARE ASSOCIATES, LLC
Brick Women's Physicians
Advanced Primary Care
Advanced Medical Of Central Jersey, LLC
Union County Healthcare Associates
MARK J RUBINETTI MD LLC
THE DERMATOLOGY CENTER OF NEW JERSEY, PC
Anish Nihalani, MD, LLC
DURHAM PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION, LLC
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Riverfront Neurology, LLC  
Somerset Health Center  
Berkeley Internal Medicine  
Dermatology Consultants of Short Hills  
Advanced Gastroenterology Associates, LLC  
DERMATOLOGY AND SKIN SURGERY CENTER, PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION  
NEPHROLOGY CONSULTANTS OF NJ, LLC.  
Eye and Face LLC  
Advanced Surgical Associates of Central Jersey, LLC  
Alberto Lopez-Silvero, MD, LLC  
Rahil Patel, M.D., LLC  
Monmouth Ocean Medical Services, LLC  
JULIE A. LORBER MD PC  
Diligent Medical Care, PC  
NORTHERN VALLEY ALLERGY ASTHMA AND SINUS CENTER, LLC  
Raritan Spine, LLC  
Complete Primary Care, PA  
Warren Internal Medicine  
Roxbury Foot and Ankle Center, PA  
Atlantic Ob/Gyn Associates, PC  
Comprehensive Lung Care  
AHS HOSPITAL CORP  
Short Hills Ophthalmology LLC  
Union Medical Group, LLC  
Hiramoto Orthopaedic & Sports Medicine, PA  
JOHN D. PILLA MD PA  
Sherry Li, MD, PA  
PATIENT FIRST MEDICAL CARE, LLC  
Dr. Robert Stephen Boretz MD  
Advanced Neurology Center, LLC  
Advanced Pulmonary Sleep & Critical Care Associates, LLC  

**Orange Accountable Care**  
Florida Medical Specialist  
Docs Unite, LLC  
Lionel J. Gatien DO PA  
James F Connor PA  
Physicians Group Services, PA  
Gulf Coast Medical Specialists, PLLC  

**Owensboro ACO**  
Primary Care West  
Main Street Family Medicine, LLC  
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Mohammed J Sayed, MD PLLC
Tamberely L. McCoy
Ramez A Salamah MD PLLC
Dr James A Rice Do LLC
Family Medical Associates - Southern Indiana, P.C.
Judy Carrico Family Practice LLC
Owensboro Family Medicine
Bluegrass Internal Medicine

Palm Beach Accountable Care Organization, LLC
PRETTELT CENTER FOR FAMILY HEALTH, P.A.
JAVIER J. CANASI, M.D., P.A.
JANIN HEART & VASCULAR INSTITUTE, P.A.
COHEN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.
EISENMAN & EISENMAN, M.D., LLC
MICHAEL M. TUCHMAN, M.D., P.A.
PETER F. LOFASO, D.O., L.L.C.
GABRIELLA BONOMO, M.D., P.A.
PRABHAVATHI VIRALAM, MD
MANUEL BORNIA, MD
KANNER MENDELSON AND SHTEIMAN LLC
UROLOGY CENTER OF PALM BEACH P.A.
JOSEPH A. GIAIMO, D.O., P.A.
JUPITER CONCIERGE FAMILY PRACTICE
JOSE A. DE OLAZABAL
THOMAS R. ROWE GENERAL & ONCOLOGIC SURGERY P.A.
WELLINGTON MEDICAL CARE ASSOCIATES
VENRA MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, LLC
LA PODIATRY GROUP, LLC
MOLINET MD, PA
OPTIMAL WELLNESS & LONGEVITY INSTITUTE, LLC
SOUTH FLORIDA MEDICINE, LLC
GASTRO GROUP OF THE PALM BEACHES LLP
BASSAM SAYEGH, M.D., P.A.
WOMENFIRST, LLC
POMPANO MEDICAL CENTER, INC.
ACCOUNTABLE CARE HOSPITALIST GROUP L.L.C.
LIFESTYLE MEDICINE SPECIALISTS OF PALM BEACH
JUPITER INTERNAL MEDICINE GROUP, L.L.C.
PALM BEACH CANCER INSTITUTE LLC
FLAGLER MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.
SHAH, M.D., P.A.
RODNEY HERMAN, MD
JOSE R. DE OLAZABAL
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JAIMY H. BENSIMON, M.D., P.A.
MOHAN L. GUPTA, M.D., P.A.
BRYAN J. WASSERMAN, M.D. P.A.
MICHAEL J. SINCLAIR, M.D.P.A.
UMA KHANNA, M.D., P.A.
ROBIN A. SYKES, M.D., P.A., INC.
PALM BEACH FOOT AND ANKLE, INC.
RICHARD A. DELUCIA JR., M.D. P.A.
JACK I. NEWCOMER, M.D., P.A.
NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES, P.A.
LAKE PARK MEDICAL CARE CENTER, INC.
RAJ KHAMBHATI, M.D., P.A.
CASEY G. BOYER, M.D., P.A.
ADVANCED KIDNEY CARE, M.D., P.A.
REHABILITATION PHYSICIANS, P.A.
DENNIS FEINRIDER, M.D., P.A.
PALM BEACH CARDIOLOGY CENTER, INC.
ESSAM ATTIA, M.D., P.A.
DAVID L. LIPORACE, D.O., P.A.
LUIS S. ULLOA M.D. P.A
CENTRAL PALM BEACH PHYSICIANS
BRUCE BERENSON, M.D., P.A.
HILLSBORO ALLERGY & FAMILY MEDICINE, INC.
PALM BEACH PRIMARY CARE ASSOCIATES, INC.
NARENDRA K. MAHESHWARI, M.D., P.A.
IMMEDIATE CARE, P.A.
HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY ASSOCIATES OF THE PALM BEACHES, P.A.
GARDENS FAMILY PRACTICE, P.A.
REBECCA A. PROSTKO, M.D.P.A.
MICHAEL E SCHWARTZ DO PA
MARIA O. LOPEZ, M.D., P.A.
SANDEEP JAIN MD, P.A.
DAVID MILBAUER, M.D., P.A.
Mohammad T Javed, MD, PA
NEWFIELD ORTHOPEDICS, P.A.
ADULT MEDICINE CENTER OF S FL
ALLERGY SPECIALISTS OF THE PALM BEACHES, INC.
METCARE OF FLORIDA, INC.
MUDIT JAIN, M.D., P.A.
SHAMSAD BEGUM, M.D., P.A.
LEONARD SUKIENIK DOPA
PALM SPRINGS INTERNAL MEDICINE, INC.
SOUTH PALM MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
SOMA MEDICAL CENTER, P.A.
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ABACOA TOWN CENTER CHIROPRACTIC, INC.
CARDIOLOGY PARTNERS, P.L.
ROHIT DANDIYA, M.D., P.A.
JUPITER MEDICAL GROUP, P.A.
KENNETH S. JAFFE, M.D. P.A.
FLORIDA KIDNEY & HYPERTENSION CARE
VALENTINA GHERGHINA, M.D., P.A.
COMPREHENSIVE PAIN CARE OF SOUTH FLORIDA, LLC
CHRISTOPHER DEVINE, D.O., P.A.
ORLON V. CARR III, M.D. P.A.
NATIONAL MEDICAL SERVICES II, INC.
THERESA KELLER GOEBEL, D.O., P.A.

Paradigm ACO, LLC
Mid Florida Primary Care P A
Health First Internal Medicine Associates LLC
Wellness on Wheels Inc.
Citrus Cardiology Consultants P A
Dinesh Khanna M D P A

Partners in Care
Park Internal Medicine
Berkley Primary Care, PLC
Providence Hospital
Eye Care Associates, PC
David Cooley, DO PC
Bay Area Family Physicians
Michael J. Naber, M.D., P.C.
St. John River District Hospital

Physicians ACO
Prabhu B. Patil, M.D., P.A.
Fresno - Arcola Family Medical Clinic
Rudolph Medical Associates
Rhonda Barnes - Jordan, M.D., P.A.
Arnold A Valenson
Airline Complete Healthcare Of Texas, Ltd, LLP
MRSB Services, Ltd.
Nehme Alkarra MD PA
Enyibuaku R Uzoaga, MD
Center for Integrated Medicine, PA
Bong Mui, MD, PA
HMINet, PLLC
UHPNet, PLLC
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Medstar Primary Care Clinic PA
Demetris Allen Green MD
David W. Spinks, D.O., PLLC
Nandita Gupta, MD PLLC
German A. Ramos MD
Jeff J. Wang, D.O., P.A.
Alfred Louis
Donna N Canlas MD PA
Edward Mazique
Dr. Alice Ajim MD
Warren T. Longmire, Jr. MD
George J Murillo, M.D., P.A.
Peganyee Professional Assoc. Inc.
Robert Prangle DOPA
Malladi S Reddy, MD, FACC, PA
Calixto J Ruibal MD Pa
Bretshire Medical Clinic, PA
Rheumatic Disease Clinic of Houston
The Order of Love Peace Truth Tolerance and Cooperation
Clinica Hispana, PA
Dailey & Wilkerson Medical Group
William L. Nguyen, MD
Med Cure Primary Care
IntegraNet Physician Resource, Inc.
Bellaire Doctors
SEMNET, PLLC
Vipul M. Patel, MD PA
Patricia H Janki MD PA
Emwil Medical Associates, P.A.
Michael G Casagrande MD PA
Canal Family and Industrial Medicine P.A.
Well Health Medical Clinic PA

Physicians Collaborative Trust ACO LLC
Deltona Medical Center, LLC
Deland Family Medicine, P.A.
Lewis Health Institute, Inc.
Richard A. Dube, M.D., Inc.
Internal Medicine Complete Care, PA
Jeffrey S Gorodetsky, MD, PA
Family Practice of W Volusia Pa
Linda Delo Do Pa
Michael Glick, M.D., P.A.
Humberto A. Dominguez, M.D., P.A.
Florida Heart & Vascular Multi Specialty Group, P.A.
Carlos L. Dominguez, M.D., P.A.
Central Florida Medical Associates, Inc.
Andrew C. Feldman, D.O., P.A.
Roberta S. Hunter, M.D., P.A.
Pulmonary Medical Associates, P.A.
Internal Medicine of Central Florida, P.A.
Nguyen Vu, M.D., P.A.

**Physicians Healthcare Collaborative, LLC**
Wilmington Health, PLLC

**Physicians of Cape Cod ACO, Inc.**
Arthur G. Kalil, Jr.
Dr. Jonathan A Miller D.P.M.
Richard C. Abisla MD
Karen von Haam MD PC
Paul R. Bouche MD
Hyannis Ear, Nose and Throat Associates, Inc.
John H. Lewis, M.D., Inc.
Upper Cape Ophthalmology Inc.
C. Eugene Hill Jr. D.P.M., P.C.
Retina Specialists of Boston
Cape Cod Gastroenterology
Floyd L. McIntyre MD
Boston Podiatry Services PC
Anthony R. Prizzi, M.D., P.C.
Urology Associates of Cape Cod PC
James T. Reimer MD PC
Dermatology Associates of the Cape Cod Internal Medicine
Moira L McDermott Lower Cape Podiatry
Dr Michael K Gavigan
Cape Cod Internal Medicine
Cape Cod Surgeons
Kenneth M. Reed MD PC
Cape Cod Plastic & Hand Surgeons, Inc.
Associated Eye Surgeons
Plastic Surgery Associates
Orleans Medical Center PC
Cape and Islands Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
Maria T. Batilo
All Cape Gynecology
Robert R. Moore MD PhD PC
Pleasant Lake Management Co., PC
Steven B Blumberg DO PC
Allergy and Asthma Center of Cape Cod
Cape Cod Family Practice & Sports Medicine, P.C.
Marilyn B. Gordon MD PC
William M. Velie MD
Mark S. Amster MD
David S. Babin
Eye Health Care of Bourne
Dermatology of Cape Cod PC
Cape Cod Sports Medicine, Inc.
Hematology Oncology Specialists of Cape Cod PC
Sam T. Donta
GI Clinic PC
Falmouth Anesthesia and Pain Management PC
Cape and Islands Digestive Disease Associates PC
William Schutten
Neurology Consultants of Cape Cod PC
Mir F. Shuttari
Alexandre Nader MD
William J. Wittman MD PC

Pioneer Valley Accountable Care, LLC
BAYSTATE FRANKLIN MEDICAL CENTER
BAYSTATE MARY LANE HOSPITAL CORPORATION
PIONEER VALLEY CARDIOLOGY, P.C.
NEW ENGLAND ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS
Baystate Ob/Gyn Group Inc.
BAYSTATE MEDICAL CENTER, INC.
BAYSTATE MEDICAL PRACTICES, INC
VALLEY MEDICAL GROUP, P.C.
CONNECTICUT RIVER INTERNISTS
Pioneer Spine and Sports Physicians, P.C.
BAYSTATE AFFILIATED PRACTICE ORGANIZATION, Inc.
PIONEER VALLEY UROLOGY, PC
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS GASTROENTEROLOGY ASSOC, PC
WESTERN NEW ENGLAND RENAL AND TRANSPLANT ASSOCIATES
MWA, PC
NORTHAMPTON CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES, P.C.
VALLEY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, PC
Springfield Medical Associates, Inc.
Chestnut Medical Associates, Inc.
ORCHARD MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LLC
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POM ACO
DO CARE PLC
Parchment Family Practice PC
AuSable Urology PC
Grand View Ophthalmology Plc.
Lake Michigan ENT PLLC
Hastings Internal Medicine PLC
Brian Gluck Do Pc
Mercy Heart Center
Craig K. Matheson DO PLLC
Shelly L Williams Do PLLC
Forum Medical Clinic, Pc
Toni Ballitch Trate Do Pc
Cadillac After Hours Clinic PLLC
Cardiology and Arrhythmia Consultants PC
Laurie S Braker MD PLC
Gregory V Sobol MD
Robbi A Young DPM Pc
Rochester Internists PLLC
Ram Surendran M.D. Inc.
Zawaideh Medical Center PC
Novi Internal Medicine and Pediatrics, PLLC
Endoscopic Solutions PC
Professional Financial Services
Lillian Marzouq MD PC
Brady T. Vibert, MD, PC
Scott Brasseur MD PLC
Robert Balestrero, MD, Pc
Robin Moherek MD PC
Salahi Heart Clinic PLLC
Oakland Digestive Health PLLC
Ankle And Foot Associates Of Northern Michigan Pc
John D Parmely DO PC
L Michael Sterenberg DO PLLC
Nada D Bachuri MD, PC
Your Physicians PC
Comprehensive Women's Health PC
Modern Obstetrics & Gynecology PLLC
WestShore Diagnostics PC
Prism Medical Group PC
Roger D Ajluni MD PC
Lakeshore Anesthesia Services PC
Chowdhury MD PLLC
Michael D. ReBock DO PLC
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- Muskegon General Surgery Plc.
- Mercy Health Partners - Physician Specialist
- Advanced Allergy & Asthma PLLC
- David W Calton MD PC
- Diabetic Foot and Wound Care Center PLLC
- Envision Medical Group PLLC
- Apple Family Medicine, P.L.C.
- Advantage Health/Saint Mary’s Medical Group
- Mercy Health Partners-Obstetrics And Gynecology Specialist
- Timothy J. Tobolic, MD, PLLC
- Family Medicine Associates of Macomb PC
- Mercy Surgical Care
- Lakes Obgyn Specialist
- Great Lakes Obgyn Specialist
- Suzanne Romadan M.D., P.C.
- Primary Care Specialists PC
- Lisa Jacobson D.O., P.C.
- Gary A Renard MD PC
- Pamela J Hackl DO PLC
- Ronald Vanderlaan, MD, PLLC
- Nancy F Mansour-Habib MD PC
- Stont Creek Internal Medicine Plc.
- Pathology Associates of Grand Rapids PC
- Russell Miller MD PC
- Keith C McKenzie M.D., PLLC
- Allergy & Asthma Treatment Center, Plc.
- Leslie G Lafer DO
- Robin A Blumer MD
- JCR DO PLC
- Dr. Thomas Marvin Hoffman M.D.
- Botsford General Hospital
- Kent Radiology PC
- Urology Associates of Grand Rapids
- Carl E Lipnik MD PC
- Birmingham Allergy Clinic Pc
- Urology Surgeons
- Hand And Plastic Surgery Centre Plc.
- Franklin Medical Consultants PC
- Rochester Family Physicians PC
- Premier Surgical Specialists PC
- Shenandoah Clinic, P.C.
- Associated Retinal Consultants PC
- Efthemos Raphtis MD PC
- Michigan Orthopaedic Institute, P.C.
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ENT Consultants PLC
Rochester Hills Orthopaedics, PC
West Shore Urology Plc.
Muskogon Surgical Associates Plc.
Fennville Family Medicine
George Lawley DO PC
Grand Rapids Ear Nose & Throat Center PLLC
Thornapple Valley Family Physicians PC
Harris W. Mainster, D.O./P.C.
G K Kumar MD PC
Rudrick E Boucher MD PC
Michael S Salter DPM PC
Baldwin Family Health Care Inc.
Henry Gonte, D.O.F.A.C.G.P
Allergy & Asthma Center of Rochester
Family Practice Centre of Livonia PC
Steven J Forche MD PC
Gastrointestinal Specialists PC
Gastroenterology Specialist PC
David M. Davis, M.D., P.C.
John Street Clinic PC
Thomas Magnell MD PC
Grand Valley Medical Specialists PLC
Bohdan N Zarewych DO PC
Goldman and Miller Cardiology PC
Bartol Biocic M.D. PC
Millman-Derr Center for Eye Care, P.C.
Shoreline ENT PC
Orthopaedic Associates of Muskegon
Lee Owen Stuart MD
Allergy & Asthma Care Of W Mi Pc
Benjamin W. Nykamp MD
Gregory P. Lambourne MD
Appleview Women's Health Care
Prem Khilanani MD PC
Allergy & Asthma PC
Nevena Mihailoff MD
Jerome P Wiater MD PC
Vicente D Cabansag Jr. MD PC
Western Michigan Bone & Joint Surgeons PC
West Michigan Neurological Associates Plc.
W. P. Debraber, D.O., P.C.
Randall W. Green MD Pc
Sarala Ravikant MD PC
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Paul DeWitt Jr. MD
Central Anesthesia Services
Roger L Deyoung DPM Pc
Cardiology Associates of Birmingham PC
Georgetown Dermatologists PC
Carl J Kubek Do Pc
Grand River Gastroenterology
Laurence A Ulrey MD PC
David G. Frye DO
Brian W Swanton MD PC
Reginald E O’Neal DO
Grand Rapids Ophthalmology PC
John R Medical Clinic PC
Dr. Kenneth J Kulik MD
Ronald D Kerwin MD PC
Grand River Emergency Medical Group
West Michigan Surgical Specialists, Plc.
Terrence J. Emiley DPM
Renal Associates of West Michigan PC
West Michigan Ent Plc.
Mark O Moleski MD PC
Hypertension Nephrology Associates PC
Michael Pochron, MD, PC
Daniel J. Graham DO
Lakeshore Community Hospital, Inc.
Clarkston Medical Group PC
Dr. Jack A Dekkinga MD PC
Lisa Beth Speck M.D.P.C
Wyoming Family Medicine
Ronald C. Chusid DO
Rehabilitation & Physical Medicine Specialists, P.C.
West Michigan Emergency Services
Audiological Services of Cadillac
West Michigan Nephrology
Dr. Kala Gopal Reddy M.D.
Leonard Kurello
Alpine Family Podiatry PC
John M Schimpke MD PC
Dr. Christopher David Wilhelm MD
Thomas L. Watkins DO
M-15 Family Medical Center
Family Practice PC
William F Murray MD PC
Family Medicine PC
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samir Al-Hadidi MD Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas L. Van Wingen MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thornapple Ophthalmology Thornapple Ophthalmology Assoc Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergy &amp; Asthma Care PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye And Ent Specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Medicine Specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Roy DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester Colon And Rectal Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelbydale Medical Clinic PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David D Hodge MD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadillac Family Physicians PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Medical Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis &amp; McCorry PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence A Greenberg DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Michigan Internal Medicine Plc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackley Community Care Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Group Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverwood Family Medicine PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Tulin Silver MD Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay H Sandberg DO PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Gastroenterology PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haller Hug Popp PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids Family Physicians Plc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Obrien MD PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland Gastroenterology Associates, P.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Lake Clinic PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Rosner MD PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Cardiology Associates PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald VanWieren MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards And Richards Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bauer, M.D., P.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Practice of Cadillac PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Hills Podiatry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood Center Otolaryngology, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew S Riemer Do Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Easton MD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayling Family Practice Clinic PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Douglas James Smendik MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Oakland Gastroenterology Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth R. Kamienecky DO PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proctor ENT PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids Radiation Oncology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton Womens Healthcare PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gursharn S. Dosanjh MD PC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mercy Hospital Grayling
Mercy Professional Services
Shoreline Ophthalmology P.C.
Mark W Sawka MD PC
Cynthia L Cookingham MD P.C.
Ravenna Family Practice
Donald M Taylor MD PC
Specialists In Rehabilitation Medicine P.C.
Orion Family Physicians P.C.
John E Tower DO PC
John R Vydeneny MD P.C.
Oakland Macomb Internal Medicine Group, PC
Asthma And Allergy Specialists, P.C.
Michigan Ear Institute PLLC
Alternacare PC DBA Complete Family Care
Mark P Koniuch MD PC
MHSN Primary Care Services
Ghiath Tayeb MD PC
Brandon Ross MD P.c.
Dr. David Charles Tattan D.O.
Andrew C. Kleaveland MD
Dr. David W Mansky DPM, PC
MHSN Mercy Family Medicine
Craig J Gordon, D.O., P.C.
Dr. Suchetha Kinhal MD
Rochester Eye Care PLLC
Shoreline Allergy
Mhsn Roscommon MPCA
EPMG of Michigan PC
Arthritis Education And Treatment Center PLLC
John E Samani MD PC
Thomas J W Bering MD PC
Cadillac Chiropractic Center PC
Foot & Ankle Specialists Of West Michigan PLLC
North Woodward Internal Medicine Assoc. P.C.
John B Calado DO PC
Cadillac Surgical Care PC
Women’s Health Specialists PC
Partners In Family Health
J Michael Wiater MD PC
West Michigan Family Medicine PC
Michigan Adult & Child Medicine PC
Dermatology Center of Rochester Hills, P.C.
Andrew J Madak DO PC
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Regents of the Univ of Michigan-Ambulatory Ctr. for Vein Treatment
Das L Kareti MD PC
Sara Harris Family Care PC
William P Bowman MD PC
Family Tree Medical Associates
Sheila P Meftah, MD, PLLC
Commerce Internal Medicine PC
Internists 2000 PC
Rolando Estupigan DO PC
Christopher R DeAngelis DO PC
Riverbend Healthcare PC
Oakland Macomb Obstetrics & Gynecology, P.c.
Stonebrooke Family Physicians PLLC
Sase Persaud MD PC
Robert Kendell DO PC
Maine Medical Center Plc.
Metropolitan Digestive Disease Group PC
Brian R. Drabik DO PC
Cadillac Orthopaedics PC
Southfield Internists PC
Adrian Sheremeta MD PC
Rochester Cardiology Associates PC
Lake Country Urology Clinic, PLLC
Dr. Christopher James Noah MD
John P Lagrand MD PC
Colleen Kennedy DO PC
Arthur R. Jeynes DPM PC
Parial Eye Physicians PLC
Bhavin Patel MD PC
Rochester General Surgery PLC
Bradley Ahlgren MD PC
Mercy Physician Network
Mercy Urgent Care
Mercy Specialty Services
Royal Oak Dermatology
Edward Ruiz MD PC
Gary Hollander DO PLC
Mercy Women's Health Services
Michigan Family Physicians PC
Internal Medicine Outpatient Services PC
Richard C Weiermiller Jr. MD PLLC
Persson Internal Medicine PC
Clawson Internist Pc
Creekside Clinic
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Patrick J Wiater MD
Northern Oncology Services PLLC
Becky J Smith DO PC
Johnson Family Center for Cancer Care
Donald R Blitz MD
Smita Bijlani MD PC
Raskin Clinical Associates PC
Clarkston Lakes Family Medicine LLC
Internal Medicine & Pediatrics Of Bloomfield Pcc
Pamela M. Geppert DO PLLC
Kevin Kellogg MD PLC
Grand Rapids Hand, Plc.
Great Lakes Spine Sports & Pain, PLLC
Margaret Moen MD PLLC
Anna Bida-Dudun MD, PC
Mercy Anesthesia
Ricardo Z Vinuya MD PLC

Premier ACO Physician Network, LLC
Srividiya Venkataraman, MD, Inc.
Richy Agajanian MD A Professional Corp
Robert Melikian, MD
Maurice A. Bell, MD, Inc.
Jeremy Anultiyo, MD, Inc.
Sam W. Abdelmelek
Jesse J Licuanan, MD A Medical Corporation
Good Life Medical Group
Alicia G Nugas, M.D
Dien Van Pham, MD
Joseph Au, MD
Shirish B. Patel, MD
Jesus L Licuanan, MD
Paul Yoon, MD
Tzong-Yueh Hwang, MD
ProHealth Partners, A Medical Group, Inc.
Arthur Q. Nuval, MD
Jacquelyn Vander Wall, MD Inc.
Pioneer Medical Group, Inc.
Mohammad Ismail, MD, Inc.
Agape Family Medical Center
Neha Bhansali, MD
Julie Ann Sherman, DO
Anthony Sotelo, MD
Harold W. Seifer, M.D. & Michael Freund, M.D., Inc.
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Michael Erlich, MD, Inc.
Lawrence S. Cohn, MD, Inc.
Hyuk Lee M.D.
Reginald Yeske MD
Isaac Eisenstein, M.D., A Professional Corp.
Birinder Brara, MD
Cancer Care Consultants
Consultorio Medico Latino Medical Center
Yang W Lee, MD, Inc.
Covenant Grace Medical Center
HERMAN L MORGAN MD SC
GLOBAL CARE SC
Komprehensive Primary Care Sports & Musculoskeletal Medicine S.C.
KIRILL ZHAOVICE MD SC
Northwest Suburban Family Physicians LLC
RAKESH MARWAHA MD SC
SUSANA C LAPIED MD SC
David L Ellens MD FACP LLC
DARRYL STERN MD
Matthew T Johnson MD PC
Doctors Of The North Shore SC
JAMES A WILCOX PC
MGM MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LTD SC
WIN MYINT MD PC
PRAGATHI CHALLA MD SC
C.G.Peters LLC
Michal Szczupak MD LLC
Pierson Medical Group Inc.
MOHAMMAD WASEEM KAGZI MD LTD
OSWIECIMSKI LTD
QUALITY MEDICAL CARE SC
STRIEDINGER MEDICAL GROUP
NANETTE GORMLEY MD SC
ROBIN SNEAD LTD
Ravi Medical Group SC
LAWRENCE LINDEMAN MD SC
Conrad May M.D. Ltd
ARUN KUMAR MD SC
BOZENA SCIGACZ MEDICAL OFFICE SC
Susan K Burrowes MD LLC
Cimpar SC
Alliance Medical Group MD SC
SHEFALI SHAH MD
Advanced Medical Practices SC
MSSP ACO Participant TIN Names for 2012 and 2013
As of August 2013

JEFFREY D GINDORF MD
O BARTOLOMEO MD SC
Dr. Joseph's Medical Services S.C.
Kasturi Medical Care Ltd
Leigh H Roberts, MD, Ltd
AGATA OCZKO-DANGUILAN MD SC
Healthy People Family Care Center
Brikha Medical Center SC
Expert Medical Group SC
MARIA RIZA BAUTISTA MD SC
Heart Care Centers Of South Chicago, Ltd
Advocate Condell Medical Center
MARY LYNN SULLIVAN MD PC
ADULT PRIMARY CARE CENTER LTD
CENTER FOR INTERNAL MEDICINE
Shifa Senior Health Initiative For Aging Well
SOUTH SUBURBAN FAMILY HEALTH SC
RITL MEDICAL SERVICES SC
Beatrisa Paz Averbuch MD SC
GALLUP FAMILY PRACTICE LTD
PRIMARY CARE OF ILLINOIS INC
Stephen C. Pilcher MD, Ltd.
INDU M VENCE MD SC
SEBY SC
Center For Medical & Rehabilitation, LLC
NORTH SUBURBAN MEDICAL OFFICE LTD
VIRU SC
SMAIN SADOK MD SC
ROBERT SCHWARTZENBERG MD PC
Cancer Medicine Group Inc.
Heal N Cure
PLONSKI MEDICAL SC
BIRINDER MARWAH MD
THOMAS WAIDZUNAS MD
Merlita C. Cruzat-Blanco, M.D., L.L.C.
HOWLEY STEVENSON MD SC
CEDRIC L COLEMAN MD
WILLIAM A MARTINEZ MD SC
MIDWAY INTERNAL MEDICINE SC
JEFFREY A GRINBLATT MD
Rajiv Kandala MD SC
VILLA MEDICAL ARTS
Advocate Health and Hospitals Corporation
HEATHER MEDICAL ASSOCIATES LTD
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OLYMPIA FIELDS INTERNAL MEDICINE
LAWN MEDICAL CENTER SC
ORCHARD MEDICAL CENTER SC
Westside Medical Assocs, Ltd.
P DeSilva MD SC
GERALD A FRANK MD LTD
OSCAR S GIRON MD SC
ANTONIO A CHUA LEE MD
ANDINA & IRABAGON SC
Ehs Home Health Care Services, Inc.
Saroj Verma MDSC
Rene S Vasquez M D S C
MANUEL A MALICAY MD SC
Manzoor Hussain Shah M.D.S.C
Araceli I. Feria, M.D.S.C.
WILLIAM C DAM MD SC
Rudyard Smith MD And Associates SC
DOWNERS GROVE FAMILY PRACTICE
G V Merai MD SC
FOSTER MEDICAL CENTER
CHONG HO AHN MD SC
ASKLEPIOS MEDICAL GROUP LTD
V BHOOPAL MD SC
INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES SC
Meridian Hospice
PADMINI THAKKAR MD SC
WILLIAM B EVANS MD SC
ROMAN O KOZYCKYJ
GOPAL MADHAV MD SC
Advocate North Side Health Network
JANICE ROBINSON MD
Drs Andrew & Lubomyra Kazaniwskyj
LAKE COOK ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATES
SHAH DILIP K
MACENTEE KNOX & VARGAS MDS
Greene Isabell Med Assoc. Inc.
KATHLEEN A HODGMAN MD PC
WARREN D ROBINSON
JORGE BALANDRIN MD
GOPAL N BHALALA MD
KIRITKUMAR TRIVEDI MD
WOODRIDGE CLINIC SC
Scott R Lowry Do Pc
ALEXANDER KMICKEWYCZ MD
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SALEM MAKDAH MD
Robert J Bruno MD PC
Barrington Specialists In Adult Medicine
NEERJA AHLOWALIA MD
FAMILY PRACTICE SPECIALIST SC
Southwest Physicians Group Ltd
ROBERT C MUNSON JR
ARTHUR L OSTROWSKI MD SC
VINOD MOTIANI MD SC
Dupage Internists Associates Ltd
JAMES A FERREL MD
Dr. J. Wesley Cook, DO LLC
Beata Danek MD
Naperbrook Medical Center
DINA DESAI
NOWOBILSKA MEDICAL PRACTICE LTD
ABRAM STARR MD PC
REGENCY MEDICAL CENTER PC
ABELARDO JARAVA MD SC
BEHZAD FARAH MD SC
Al Awad Medical Center Inc.
Family Medicine Specialists, Incorporated
D H MEDICAL GROUP SC
PALOS INTERNISTS SC
HAROLD JAIMES MD PC
R SUNDARESAN MD SC
Dreyer Medical Group, Ltd
Lake County Medical Group SC
Jurek And Jurek Family Practice Ltd
Leonard Stallings MD & Associates Ltd
J & M TANG MDS & ASSOCIATES SC
Barry M Summers MD SC
METRO MEDICAL GROUP LTD
Medical Hills Internists, LLC
PHOENIX MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
ADVOCATE HEALTH CENTERS INC
MICHIGAN AVENUE IMMEDIATE CARE
CHANDRA DIAGNOSTIC CARDIOLOGY LTD
ANTONIO BARAJAS
DOWNERS GROVE INTERNISTS SC
LYNDA RODEN DO SC
LELA DEMETER MD
Provida Health Center SC
Hope Med Clinic, S.C.
SANDEEP CHANDRA MD SC
ASAD ZAMAN MD SC
Dr. Susan Rife Family Medicine SC
ABRAHAM MATHEW MD
ADAM RUBINSTEIN MD SC
TELLEZ MEDICAL CENTER SC
SFZ CORPORATION
PRAIRIE MEDICAL PHYSICIANS GROUP SC
Mohammad A Razzaque, MD LTD
COMPREHENSIVE PEDIATRIC CARE LTD
GERICARE LTD
CMJ MEDICAL ENTERPRISES LTD
DENNIS T MANSPIO MD PHD SC
SHAHZAD MUHAMMAD
GREENLEAF MEDICAL ASSOCIATES SC
SUBURBAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES SC
Satwant Kingra MD SC
Janneth Jaramillo M.D.S.C.
DOWNERS GROVE MEDICAL GROUP PC
Primary Care Medical Specialists L.L.C
Family Medicine Associates Of Lutheran General S C
OAK MILL MEDICAL ASSOCIATES SC
Gregory Bulava MD Ltd
MIDWEST INTERNIST LTD
MARK S REITER MD SC
ADMINISTER MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
Dong S Kim MD SC
DIANA M BURDA MD SC
ORLAND PRIMARY CARE SPECIALISTS
Fairview Ogden Medical Group Ltd.
STEVEN HATTORI MD
Taylor Medical Associates
Southwest Medical Affiliate
Richard H. Lee M.D., S.C.
RAVINIA MEDICAL LTD
SABREE MEDICAL SERVICES INC
NADER BESHAY MD SC
United Family Health Center, Ltd
Ali Khan Nadira
Wai Chee Cheung Ocarroll MD SC
DR DONALD K SZACHOWICZ MD SC
URGENT HEALTH SERVICES LTD
Family Doc, Inc.
Parkway Medical
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BroMenn Physicians Management Corporation
MARIA LENTZOU MD SC
VARSHA BHAN MD SC
URBAN FAMILY HEALTH CENTER
Vanessa M Hagan MD SC
P D Medical SC
ST STEVEN MEDICAL CENTER LTD
Pri-Med Medical Center S C
BELA DESAI MD
Lakeview Family Medical Care, LLC
NIRAV P CHUDGAR MD SC
Amando A Reniva MDSC
DOLTON MEDICAL CENTER
Reginald Spears MD LLC
SHAHBAIN INTERNAL MEDICINE LTD
Great Heights Family Medicine Ltd
PARAG B THAKKAR MD SC
GOLF MILL MEDICAL CENTER LTD
BOLINGBROOK HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATES
NORTH SUBURBAN HEALTHCARE LTD
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE SPECIALISTS SC
Rd Woods MD LLC
GRACE MEDICAL CENTER SC
COOKE MEDICAL LLC

Primary Care Alliance LLC
John W Cooke, DO PA
Florida Internal Medicine, PL
Nyelamanchi MD PA
Fernhill Family Medicine, LLC
Clark Clinic Inc.
Physicians Of Central Florida Pa
Louis J Radnothy Do Pa
Shakti Narain MD PA
Lake Prime Care
Express Care of Belleview, LLC
Rolando J Menendez MD Pa
Tricounty Pulmonary & Multispecialty Group Pa
Weirsdale Family Health Center
Lakeview Internal Medicine, PA
Lake County Primary Medical Care

Primary Partners
Center for Ankle & Foot Care, INC
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South Lake Wellness & Injury Center, PL
Carlos Chang MD Pa
Heart And Vascular, Plc.
South Lake Gastroenterology, PA
Hugh V Nguyen MD Pa
Pulmonary Critical Care & Sleep
Hunters Creek Medical Associates, PA
Home Visiting Physicians, LLC
OBT Medical Clinic Inc.
Docs In Ergent Care, LLC
Lake Gastroenterology Associates LLC
Dr. Leonor Santos M.D. Gastroenterology, LLC
Florida Orthopedic And Rehab LLC
Central Florida Cardiovascular Center PA
William Louis Mills Jr. MD
Lake Health Care Center, INC
Steven J. Nerad, MD, PA
Lake Internal Medicine Associates
Adult Medicine of Lake County INC
You And Your Health Family Care Inc.
Findley Family Practice, PA
West Orange Family Medical Care
Drs Elias & Oakley PA

**Primary Partners, LLC**
Fabio Echavarria, M.D., P.A.
Total Family Healthcare
Belloc Care LLC
J. Rapha Medical, P.A.
HARTMAN FAMILY PHYSICAN INC
ALEJANDRO A VICTORIA MD PA
ORLANDO MEDICAL GROUP, LLC.
SOUTH LAKE MEDICAL CENTER INC
NIBHA MEDIRATTA MD PL
Clermont Medical Center PA
CHARLES D BISOGNO DO PA
VICTOR POLITANO JR DO PA
PAUL D SOVRAN MD PA
Clermont Cardiology, P.A.
MEDICAL INTERVENTIONS OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC.
DIGESH CHOKSHI MD PA
SOUTH LAKE PRIMARY CARE P A
JOHN THOMAS LITTLE,M.D.,P.A.
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PriMed, LLC
PriMed, LLC

ProHEALTH Accountable Care Medical Group, PLLC
Turtel, Shapiro, Scavron & Bendit, LLP
West Carver Med Assoc. PC
Island Medical Group, PC
Paul Schwartz, MD
Mark B Klapholz, MD
Thomas L Lecher, MD, PC
Joseph A. DiGiovanna & Michael J. DiGiovanna, D.O., P.C.
Randolph P DiLorenzo, MD, PC
Long Island Pulmonary Medical Associates, PC
Michael J Bradford, MD, PC
ProHEALTH Care Associates, LLP
Robert Kazenoff, MD, PC
Rio A Sferrazza, DO, PC

ProHealth Physicians ACO, LLC
Putnam Medical Associates, P.C.
ProHealth Physicians, PC
Women's Care Medical Center, PC
Nadeem S. Behjet, LLC

ProHealth Solutions, LLC
Doenier Family Medicine
ProHealth Home Care, Inc.
Plastic Surgery Associates - Christopher Hussussian, MD
Lake Country Plastic & Hand Surgery
Wisconsin Vein Center & Medispa
Ronald J Cooper MD
Paul B Doenier MD-DEL
Alexander A Romashko MD
Alliance ENT & Hearing Center
Reneu Women's Health & Medispa
Advanced Lipidology
Metro Milwaukee Medical
Milwaukee Kidney Institute
Trinity Integrative Family Medicine
Allergy Asthma & Sinus Center
Lake Country Private Medical
ProHealth Care - Oconomowoc Memorial Hospital
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ProHealth Care - Waukesha Memorial Hospital
ProHealth Care Medical Associates Inc.
Urology Associates Ltd
Medical Eye Associates
Orthopaedic Associates of Wisconsin
Radiology Waukesha
Waukesha Pediatric Associates
Neurologic Associates of Waukesha
Allergy & Asthma Clinic of Wisconsin
Brookfield Surgical Associates
Aspen Orthopaedic & Rehab Specialists
Moreland ENT Group
Gastroenterology Specialists
Thomas F Taylor MD
Moreland OB/GYN Associates
Waukesha Surgical Specialists
Agpoon Medical Clinic
Martin W Kern MD
James A Stadler II MD
Womens Health Care
Philip M Marden MD
Central Otologic
Gerald N Berman MD
SJ Millen & SA Harvey MD
Richard Neils MD
Tosa Pediatrics
David S Haskell MD
Medicine Associates
West Suburban Center for Arthritis
Timothy G McAvoy MD
Nezih Z Hasanoglu DO
Plastic Surgery Associates - George Korkos, MD
WomenCare - Roa Qato, MD
Pediatric Healthcare
Elmbrook Pediatrics
Metropolitan Urology Group
Alka Kohli MD
Cardiology Associates of Waukesha
WomenCare - Kathy Hartke, MD
Waukesha Heart Institute
Kelly Medical Services
Kenneth Condon MD
William F Lutz MD
Bruce A Brown MD
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The Caring Team  
Cardiothoracic Surgery Group  
Waukesha Family Practice Clinic  
William C Crelin MD  
Infectious Disease Specialists of SE WI  
Midwest Nephrology Associates  
Nephrology Associates of Waukesha  
Associates of Neurological Surgery  
SE WI Radiation Oncology Associates  
Moreland Family Medicine Associates  
WomenCare - Sherry Prowatzke, MD  
Greg Heal MD  
ProHealth Care Medical Associates Inc.  
Greater Milwaukee Plastic Surgeons  
Mary M Milbrath MD  
Plastic Surgery Associates - Thomas Korkos, MD  
Foot & Ankle Associates of Wisconsin  
Practice Management Group  
Glenn Caine DO  
Arnavaz Dua MD  
ENT Treatment Center  
Regional General & Vascular Surgeons  
Padmaja Doniparthi MD  
Milwaukee GI Specialists  
Wisconsin Neurosurgery  
Wisconsin Retina  
Lake Country Pathologists  
Allergy Research & Care  
Jane L Neumann MD  
Staudacher Cardiology Services  
Plastic Surgery Associates - Alex Colque, MD  
Donald Strong MD  
Mark A Klaas MD  
Michael Jay Phillips MD  
Childrens Eye Center  
Vicken Vorperian MD  
Verma Medical Services  
Neurological Wellness Clinic  

**ProMedica Physician Group, Inc.**  
ProMedica Central Physicians  
ProMedica East Physicians, LLC  
ProMedica West Physicians, LLC  
ProMedica South Physicians, LLC
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ProMedica Corporation of Michigan

**Quality Independent Physicians, LLC**
Chary Primary Care  
Versailles Family Medicine PLLC  
Greentree Primary Care, LLC  
LaGrange Family Care Doctors, PSC  
Louisville Geriatric Associates LLC  
Charasika Open Access Healthcare, PSC  
Molloy G. Veal, MD, PSC  
Ivan Ljubic, MD, PSC  
Gill Medical And Geriatrics Associates LLC  
Sellersburg Internal Medicine & Pediatrics  
Drs Hilgeford, Morgan and Haney PLLC  
Greater Louisville Internal Medicine, PSC  
Drs. Borders and Associates, PSC  
Amins Family Practice Associates PSC  
Internal Medicine and Pediatric Associates, PSC  
Eugene Giles Sr., MD, PSC  
Dr. Nair Internal Medicine PLLC  
Winchester Medical Associates, LLC  
Robert G Hammer MD & Associates PLLC  
Cypress Medical Associates, PSC  
East End Primary Care, PLLC

**Qualuable Medical Professionals, LLC**
Highlands Podiatry, P.L.C.  
Martha S Rubenstein, PhD  
Inpatient Consultants of Tennessee  
Integrated Health Concepts, LLC  
Randall J Falconer, M.D., P.C.  
Dickenson Medical Clinic, PC  
Peter Platzer, MD  
Family Eye Care and Pediatric Vision Center, PLLC  
Rogersville Vision Clinic, PLLC  
Medical Care, PLLC  
Marden Medical, PLLC  
Advanced Community Care, PC  
Karing Hearts Cardiology, PLLC  
Thomas J Burns, PhD  
Kristie J Nies, PhD  
Edward E Latham, Jr., PhD  
Repko Family Vision Center, PLLC  
Associated Orthopaedics of Kingsport, P.C.
The Reeves Eye Institute
Joe H Owens DPM
Clinch Valley Physicians, Inc.
Jeffrey Paul Ginther, M.D.
Diagnostic Imaging Associates
Plastic Surgery Specialists, PC
Litton Family Medicine, PC
Bristol Gynecology & Obstetrics, P.C.
Bristol Surgical Associates, PC
Allergy Associates, P.A.
Drs. Green, PC
Regional Eye Center, PC
Watauga Pathology Associates, PC
Radiation Oncology Associates of N.E. TN
Surgical Associates, P.C.
Frank L Oglesby, Jr., O.D.
Association of University Radiologists, P.C.
Northeast Tennessee Emergency Physicians PC
John Lawson Surgical Group
Gastroenterology Associates
Holston Medical Group, PC
Mark C. Baxter, D.P.M.
Samuel W Huddleston, IV, M.D.
Meadowview ENT Specialists
First Medical Group Inc.
Mountain Region Family Medicine, PC
Watauga Orthopaedics, PLC
Regional Kidney Care, PC
Richard G. Salamone, PH.D
Appalachian Orthopaedic Associates, PC
Anindya Kumar Sen
State of Franklin Healthcare Associates, PLLC
Highlands Pathology Consultants, P.C.
Lesley Ann Jones, M.D.
East Tennessee Brain & Spine Center, P.C.
Tri-City Pediatric Cardiology P.C
Highlands Neurosurgery, P.C.
Southwest Women's Health Services of Virginia, PLLC

Reliance Health Network
First Knight Medical Inc.
Prime Care Family Health Centers Inc.
Shaun E. Laurie Professional Association
Laura Preston MD, PA
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Cross Creek Medical, PA
Alfred Aingu MD
Arecho Medical Clinic LLC
Wakulla Urgent Care & Diagnostic Center PLC
Everest Medical Care PA
Bowman & Hampsey MDs PA
Gericares LLC
Anglin Medical PA
Dr. Pat and Associates LLC
Gulf Coast Medical Care PLLC
Paul McRae
CTM Healthcare LLC
Gericare Center LLC
Doctor's Associates of Orlando LLC
Natalie N. Ellis, MD, PA
Arecho Medical LLC
Sanders Comprehensive Clinic
Seffner Premier Healthcare PA
Margaret Theodore MD, PA
Ray H. Tanguan MD
Fred H. Ross, MD
Charles L. Batson PA-Family Practice
Emile C. Commedore MD PA
J. Roger Demosthenes MD, PA
Buffalo Medical Center
Cheryl Roberson MD PA
Stephanie Talton MD, PA
Westside Family Medical Center PA
Hope Family Medicine
Ashton C. Brinson MD, PA

**RGV ACO Health Providers, LLC**
PEDRO J. PENALO
DONNA MEDICAL CLINIC, P.A.
SUNG E. LIM MD PA
PEDRO J. PENALO, M.D., P.A.
RIO GRANDE VALLEY ADULT
Nelson R. Kalaf, MD PA
Melecia Fuentes MD PA
Abreu Adult Clinic, PA

**Rio Grande Valley Health Alliance, LLC**
Alfredo V. Gonzalez, M.D., P.A.
Mid Valley Family Practice Associates, P.A.
Alfredo Lopez, Jr., M.D., P.A.
Mario R. Anzaldua, M.D.
Ricardo Barrera, M.D., P.A.
Samuel T. Garcia, Jr., M.D.
Luis Delgado, Jr., M.D., P.A.
Palm Valley Medical Clinic, P.A.
La Joya’s Neighborhood Doctor, P.A.
Dona E. Cooper-Dockery, M.D., P.A.
Javier A. Saenz, M.D., P.A.
Marco Gutierrez M.D. and Associates

Saint Francis HealthCare Partners ACO Inc.
Thomas I Knox, M.D., L.L.C.
Bloomfield Foot Specialists, L.L.C.
Comprehensive Foot Care, L.L.C.
Minimally Invasive Surgeons of Greater Hartford, L.L.C.
St Francis Hospital And Medical Center
Spinella Orthopaedic Associates, Inc.
Hartford Urology Group
West Hartford Podiatry Associates
Hartford Orthopedic Surgeons, Pc
Amal Das, M.D.
Woodland Anesthesiology Associates, P.C.
Radiology Associates of Hartford, P.C.
CT Orthopedics & Sports Medicine, P.C.
Retina Consultants, P.C.
Muzibul G. Chowdhury, M.D., F.A.C.C., P.C.
East Granby Family Practice, L.L.C.
William R. Maron, M.D., P.C.
Medical Oncology and Blood Disorders, LLP
Joseph B Sappington MD Pc
Barry D Kels MD Pc
Greater Hartford Cardiology Group
Richard J Grayson
Richard I Reaback DPM
Stone, Goldenberg & Dharan, L.L.P.
Marco Morel, M.D.
Ct. Gastroenterology Associates, P.C.
Donald Salzberg, M.D.
Connecticut Eye Center, P.C.
Bristol Cardiovascular Associates, P.C.
Cottage Grove Cardiology, P.C.
Hartford Podiatry Group, L.L.C.
Colon And Rectal Surgeons Of Greater Hartford, LLC
Brian Deschamps, D.P.M.
Connecticut Radiation Oncology, PC
Elizabeth Romac Karrenberg, D.P.M., F.A.C.F.A.S.
Family Medicine Partnership, Pc
Jeffrey Martone DPM
Mount Sinai Rehabilitation Hospital
Connecticut Foot Care Centers, L.L.C.
Saint Francis Care Medical Group, P.C.
Saint Francis Medical Group, Inc.
Asylum Hill Family Medicine Center, Inc.
Prime Healthcare, P.C.
Vascular Associates Of Ct, LLC
Doctors of Avon Medical Group, P.C.
Central Connecticut Cardiologists LLC
Collins Medical Associates 2, P.C.
Arrhythmia Consultants of Connecticut, L.L.C.
Rocky Hill Medical Center, LLC
Eastern Connecticut Cardiology Associates, L.L.C.
Cardiac & Thoracic Surgical Assoc. LLC
Roy A. Kellerman, M.D., L.L.C.
Associated Ear Nose & Throat Specialists, L.L.C.
Connecticut Back Center
Stephan C. Lange, M.D., P.C.
Robert Kalman, D.P.M.
Steven Isaacs, M.D.
Mark Silk, M.D.
Paul B Murray M.D., LLC
Feet First Foot Care Specialists, LLC
Greater Hartford Nephrology, L.L.C.
Connecticut Surgeons, L.L.C.
Judith Mascolo, M.D., LLC
Jeffrey P. Thompseen, MD., L.L.C.
Quinones Medical Group
Advanced Ob/Gyn Care, L.L.C.
Ashanti Medical Associates, L.L.C.
Cardiothoracic Surgery, P.C.
Eileen C. Comia, M.D., L.L.C.
Stephen F. Calderon, M.D., P.C.
Ellis Medical Center, LLC
H.R. Silverstein, M.D.
Podiatry Center of Eastern CT, LLC
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Michael B. Teiger, M.D., P.C.
Urgent Care Center Of Connecticut, LLC
Northern Connecticut Eye Associates, LLC
West Hartford Internal Medicine
Comprehensive Medical Group, LLC
Saint Francis Emergency Medical Group, Inc.
Ct Rehabilitation & Spasticity Care, LLC
Salud Primary Care, LLC
Allergy and Asthma Family Care LLC
Internal Medicine And Pediatric Associates LLC
Bruce Chozick MD Pc
Invision Medical Imaging, L.L.C.
Horanieh General Surgery, LLC
Advanced 6 Health Care, LLC

Scott & White Healthcare Walgreens Well Network
Walgreen Co.
Scott & White Clinic

SEMAC
Trupti Patel, M.D., PLLC
Jiab Suleiman Do Pc
Wayne Medical Center PLLC
Rubina Ahmed MD PC
Great Lakes Medical Laboratories PC
Sami Abu-Farha MD PC
MALA BATHIJA MD, PLLC
Jesus Ortega MD PLLC
H AND R MEDICAL PRACTICE PC
Pavani Kolli MD PLC
Marc J Milia MD PC
Ali Nasser MD PC
SCHAEFER MEDICAL CENTER-DEARBORN
Southgate Medical Group PLLC
CHILDREN'S AND FAMILY MEDICAL CLINIC PC
Advanced Medical Center PLLC
Care Pediatric PLLC
Michigan Medical Associates PC
CONTEMPORARY OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PLC
F Ali MD PLLC
SAMYUKTHA MADISHETTY MD PC
Lamis Inc.
Yousef Daneshvar MD
Prestige Health Services PLC
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Synergy Health PC
GARDEN CITY FAMILY PHYSICIANS, PLLC
Switch Eye Center PC
ALI ELKHALLI DPM PROF CORP
Caring Pediatrics PLLC
Chase Pediatric Inc.
M H Hakim MD PC
Best Medical Center PC
Sultana R Ghuznavi MD PC
Parvez Khan MD, PC
Sami Abbasi DO PLLC
Metro Shores Internal Medicine PLLC
Michigan Specialty Clinic PLLC
NORMAN G MACDERMID DO PLLC
Anil Gupta MD
Hakim Eye Center
MICHIGAN FOOT AND ANKLE SPECIALISTS PC
Kashif Qureshi MD PC
Allenwood Family Health Care PC
Madison Heights Pediatrics PC
R R Vemuri MD
Plymouth Canton Family Health Care
Hyder Makki DO
Adelbert Evangelista PC
Abdul Sattar Choudhry MD PC
Michigan Institute of Urology PC
River Oaks Pediatrics
V GOBURDHUN MD PC
Child & Adolescent Center PC
ALI MAFEE MD PC
THIMMIAH RAMESH, M.D. P.C.
V. K. KHANNA M.D. P.C.
Duggal & George MD PC
Rafeek M Farah MD PC
Robert C Schwyn MD PC
N.JAHAN, M.D.P.C
S.M.RAHMAN.MD.PC.
BURMAN & ZUCKERBROD OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PC
Satish N Kamath MD
Pankaj Dave MD PC
Normita D Vincencio MD Pc
Associated Eye Physicians of Dearborn PC
V KLEMPHTNER MD PC
Dearborn Family Clinic PC
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ARUN SINGAL MD PC
Yousef Daneshvar MD
Raka Mahajan MD PC
Mainwaring Pathology Group PC
Pediatric Care Center
Syed S Taj MD FACP
Amerigard Development Corporation
ALI A FADEL MD PC
Parvez Khan MD PC
Sudha R Patel MD PC
Warrenfield Medical Center PC
Pediatric Care Center
ANC PC
Professional Medical Group MD PC
PREMIER MEDICINE URGENT CARE PC
BALBIR GANDHI MDPC
Picard-Burgess Family Practice PC
Matriosca Umlauf MD
Toms P Mathew MD PC
CRESCENT FAMILY PRACTICE PC
Anthony D Udo-InYang MD
McFord Pediatrics
Yassir A Attalla MD PC
Plymouth Canton Family Physicians
Associated Physicians of Dearborn
Dearborn Primary Care Center PC
SM Kaura MD PLLC
Nabil Metwally MD
Affiliated Medical of Dearborn PLLC
Raad Al-Saraf MD PC
Shalini Gupta MD PC
Wathek Sakka MD
Michigan Medical Group PC
George W Danz MD
George C Hawrot PLLC
Nathan Bining MD
Arash Kiarash MD PC
RIVER URGENT CARE & MEDICAL CLINIC PC
Better Health PLLC
Critical Care Medicine Partners PC
Southgate Medical Clinic
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SERPA-ACO
Fillmore County Medical Center, P.C.
LifeCare Family Medicine of Bellevue, P.C.
Central Nebraska Medical Clinic, P.C.
Butler County Clinic, P.C.
Plum Creek Medical Group, P.C.
Family Practice Associates, P.C.
Family Medical Center of Hastings
McCook Clinic, P.C.
York Medical Clinic, P.C.

South Florida Accountable Care Organization, LLC
Homero Rivero MD Pa
PETER V. CHOY, MD, LLC
FLORIDA FOOT & ANKLE ASSOCIATES, LLC
MANUEL BORNIA, MD
Z. RAFAEL ABAD, M.D. P.A.
JUAN ALBERTO PRIETO MD PA
MIAMI CENTER FOR CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE, PLLC
Frank Aranda Md Pa
EFRAIN GARCIA, M.D., P.A.
KIDNEY SPECIALTY CENTER, INC.
AIM HEALTHCARE, LLC
ALEJANDRO VILASUSO M.D.
BAY SURGICAL GROUP, LLC.
FAMILY CHOICE MEDICAL CLINIC PA
VIJAY VAKHARIA MD PA
Z. RAFAEL ABAD, M.D.
TIBBAR MEDICAL, PLLC
HENRY E PAEZ, M.D., P.A.
The Surgical Group Of Miami
GARCIA & GARCIA, M.D. 'S, P.A.
ALAN J. MARCUS, D.O., P.A.
MIAMI MEDICAL CONSULTANTS, P.A.
MUHAMMAD A. CHAUDHARY, M.D., P.A.
FERNANDO J. DEARMENDI, M.D., P.A.
JOSE BASAGOITIA, MD, PA
JUAN CUELLAR, M.D.
DR. ELEONOR PIMENTEL, M.D., P.A.
SOUTH FLORIDA NEPHROLOGY GROUP, P.A.
CENTURION, QUINTANA, AND ASSOCIATES, M.D’S, P.A.
RAMON G. IGLESIAS, M.D., P.A.
CHANDRAKANT SHAH M.D. P.A.
CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE ASSOCIATES, P.A.
Alejandro Vilasuso, M.D. P.A.
ASSOCIATED MEDICAL MANAGERS, INC.
HUMBERTO MACHADO M.D. PA
PETER R. ALDANA, M.D., P.A.
GATEWAY MEDICAL GROUP, L.C.
JORGE ACEVEDO-CRESPO, MD, P.A.
JOSE N. GONZALEZ, M.D., P.A.
LAZARO PRIEGUES, M.D., P.A.
HECTOR B. JIMENEZ, M.D., P.A.
DR. BENNETT A. LEWIS, D.O., P.A.
VILMED, INC.
RAFAEL A. BARRIAL, M.D., P.A.
LUIS S. VERAS, M.D., P.A.
Angela A Gomez MD Pa
KEY BISCAYNE MEDICAL CENTER, INC.

Southcoast Accountable Care Organization, LLC
New Bedford Medical Associates, P.C.
Southcoast Hospitals Group, Inc.
Southcoast Physicians Group, Inc.

Southern Arizona Accountable Care Organization, LLC
Saguaro Physicians, LLC
ARIZONA INPATIENT MEDICINE ASSOCIATES LLC
El Rio Santa Cruz Neighborhood Health Center, Inc.
Arnold I. Hollander, MD PC
Mariposa Community Health Center, Inc.
John T. Pellerito JR, MD
Arizona Medical Services PC
Michael F. Hamant MD PC
New Pueblo Medicine, PC
Gregory A Robertson MD PC
Thomas E Lindow MD PC
Marana Health Center, Inc.

Southern Kentucky Health Care Alliance
Ghayth M Hammad, M.D., PSC
Singh Medical Associates
Gk Enterprises, LLC
William D. Kirk M.D., PLLC
Stellar Healthcare Associates
Anson Hseih, M.D.
Drs Godfrey Godfrey & Eklund PSC
Mohana R. Arla MD., P.S.C.
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Lebanon Medical Associates, PLLC  
Drs Sasser Davis & Iglehart  
Bullitt County Family Practitioners  
Family & Internal Medicine Associates PLLC  
Chandra M. Reddy, M.D.

**Southern Maryland Collaborative Care LLC**

Medpro Hospitalists LLP  
Immaculate Medical Services LLC  
Lakeside Medical Group  
Sureshkumar Muttath, LLC  
Healthrise Lotus Care LLC  
Padder Health Services, LLC  
Southern Maryland Medical Group  
John P Hakim MD & Associates Pa  
Metropolitan Medical Specialists LLC  
Ace Urgent Care And Clinic LLC  
Cambridge Cancer & Infusion Center LLC  
Stephanie Trifoglio, MD  
William A Condrell, MD Pc  
Laurel Medical Associates  
Carla J Lambert, MD, LLC  
Luis A Casas MD LLC  
Ramesh G Patel Pc  
Ic Care Corporation  
Nader A Dakak  
Vicken Poochikian MD P A  
James J Kim  
Vivek C Vaid, MD, PA  
Kenilworth Internists, P.A  
Laurel Lakes Peditcatics  
Gerald P Sterner MD  
Peter M. Schissler MD P.A.  
Virender Pal Singh, MD  
Muhammad Yusuf, MD  
Syed A Sadiq  
Surinder Singh, MD  
Arvind M Mehta MD  
Kemppanna Sudhakar  
Jaleh Daee  
Ravinder K Rustagi M.D.P.A  
Acquanetta Frazier  
Pritam S Saini, MD  
Scaria Mathew MD
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Samuel Alleyne
Kadie Leach MD Pa
Capitol Cardiology Associates Pa
Oleg B. Shpak, MD, Pa
Bethel Medical Clinic Chartered
Riad Dakheel, M.D., P.A.
Parmjit S Aujla
M Saeed Koolaee MD FACC
Fort Washington Family Care, PC
Family Medicine Associates
Old Line Medical Services, P.C.
Dpinder Singh, MD
MEDPEDS, LLC
Michael J. Grady M.D., P.C.
Maryland Urgent Care
Stuart Turkewitz, MD
Rajkumar G Bhojraj
Metropolitan Hospitalists LLC

St. Luke's Clinic Coordinated Care, Ltd.
ROY TYLER FRIZZELL, M.D., PLLC
FAMILY PRACTICE ASSOCIATES, PA
ARTHRITIS CENTER OF IDAHO, PA
IDAHO ENDOCRINOLOGY, PLLC
Intermountain Orthopaedic PLLC
STARK MEDICAL, PC
CALDWELL UROLOGY, P.L.L.C.
ST. LUKE'S MCCALL, LTD.
TWIN FALLS ORTHOPEDICS, PLLC
ST. LUKE'S CLINIC - WOOD RIVER, L.L.C.
ST. LUKE'S CLINIC - TREASURE VALLEY, L.L.C.
EASTERN OREGON MEDICAL ASSOCIATES, LLC
ST. LUKE'S MAGIC VALLEY REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, LTD.
St Luke's Regional Medical Center
ST. LUKE'S JEROME, LTD.
Boise Surgical Group
CARDIOVASCULAR & CHEST SURGICAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.
OB-GYN CENTER, P.A.
PAYETTE LAKES MEDICAL CLINIC, P.A.
WOMAN'S CLINIC
UROLOGY ASSOCIATES, PA
STANLEY W MOSS M.D.
MCCALL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SOUTHERN IDAHO RADIOLOGY, P.A.
PEDIATRIC NEUROLOGY OF IDAHO, PLLC
SUN VALLEY SPORTS MEDICINE, P.A.
Idaho Family Physicians
IDAHO NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.
Humphreys Diabetes Center Inc.
Pacific Northwest Surgical Associates Pc
STEVEN L. KARASSIK, M.D., P.A.
ST. LUKE’S FAMILY HEALTH, LLC
Capital City Family Medicine
THOMAS H. RAND, M.D., CHARTERED
MAGIC VALLEY ANESTHESIOLOGY ASSOCIATES, P.L.L.C.
Boise Heart Clinic PLLC
VALLEY PATHOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PLLC
ORTHOPEDIC CENTERS OF IDAHO, P.A.
ST. LUKE’S CLINIC, LLC
IDAHO PULMONARY ASSOCIATES, P.A.
David Johnson, MD P A
Mark Szentes P C
St Luke’s Medical Center Wood River Ltd
SOLO PROPRIETERS (ROMAN BABIJ, M.D. AND TONY TESNOHLIDEK, M.D.)
Ronald E Jutzy MD Inc.

St. Thomas Medical Group, PLLC
St. Thomas Medical Group PLLC

Summit Health Solutions
Campbell County Hma, LLC
Cocke County Hma, LLC
Jefferson County Hma, LLC
Metro Knoxville Hma, LLC
Parkwest Medical Center
Fort Sanders Regional Medical Center
Morristown Hamblen Hospital Association
Methodist Medical Center
LeConte Medical Center
Fort Loudoun Medical Center
Summit Medical Group
Roane County Medical Center

Summit Health-Virtua, Inc.
Mount Laurel Family Physicians
Virtua Medical Group, Pa
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**Texoma ACO, LLC**
Clinics of North Texas, LLP

**The Polyclinic**
The Polyclinic

**The Premier HealthCare Network LLC**
Tamara Brown
Georgia Vascular Specialists PC
Ankle and Foot Centers of Georgia LLC
Primary Care Specialists, LLC
Lonnie C. Jenkins MD, PC
Leroy A Wilson, MD PC
Patricia D. Glenn MD PC
Paces Ferry Medical Group PC
Cumberland Women's Health Center
Brown Medical Associates PC
Atlanta South Nephrology PC
John A. Harsch MD PC
North Atlanta Medical Associates PC
Naim G. Shaheed DPM PC
Miguel Stubbs MD, PC
South Atlanta Medical Associates PC
Gastroenterology Medicine & Nutrition Clinic, PC
Midtown Neurology, PC
Jean Joseph Philippe, MD, PC

**Torrance Memorial Integrated Physicians, LLC**
Richard M Butlig MD Inc.
Catherine Bannerman, MD
Soliman Care Family Practice Center
Traditional Family Practice
Maxwell Dartey MD, Inc.
Juma Bharadia, MD, Inc., DBA Icardiology
Urology Institute of the South Bay
Grengorz Majcher, MD
Chong V. Kim, M.D.
Torrance Memorial Hospitalist Associates
David I. Cohen, MD, Inc.
Mikael M. Purne, MD
Victoria Y. Shin, MD, Inc.
Marcil M. Mamita M.D., a Medical Corporation
Sitaraman Jyotheeswaran, MD, FACP, A Medical Corporation
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Torrance Family Practice  
ID MED, A Medical Group  
George Thompson Jr. MD  
South Bay Gastroenterology Medical Group  
Steven Rosenberg, MD, Inc.  
Moyeen Khaleeli, MD, Inc.  
Torrance Orthopedic & Sports Medicine Group  
Dr. Milton Leroy Owens  
Association of South Bay Surgeons, A Medical Group, Inc.  
Joseph F. Lopez, MD, Inc.  
Cardiofit Medical Group, Inc.  
South Bay Orthopaedic Specialists  
William K. Averill, MD, FACC, A Medical Corporation  
Madison Park Family Medical  
Robert B Hosseini MD Inc.  
Peter B. Shin, MD, Inc.  
Doctor Muttalib and Associates, Inc.  
Malay R. Das, MD  
Nam M. Lai M.D.  
Sharda Bhasin  
Tim K. Cha, MD, A Neurology Medical Corporation  
Milefchik-Rand Medical Group, Inc.  

**TP-ACO, LLC**  
MAYO MEDICAL CLINIC  
PRIMARY CARE CLINIC LLC  
 TENNESSEE HEALTHCARE PARTNERS, LLC  
The Physicians Alliance Corporation  
J CHRIS BECKMAN MD PLLC  
T. MICHAEL HELTON  
Family Health of St. Helena, LLC  
GENESYS FAMILY MEDICINE  
DHAR FAMILY MEDICINE, PLLC  
PMA MEDICAL TREATMENT CENTERS, LLC  
HARPETH INDEPENDENT PRACTICE ASSOCIATION, LLC  
FAMILY HEALTH OF LOUISIANA, LLC  
N RAO CHUNDURU  
Livingston After Hours & Occupational Medicine, LLC  
PATRICK G. WATSON, M.D., P.A.  
ROSEMARY T. LATORTUE, M.D., P.A.  
INTERNAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES, LLC  
JOSEPH L WILLOUGHBY M D  
FAMILY HEALTH ASSOCIATES  
JOHN BYRNES  
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David E. Ours, MD
GARY SCHWARTZ
TERESA HUGGINS
Stones River Regional IPA
BELL FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
CHARLES WOLOHON
MURFREESBORO INTERNAL MEDICINE
MURFREESBORO FAMILY CARE, P.C.
MURFREESBORO INTERNAL MEDICINE
MIDDLE TENNESSEE FAMILY MEDICINE
TENNESSEE MEDICINE & PEDIATRICS, PC
FAMILY PRACTICE PARTNERS, PC
PETER DICORLETO
JAMES W GARNER JR MD PC
Cool Springs Internal Medicine And Pediatrics Clinic, PLLC
AMERICA’S FAMILY DOCTORS
LOUISIANA AVENUE MEDICAL CENTER, INC. (A MEDICAL CORPORATION)
DONALD W DOUCET MD AND ASSOCIATES LLC
VAN T LE, MD, LLC
KIRAN G ZAVERI MD LLC

**Triad Healthcare Network**

Alpha Clinics, Pa
Moses Cone Affiliated Physicians, Inc.
Piedmont Senior Care, PLLC
Roy O Fagan III, MD PA
Leonard R Nyland, MD PLLC
Zack Hall, MD PLLC
Greensboro Medical Associates, PA
Guilford Medical Associates, PA
Central Carolina Surgery, PA
Hospice at Greensboro, Inc.
Edwin J. Green, MD, PA
Stephen Dana Knowlton
Edward Lee Hawkins, MD
White Oak Family Physicians, P.A.
Dayspring Family Medicine Associates, PLLC
Moses Cone Medical Services, Inc.
Bland Clinic, PA
Eagle Physicians And Associates Pa
Randolph Medical Associates
Gary A Rankin MD Pa
Greensboro Adult And Adolescent Internal Medicine
Triad Internal Medicine Associates Pa
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ARMC Physicians Care, Inc.
Hodges Family Practice, Inc.
Five Points Medical Center, Inc.
Ronald Wayne Roberts
The Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital Operating Corporation
Moses Cone Physician Services, Inc.

UCLA Faculty Practice Group
Elliot Abemayor, MD
Duncan Q Mcbride MD Inc.
Regents Of The University Of California Los Angeles
Regents Of The University Of California Los Angeles
University Head And Neck Associates
Robert Smith, MD
Hillel Laks, MD
Sherwin J. Isenberg, M.D., Inc.
Jacob Rajfer, MD
Associated General Surgeons
John G Frazee, MD
Surgical Oncology Associates of Westwood
UCLA Radiology Medical Group
UC Regents UCLA Family Health Center
UCLA Dept. Of Pediatrics Grp Practice
UC Regents UCLA Obgyn Medical Group
UC Regents UCLA Dept. of Medicine Professional Group
UC Regents UCLA Dmpg Dermatology
UC Regents Neuropsychiatric Behavioral Health
Jules Stein Institute Medical Group
UCLA Neurological Group
UC Regents, DBA UCLA Department of Anesthesiology
Arie S Beldegrun, MD
UC Regents Department Of Pharmacology And Nuclear Medicine Practice Gr
Regents Of University Of California UCLA Orthopaedic Surgery Med Group
The Regents of The University of California UCLA Pediatric Surgery As
The Regents of The University of California UCLA Surgery Oncology Ass
The Regents of The University of California UCLA Plastic Surgery Assoc.
The Regents of The University of California
Regents Of The University of California UCLA Head And Neck Surgery
The Regents of The University of California UCLA Urology Associates
Regents of University of California UCLA Neurosurgery Associates
UCLA Cardiothoracic Surg
Regents of The University of California UCLA Liver Pancreas Transplan
Regents of The University of CA Emer Med
The Regents Of The University of California UCLA Rad-Onc Group Practic
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Regents of The University of California Gonda Goldschmied Vascular Cen
Regents of The University of UCLA Thoracic Oncology Associates
UCLA Pathology & Laboratory
Santa Monica Bay Area Physicians
UC Regents UCLA Gynecologic Oncology Assoc.
Regents Univ of Calif Los Angeles

UnityPoint Health Partners
Cardiologists, L.C.
Trinity Medical Center
Robert Young Center for Community Mental Health
Methodist Medical Center of Illinois
Quincy Physicians & Surgeons Clinic, S.C.
St. Luke’s Methodist Hospital
Unity HealthCare
Central Iowa Hospital Corporation
Allen Memorial Hospital Corporation
Iowa Physicians Clinic Medical Foundation

University Hospitals Coordinated Care Organization
University Hospitals Medical Group, Inc.
University Hospitals Ahuja Medical Center, Inc.
University Hospitals Geneva Medical Center
University Hospitals Conneaut Medical Center
University Hospitals Health System, Inc.
University Hospitals Geauga Medical Center
University Hospitals Home Care Services, Inc.
University Hospitals Cleveland Medical Center
University Hospitals Laboratory Services Foundation
University Primary Care Practices, Inc.
UH Regional Hospitals

UW Health ACO, Inc.
University of Wisconsin System Non Payroll
University of Wisconsin Medical Foundation, Inc.
University of Wisconsin Hospitals and Clinics Authority

Virginia Collaborative Care, LLC
Wei Lui
Rockwell Physicians of Salisbury LLC
Dr. Arun K Gupta Pc
Lansdowne Travel & Family Medicine, LLC
Dulles Health LLC
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ridgeview Internal Medicine LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southside Area Family Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime Family Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centreville Internal Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Medical Services PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purcellville Family Health Care, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gainesville Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven Corners Medical Center, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaolan Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChingChai Wanidworanun MD PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arjun Medical Center, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Medical Center, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine Practice Associates PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwang H. Junn MD IM/GERI PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levester Thompson, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Health Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanjeev M. Wasan, M.D., Plc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hussny Family Practice, PLLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally A McFarland MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David K Choi MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berryville Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulam-Mohmed M Kolia MD Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Med of Williamsburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chantilly Family Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annandale Family Medicine PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Associates Of Reston Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truong Van, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine Practice, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piyush R Patel MD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Diana Jensen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulles Family Medicine, PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob T Joseph MD Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alice Joseph MD PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton Centreville Medical Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Fernandez M.D.P.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Clinic Of Woodbridge Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulles Medical Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirza S Baig, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudoun Medical Care PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Ridge Nephrology Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Cohen MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanjeev Kohli, MD Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Virginia Nephrology Associates Pc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Pain and Rehab Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Loudoun Rheumatology Center
Virginia Family Medicine PLLC

**Wellmont Integrated Network**
Wellmont Cardiology Services
Wellmont Medical Associates
Cardiovascular Associates
Wellmont Physician Services
Wellmont Health System

**WellStar Health Network, LLC**
Douglasville Nephrology & Htn Clinic
Alice M. Shin, MD, Inc.
Sumner Neurology Associates, PLLC
Mina C. Nayak, MD, PC
WellStar Community Hospice, LLC
Seagen Medical Group, PC
Atlanta Interventional Institute, PC
Complete Care for Women, PC
Douglasville Eye Clinic, PC
Advanced Breast Care
North Georgia Kidney Specialists, LLC
Craniospinal Institute Of Georgia
Laura C. Cauthen, M.D., P.C.
Neil J. Negrin, MD, PC
Bernard Orewa, MD, PC
Tri-County Anesthesia, LLC
Crawford Plastic Surgery
Apex Medical Center, PC
Healthwise Internal Medicine, PC
Cobb Internal Medicine Associates
Kennesaw Mountain Medical Group
WellStar Thoracic Surgery Associates, LLC
WellStar Cardiovascular Medicine, LLC
WellStar Atlanta General Surgery, LLC
WellStar Home Health, LLC
North Georgia Oral Surgery, PC
Creekside Medical Clinic, LLC
WellStar Comprehensive Bariatric Services, LLC
WellStar Bi-County ENT, LLC
WellStar Rheumatology, LLC
Kukaswadia P.C.
WellStar Medical Group, LLC
Spilker Medical, LLC
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Peachland Nephrology & Hypertension, PC
Cobb Hospital, Inc.
Northwest Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Assoc.
Atlanta Colon And Rectal Surgery, Pa
Marietta Eye Clinic, PA
Georgia Urology, PA
Eye Consultants of Atlanta
Radiology Atlanta Group, PC
Marietta OB/GYN Affiliates, PA
Cobb Women's Health, P.A.
Park Robert Mitchell, M.D.
Jeffrey Alan Wener, MD, PC
Douglas Women's Center, PC
Georgia Kidney Associates, Inc.
Javaid Sayeed, MD, PC
The Breast Center, PC
Windy Hill Podiatry Associates, PC
Windy Hill Anesthesia Associates, PC
William E. Snell, DO, PC
Kennesaw Family Physicians
Kiritkumar J. Shah, M.D., P.C.
Cobb Center For Radiation Therapy, Inc.
Cobb Eye Center, LLP
Georgia Lung Associates, PC
WellStar Health System, Inc.
Resurgens, PC
Frederick P. Wener, MD, PC
Stephen A. Byrne
Douglas Medical Group, PC
Richard W King Jr.
Ankle & Foot Specialists
Atlanta Psychiatry & Neurology, PC
Marietta Plastic Surgery, PC
Advanced Surgical Grp Of NW Ga
Summit Surgical Specialists, PC
Cobb Nephrology Hypertension
Blatt Eye Center, PC
Douglas Hospital, Inc.
Kennestone Hospital, Inc.
J. Michael Petway, MD, PC
Hyperbaric Physicians Of Georgia
Cobb Pulmonary Associates, PC
Paulding Medical Center, Inc.
Amita N. Dave, MD, PC
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David S. Whitcomb, MD, PC  
Cobb Hyperbaric Medicine  
Dr. Elizabeth A. Street  
Laurie Leigh Robbins, MD Pc  
Georgia Cancer Specialists I Pc  
Cobb Physician Group, PC  
Georgia Eye Specialists  
Vascular Surgical Associates, PC  
Georgia Anesthesiologists, PC  
Urology Enterprises, Pc  
Alan Gardner MD  
West Cobb Internal Medicine, PC  
Advanced Dermatology, P.C.  
WellStar Homecare Billing LLC  
Westside Medical Associates  
Dinesh K. Bhatia, MD, PC  
WellStar Rehabilitation, LLC  
Northwest ENT Associates PC  
Kennestone Neurology Associates, PC  
Michael F. Pratt, MD, PC  
The Bortolazzo Group, LLC  
Southern Nephrology Clinic, LLC  
Physician Pain Care, PC  
Center For Allergy And Asthma Of West Georgia, P.C.  
Mary Pitcher MD Pc  
Comprehensive Pain Management  
Marietta Rheumatology Associates, PC  
Tariq Javed, MD, PC  
Evan Brody, DPM, Inc.  
West Atlanta Ob/Gyn, Inc.  
Kamlesh D. Nayak, MD, PC  
Lanier Medical Center

**West Florida ACO, LLC**

Red Star Holdings  
West Coast Medical Associates Pasco, P.A.  
Maruti Corporation  
Muhammad Nawaz MD PA  
Anil M. Bhatia, MD  
All Florida Family Care, Inc.  
S.K. Aggarwal, M.D., P.A.  
Vrajesh Shah M.D., P.A.  
Rajesh B. Dave, M.D., P.A.
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Thomas H. Hirasa, M.D., PLLC
Shirley Rheinfeld, MD PLLC
Michael A. Trainor, DO
William Thrift, MD
Prescott Surgical Clinic Pa
Prescott Family Practice
David C Duncan, MD
Prescott Cardiology
Daniel M. Burchfield, M.D., PhD
Fred S Markham, MD Pc
Bertrand P. Kaper, MD
Windsong Medical Associates PLC
Prescott Womens Clinic li
Joseph P Griffin, MD PC
Scott S Ekdahl, DBA Chino Valley Medical Center

Yuma Connected Community
Arizona Medical Center, PLLC
William Masland
Yuma Medical Clinic, PC
Yuma Children's Clinic
Gonzales Medical Clinic, PC
Steven Ray Andersen, MD, PLC
Up 2 Par PLLC
Patients 1st of Yuma, PLLC
Yuma Kids Clinic PLLC
Stamatia Fissas Gockel
Ahmed Kemmou, MD PLC
Southwest Diabetes Center PLLC
Ismael Guerrero, MD, Plc.
Leona Martin MD
Stanton J. Cohen, DPM PC
Roberto P Garcia MD
Emilia Matos, MD PC
Henry Florez, MD, PC
Alaa Babiker MD PLLC
Mitch Freeman MD, PC
Patients 1st of Yuma, PLLC
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